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Verve is 
proud to present 

15 more of the celebrated 
Classics of Jazz series. Parker, Peterson, 

Holiday, Montgomery....legendary names all available once again 
on premium quality records and cassettes imported from Japan. 

WEST SIDE STORY 
Disco niasou ¡mu 

BACK IN TOWN 

Mel Tonne 
with The Mehones 

These recordings in their original covers have been Dirt of circulation 
for years. To fill the demand, we have re-issuee these original 
albums, and manufactured them at the finest 
facilities in the world! Hear the 
sound of the 
Classics of Jazz... 
on Verve records 
and tapes. 

Marketed by Polygram Classics, Inc. 

Coin' Out Of My Head 
Wes Montgomery 
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JOHNNY McLAUGHLIN/ACOUSTIC GUITARIST 
Shunning his double-headed electric axe be-
cause he prefers the acoustic's "beautiful sound," 
and even shedding a bit of his Eastern musical 
philosophy because he needs "to improvise in a 
harmonic context," John McLaughlin outlines to 
Lee Jeske where his new music will be fused next. 

ELECTRIC BASS IN THE 
HARMOLODIC POCKET 
In a conversation with Cliff Tinder, the critically 
acclaimed bassist Jamaaladeen Tacuma 
claims he can play all styles well, and that "every 
10 years or so the music goes through a major 
change, and it's now time for something else." 

EMBRACING THE JAll RITUAL 
Archie Shepp knows his roots; Sam Freedman 
discovers that saxist Shepp, the embodiment of 
jazz' living tradition, is home again, retracing his 
path through spirituals, blues, and bop. 

SADIK HAKIM 
As an unsung hero of the bebop revolution, Sadik 
Hakim performed on seminal sessions with Bird, 
Diz, Prez, and Ben Webster; the pianist reminisces 
with Jeff Levenson, and brings us up-to-date on 
his career, and overseas success. 
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tle, Tommy Turrentine, Lee Morgan). 
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51 Blindfold Test: Richie Cole, by Leonard 
Feather. 

52 Profile: Johnny Copeland, by Cliff Tinder; 
Larry Harlow, by Larry Birnbaum. 

55 Caught: David Murray and James 
Newton, by Lee Jeske; Sheila Jordan/Flar-
vie Swartz, by Fred Bouchard. 
Pro Sessions: 

58 "Self-Producing Your Own Record," by Lar-
ry Blakely. 

60 "How To Transcribe Tunes By Ear," by Dr 
William L. Fowler 

62 "Practice Pad: Friend Or Foe'?" by Roy 
Burns, 

72 Book Review: Chicago Blues, by 
Larry Birnbaum. 
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6 The First Chorus 59 City Jazzlines 
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Take a look behind the Ncenes at 
today's hottest concerts and you'll find 
some legendary names in sound 
equipment. From compact, combo 
twins to massive sound reinforcement 
arrays. And if you could look inside 
these systems you'd probably find 
another name—JBL. Because for over 
30 years professional musicians have 
been depending on JBL loudspeakers 
to deliver the performance and sound 
quality they demand. 
At JBL we're very proud of this 

reputation. And \\ ¿re constantly work-
ing to maintain it through product 
improvements and innovations. 

Case in point: the new JBL 
E Series. Designed with advanced 
transducer technologies and materials 
to achieve a higher level of perfor-

UBL 
Professional 
Products 
Division 

The world's most 
popular 
backup 
group. 

manee than any other loudspeakers 
on the market. 

Power capacity, for instance, has 
been increased substantially through 
the use of new high-temperature 
adhesives and optimally constructed 
voice coil formers. We've also engi-
neered the E Series to be the most 
efficient musical instrument loud-
speakers we've ever produced. This 
combination of high power capacity 
and efficiency gives the speakers 
outstanding dynamic range as well 
as significantly higher maximum 
acoustic output. 
And the improvements aren't 

limited to just power capacity and 
efficiency. The E Series also features 
our unique Symmetrical Field 
Geometry (SFG) magnetic structure. 

This new magnet design provides 
extremely high accuracy with mini-
mum speaker distortion. 
Of course, the one thing we would 

never change is the unmistakable 
sound quality of our speakers. So the 
E Series maintains the distinctive 
tone character that has made JBL 
loudspeakers an industry standard. 

But don't just take our word for it. 
Ask your local JBL dealer for a 
demonstration. And find out why the 
top performers in the music business 
have made JBL loudspeakers the 
world's most popular backup group. 

James B. Lansing Sound, Inc. 
8500 Balboa Boulevard, 
Northridge, California 91329 U.S.A. 

Specifications E110 (10 in) E120 (12 in) E130 (15 in) E140 ( 15 in) E145 (15 in) E155 ( 18 in) 

Primary 
Application 

Lead or 
rhythm 
guitar, 
piano, 
vocals, 
line 
array 

Lead or Lead or Electric Organ, Electric 
rhythm rhythm bass, synthe- bass, 
guitar, guitar, low sizer, subwoofer, 
electric electric frequency low low 
piano, piano, reinforce- frequency frequency 
organ, organ, ment reinforce- reinforce-
vocals vocals ment ment 

Power Capacity 
Continuous 

program 150 W 300 W 300 W 
Continuous 

sine wave 75 W 150 W 

Sensitivity 98 dB SPL 103 dB SPL 

150 W 

1(15 dB SPL 

400 W 300 W 600 W 

200 W 150 W 300 W  

100 dB SPL 98 dB SPL 100 dB SPL 
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1982 
BERKLEE 
SUMMER 
MUSIC 
PROCAMS 

Berklee Summer Music Programs offer 
multi-level instruction in theory, arranging 
harmony, ear training, guided listening and 
analysis. In addition, all students receive 
private instrumental (or vocal) instruction 
and participate in a variety of ensembles. 
Through special placement procedures 
each student is effectively scheduled with 
other students of similar music 
background, thus assuring that all 
participants will derive maximum musical 
and educational benefit from the program. 

SEVEN WEEK 
EVALUATION PROGRAM 
JUNE 24—AUGUST 13 

This program provides the opportunity to 
participate in a valuable "pre-college" 
musical experience while confirming or 
reconsidering long-range plans for a 
career in music. Personal counseling and 
individual placement for each student. 

SEVEN WEEK 
COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM 
JUNE 24—AUGUST 13 

Designed for those wishing to develop or 
expand their knowledge of the techniques 
and styles of modern music. An ideal op-
portunity for short-term intensive special-
ized study in practical musicianship. 

TWELVE WEEK 
FULL CREDIT PROGRAM 
MAY 27—AUGUST 20 

Concentrated and accelerated program 
may be applied for credit by students 
accepted to Berklee degree or diploma 
programs. Ideal for those wishing to take 
full advantage of all musical and 
educational benefits enjoyed by Berklee 
students during the regular school year. 

FOR MUSIC EDUCATORS 

Special 1 week/2 credit workshops in 
jazz and popular music, arranging, 
harmony, improvisation, composition, 
choral music, audio recording, guitar, 
synthesizers, jazz history, and ensemble 
techniques. 

These workshops offer comprehensive 
group instruction, individual consultation 
with Berklee faculty, and exposure to 
effective teaching methods. 

Full use of all Berklee educational and 
professional facilities. Workshops begin 
July 12 and July 19. 2 credits for each 
workshop. 

For information and application, write to: 

Summer '82 
BERKLEE COLLEGE OF MUSIC 
1140 Boylston Street 
Boston, MA 02215 

THE FIRST 
CHORUS BY CHARLES SUBER 

A
rchie Shepp: "Jazz is the music I feel is 
an endangered species. Today all the 
guys are like myself, getting bald. The 
guys who were young titans are now 

billed as veterans. Like the dinosaur, you 
become a relic." Shepp, who is only 44, is 
concerned that jazz might not survive the 
passing of his generation, and that jazz' his-
torical elements—"the spiritual, the blues 
form, the cry, the holler"—will be lost or 
forgotten. He is also afraid that jazz is being 
treated as "a museum piece instead of a 
living, dynamic music." 

Jazz fans and critics and, to a slightly lesser 
extent, jazz musicians believe that the only 
true jazz is the one they discovered when 
they were young and searching for Truth. 
And when some weird music comes along 
that one presumes to call "jazz," the original 
Truth, the "real jazz" is thought to be in 
extremis. But the reality is that jazz players 
die, the music survives their passing. 

Jazz has survived and thrived despite re-
peated death notices. "Real jazz" has been 
killed by dixieland, by big band swing, by 
bop, by the cool and intellectual, by the far 
out and the too in. 

Jazz has survived and thrived despite its 
name. Many jazz players have abhored the 
word and its negative social and moral con-
notations. Many, many black and white 
Americans believe jazz to be wicked, sinful, 
and vulgar. (Others like it for the same rea-
sons.) 

Jazz has survived and thrived despite years 

Dick Hyman's 
Accompanist 

of Jim Crow and Crow Jim. 
Jazz education has survived and thrived 

despite emphasis on big bands, lack of a core 
curriculum, overburdened teachers, and lip 
serviced improvisation. 

Jazz has survived and thrived despite its 
treatment by the mass media: virtually no air 
play on commercial radio, ditto commercial 
TV, shamefully little coverage in newspapers 
and news magazines, and premature reports 
of its demise in youth culture media. 

Jazz has survived and thrived despite being 
used in and by more popular musical forms: 
r81, soul, rock, musical theater, and "serious" 
(classical) music. 

Jazz has survived and thrived despite being 
both an art music and a street music. As an art 
music it deserves repertory performance and 
the honors given European classical music. 
As a living, always evolving music it cannot 
avoid being naive, vulgar, ambitious, and 
sublime. 

Jazz has survived and thrived because the 
Archie Shepps will not let it die. They work, 
they teach, they exhort, they sacrifice time, 
family, and money for the Music and the 
Heritage. And so do the next generation: John 
Abercrombie, Billy Bang, Carla Bley, An-
thony Davis, Peter Erskine, Chico Freeman, 
Steve Gadd, George Lewis, Wynton Marsalis, 
James A. Williams. . . . 
Next issue: tenor bossman Sonny Rollins, 

definitive diva Sarah Vaughan, electrifying 
violinist Michal Urbaniak, and composer/ 
teacher/author/conductor Bill Russo. db 

Í When you hear 
the sound of 

Grover Washington, Jr. 
you are hearing 
the sound of an 

H. Couf saxophone. 

HCOUF 
For the artist in every musician 

W.T. ARMSTRONG COMPANY 

..,„) ...... Elkhart, Indiana 46515 
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studio quality 

copdenser 
microphone 
that's not 

"studio bound" 
This new high technology Shure microphone will change the 
way people think of condenser microphones. The SM85 is 
designed especially for on-stage. hand-held use. Its sound is 
unique—far more tailored to the special needs of the vocalist: 
sizzling highs and a shaped mid-range for superb vocal 
reproduction. and a gentle bass rolloff that minimizes han-
dling noise and -boominess- associated with close-up use. 
Ultsa-low distortion electronics make the SM85 highly 
immune to stray hum fields. An integral, dual-density foam 
windscreen provides built-in pop protection. 

What's more. the SM85 Condenser Microphone must 
pass the same ruggedness and dependability tests 
required of Shure dynamic microphones. As a result. the 
SM85 sets a new standard of reliability for hand-held 
condenser microphones. 

The SM85 is extremely lightweight, beautifully balanced— 
it feels good. looks good on-stage. on-camera. on-tour. Ask 
yotur dealer for a demonstration of the new SM85. or write us 
(ask for AL664) for full details. 

gügiligg 
Cardioid Condenser 
Hand-Held 
Professional Nlicrophone 

fhe Sound of the Professionals 

S I-1 U I=e 
Sure Brother 2')/ Hr 

Ca-.1 AS •-
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Mel Bay Presents . . . 

ANEW 
WAY TO LEARN 
IMPROVISATION— 

FOR ALL 
INSTRUMENTS 

Textbook and 30 minute 
Stereo Cassette Rhythm 
Track The latest in Contem-
porary Sounds. 

MEL BAY'S JAM 
BOOK/TAPE SERIES 

Titles available include: 

JAZZ FUSION 
Key of A 

JAZZ BLUES—Medium 
Key of E?. , 

FUNK ROCK—Medium 
Key of F 

JAZZ FUSION—Medium 
Key of 

RHYTHM & BLUES—Fast 
Key of }É. 

RHYTHM & BLUES—Med. 
Key of G 

LATIN ROCK 
Key of G 

Price $ 12.95 per 
Book/Tape Package 

Mel Bay Publications 
Pacific, Mo. 63069 

On the right track 

Congratulations on a super January, 
1982 issue. This seems like the first 
issue in a number of years where you 
have actually devoted more space to 
jazz than to rock. Could this be a start of 
a trend? I certainly hope so. 
I particularly liked the article on 

George Duvivier. Here's a fellow who's 
been slugging it out in the trenches for 
years and, unfortunately, remains 
largely ignored. Your Mr. Seidel is cor-
rect when he states that Duvivier 
doesn't solo much, but if he is on a 
record, he usually does get to have a few 
bars all to himself, and those few bars 
never fail to delight. He is easily the 
equal of many of his better known 
fellow bassists. 
He, Hank Jones, and Tal Farlow 

should start up a working trio together. 
Now, that's my idea of a trio. 
Ken Huggins Elmont, NY 

Licorice shtick 
Thanks for the update on the career of 

Jimmy Giuffre (db, Dec. '81). I discov-
ered his sensitive yet rhythmically flu-
ent musicianship while in high school 
in the '60s, through such now classic 
albums as Western Suite, Free Fall, Ad 
Lib, etc. His recordings were always 
thoughtful, probing insights. They stim-
ulated mental activity in the listener 
without overpowering or straying from 
musicality. One of my biggest disap-
pointments of later years was when the 
fellow to whom I had loaned the Music 
Inn Concert LP (which paired Giuffre 
with Pee Wee Russell) moved away, 
taking it with him. 
I find myself in agreement with Phil 

Woods (db, Jan. '82). It is wonderful that 
today's young jazzman is so into project-
ing his personal imprint on the genre 
through composition, but to be limited 
to one's own compositions seems coun-
ter-productive. Mr. Woods is right— 
there has to be a common language. The 
jam session idea is not just important 
historically. Jazz is a small word for 
such a diverse music, yet there aren't 
that many of us that we can afford to all 
be off playing by and for ourselves. 

It was good to read of Woods picking 
up a clarinet again. I have an early 
record or two which indicate that he 
could have rivaled Buddy DeFranco on 
that instrument, had he chosen to keep 
it up. I'm not advocating his giving up 
the alto—he's the best around on that 
axe—but he seems the type not to be 
satisfied with that, always seeking new 
areas for growth. Here's hoping his 
clarinet comes up a strong second. 
D. J. Carleton Lansing, MI 

Red herring? 

Having caught the Red Norvo/Tal 
Farlow trio this summer at the New York 
Kool fest, I suggest Mr. Farlow practice 
what he preaches. He cites the need for 
"a great deal of organization" (db, Jan. 
'82), but the only organizing principal I 
observed in their quite banal perform-
ance was: Norvo plays head, Norm 
solos, Farlow solos, Novosel takes two 
(count 'em) choruses, head, out. This 
formula held true throughout, except-
ing two numbers, one of which was the 
fine rendition of My Romance. A little 
rehearsal goes a long way with players 
of such ability. . 
James J. Dugan Kingston, PA 

Oops pah-pah 
I would like to clear up a misunder-

standing in your article on Jaco 
Pastorius in the Dec. '81 issue. Conrad 
Silvert quoted Jaco as saying "Tuba 
player Tommy Johnson . . . played on 
[the soundtrack for the film] Close En-
counters." It is true that he was one of 
three tuba players who played the back-
ground music, but the famous tuba solo 
"the voice of the mother ship" was 
played by another Hollywood studio 
musician, Jim Self. 
Thank you for your concern, and for 

your fine publication. 
Jamie Fouda Culver City, CA 

Miles in the sky? 
After receiving my copy of down 

beat with Merle Haggard on the cover 
and the words "Country Jazz" written 
(May '80), I had honestly given up on 
your publication a while back. 

Just recently I picked up an issue of 
db and was very impressed. I could 
find no country-rock, punk, or new 
wave music reviews or articles. Need-
less to say, I was tickled pink (being an 
avid jazz fan). I finally see that your 
magazine has hopefully returned to the 
high caliber that it once held before. 

Personally, I am a Miles Davis freak. I 
have some 65 records of his and am 
still digging him more than ever. Thank 
God he's returned. I will always look 
forward to an interview with him in 
your publication, but know that Miles 
is not one to jump into interviews with 
haste. Hopefully he is back to stay and 
further influence us who think of him 
as a "god." 
Thanks for your time and congratula-

tions on returning your magazine to the 
fine publication it once was. 
Bill Paul Grand Forks, ND 

For an update on the future of coun-
try-jazz via Miles, check out the news 
photo on page 10.—Ed. 
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Foreign fest fan 

I have been reading down beat for 
over two years, and it is a wealth of 
information about the contemporary 
music world. I especially enjoy the 
reports from the festivals around the 
world, which have inspired me to save 
some money and start planning a trip to 
Montreux this summer. 
Philip A. Pandolfi Bloomington, IN 

But we can't spell drums... 

Thanks to Gary Giddins for his report 
on the superbly organized Pod Jazz 
Festival (db, Nov. '81) and for getting 
most of those difficult names spelled 
right. At the moment Finland contains 
quite a few talented and dedicated jazz 
musicians working under adverse con-
ditions who deserve to see their names 
in print more often. One small point: 
Edward Vesala plays drums, not bass as 
reported. 
Roger Freundlich Espoo, Finland 

Whither a smile? 
I am a classical musician who finds 

jazz musicians an enviable breed. I 
admit to more than a little jealousy that 
the word "improvise" inspires some to 
such creative expression when it in-
spires me to finger-frozen panic. But I 
would like to enjoy jazz; I would like to 
be the appreciative audience that jazz 
musicians keep telling me is so lack-
ing. So I buy tickets, pay cover charges, 
and try very hard to understand, or at 
least enjoy, jazz. I listen carefully, I 
applaud particularly sensitive and cre-
ative solos, and I frequently (although, 
happily, not always) feel like I've just 
crashed an intimate party. 
My tentative enthusiasm has not 

been encouraged; indeed, it has often 
been ignored. Is there something 
unique about performing jazz that 
negates the courtesy of acknowledging 
applause? Or acknowledging one's au-
dience at all? I'm not big on grinning, 
pink-sequined performers who banter 
endlessly with their fans, but I do find 
it pleasing to be greeted with a smile 
and a nod by a performer. I am most 
confused by the continuing cry that 
jazz attracts a comparatively small 
audience, when it seems that so little is 
done by the performers themselves to 
encourage the audiences they do get. 
I wonder how many other potential 

jazz enthusiasts are turned away feel-
ing if not unwanted, certainly not 
appreciated. Wouldn't it be lovely if 
brilliant creativity alone paid the rent? 
Most artists need an audience. Many 
are quite grateful for it. At the very 
least, they acknowledge its presence. 

Is there anyone out there who would 
be willing to exchange a smile for a 
new fan? 
Sandra Lovell Exeter, NH 
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No matter what kind of meteorological madness 
befalls you this year, the new Weather Report is 
going to heat things up. 
A tempest of torrid improvisation from Zawinul, 

Jaco Pastorius, Wayne Shorter, Peter Erskine and 
Robert Thomas, Jr., on their most orilliant album 
yet. Sure to change gray skies to all shades of blue. 
A change is in the air 
"Weather Report." On ARC Records. 
Take The Music Where You're Playing On ARC 

Tapes. Distributed by Columbia Records. 
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informative Basie bio and a 
rousing orchestra (sans the 
Count, who sat it out in the 
audience). 

CBS Cable 
offers a jazz 
alternative 
NEW YORK—Tired of Laverne 
8r Shirley reruns? If you're one 
of the lucky three million sub-
scribers with access to CBS 
Cable TV, you have a jazzy al-
ternative. 
CBS Cable is in the midst of 

an ambitious five-year enter-
tainment series, American 
Jazz, that will present 25 pro-
grams tracing the growth and 
development of modern jazz. A 
two-hour Count Basie special 
from his March '81 Carnegie 
Hall performance, and a one-
hour Betty Carter program are 
currently offered. 

Unfortunately, Count Basie 
At Carnegie Hall is a little 
tedious; the half-hour intro bio 
lacked cohesion and the fine 
orchestral performance was 
marred by cumbersome, 
overly mechanical camera 
work that bore no relation to 
the music. Carnegie was SRO 
(which may have helped limit 
camera placement) with an 
enthusiastic crowd, drawn by 
the all-star guest roster: Tony 
Bennett, George Benson, 
Sarah Vaughan, and Joe Wil-
liams. Each turned in fine indi-
vidual performances, but the 
four-way scat finale was sadly 
ragged. More Count would 
have been a plus. This show 
also suffers in comparison 
with the fine PBS Kennedy 
Center Tonight Count Basie 
salute that featured a concise, 

ATLANTA 
Our own Jean Caen returns to 
the Fox Theater with Stanley 
Turrentine on 3/21 during their 
second annual Jazz Tour con-
cert; for info (404) 892-5685 . . . 
up at ed.'s are Mike Nock 
(3/31-4/4), Mose Allison 
(4/14-25), and Gary Burton 
(4/26) . . . 

BOSTON 
Tinker's, the first successful 
black-owned jazz club to open 
here in a decade, has a fine 
spring season lined up, in-

Betty Carter 

CBS Cable's back on the 
track with Call Me Betty Car-
ter. Taking advantage of the 
comfortable, controlled studio 
setting (thinly disguised as a 
night club), the sound, camera 
work, and editing were su-
perb, and so was the music. 
Betty was backed by a red-hot 
band of pianist John Hicks, 
tenor saxist Ricky Ford, 
flugeler Charles Sullivan, 
bassist Curtis Lundy, and 
drummer Michael Carvin— 
with Sonny Stitt guesting. In-
terspersed between tunes 
were clips of Carter sharing 
her personal history, footage 
of Betty with Lionel Hampton, 
and rare films of Charlie 
Parker . The show was a de-
light throughout. 
Judging from the quality of 

their second effort, shows 
three through 25 of American 
Jazz should provide some 
swinging TV over the next 
half-decade. 

—e. condon whatey D 

cluding Dizzy Gillespie, Fred-
die Hubbard, Les McCann, 
Betty Carter, Esther Phillips, 
Dexter Gordon, and Ramsey 
Lewis . . . 

CHICAGO 
The "word of mouth" in town is 
that Jam, Pastorius' 16-piece 
band (all locals but for tour-
mates Don Alias, Randy 
Brecker, Peter Erskine, and 
Bobby Mintzer) tore it up at the 
Park West, and afterward at a 
Near North Side after-hours 
jam; The Mouth Of The South 
himself reportedly was 
knocked out by the Windy City 
sidemen and the city itself... 
Jam Productions continues to 
book jazz in the Park West: 
Chuck Mangione 3/19-20, Jeff 
Lorber Fusion 4/4 . . . 
UICC Prof Sandra Lieb's bio of 
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Vis-á-video 
CHICAGO—CBS Cable's Jazz 
America producers might 
check out the lively videotape 
of the Art Ensemble of Chi-
cago, caught in the act during 
their '81 Halloween weekend 
gig at Joe Segal's Jazz Show-
case. Over 700 Jazz Institute of 
Chicago Fair-goers recently 
did, and most were aston-
ished. Even Delmark Records' 
Bob Koester (a diehard jazz 
film buff who was unreeling 
his wares in the next room) 
was seduced by the visual and 
aural extravaganza—"My 
gawd, that's as good as film!" 
The AEC was in excellent 

form throughout—hotter than 
in any Windy City perform-
ance in recent memory. And 
they seemed to put a little ex-
tra into the show for the cam-
eras; in addition to their usual 
arsenal of reeds handled by 
Joseph Jarman and Roscoe 
Mitchell, the quintet brought 

with them their entire collec-
tion of percussion instru-
ments—enough to fill a small 
warehouse—and the visual 
stimulation of the countless 
beaters, shakers, rattles, 
drums, hanging bells, gongs, 
and cymbals (along with the 
group's ritual face painting 
and costumes) embellished 
the musical experience. 
The tape was prepared by 

the Media Production Center 
and the Music Department of 
the U. of IL-Chicago Circle, 
through a grant from the Illi-
nois Arts Council. The show is 
available to educational and 
not-for-profit organizations at 
duplicating costs. 

For particulars contact Su-
san Markle, Media Production 
Center/OIRD, or Richard 
Wang, Director of Jazz Studies/ 
Music Department, UICC, Box 
4348, Chicago 60680; or you 
can call Prof. Markle at (312) 
996-4800 or Prof. Wang at 996-
2368/2977. — jim dejong 

Ma Rainey, Mother Of The 
Blues (U. MA Press), was 
toasted at a Jazz Record Mart 
fest AECer Joseph Jarman 
focused on Poetry & Jazz/Multi-
Arts in the Public Library's 
Cultural Center with his po-
etry and music complemented 
by dancing and slides ... the 
tapings for NPR's Windy City 
Jazz series conclude this 
month with the Colson Unity 
Troupe at Benchley's on 4/3 fol-
lowed by Alejo Poveda's 
Cheveré at On Broadway on 
4/8 . . . 

CINCINNATI 
The Blue Wisp Jan Club has 
initiated a working agreement 
with Concord Jazz to book as 
many Concord artists as pos-
sible in '82; thus far Cal Col-
lins, Warren Vache, Scott 

EIGHTEEN-WHEELIN' MILES: 
Often in the forefront of cross-
over music, Miles Davis (left) 
was caught hobnobbin' with 
Willie Nelson backstage at 
Caesars Palace during the lat-
ter recent gig in Las Vegas. 
Rumor has it they penned a 
tune called Expect Me Around. 
Miles sported a Willie Nelson 
hat on his recent tours, re-
corded a cut Willie Nelson on 
his Directions LP and both are 
Columbia artists, so can a 
country-jazz duo album be in 
the cards? 

Hamilton, Al Cohn, Bud 
Shank, and Tal Farlow have 
been spotlighted . . . 

DENVER 
KFML-AM's new jazz policy 
(albeit heavy on fusion and 
crossover) helps fill the void 
left by KADX-FM's recent shift 
from 24-hour jazz to c8rw .... a 
KADX "wake" was held at the 
Bombay Club . . . 

DETROIT 
Chill-chaser: the Detroit Sym-
phony Orchestra joined with 
the Larry Nosero Quartet to 
premier Cityscapes, com-
posed by James Hartway 
(chairman of theory and com-
position at Wayne St. U.). Sax-
ist Nozero brought bassist Ned 
Mann and drummer Joe Peretz 
in for the performances . . . 
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KANSAS CITY 
Joe Williams joins forces with 
the Clark Terry Quintet 
4/14-15 at Lincoln U., Jefferson 
City, MO; contact Steven 
Houser (314) 751-2325 ext. 445 
or 333 for info . . . 

LOS ANGELES 
Count Basie was honored by 
the L.A. County Library Sys-
tem as part of Black History 
Month; Sarah Vaughan and 
Lamar Burton were on hand to 
say "thanks" and pay homage 
. . . guitarist Emily Semler 
landed the Sophisticated 
Ladies gig at the Shubert The-
atre, but took a night off for a 
concert appearance at Mc-
Cabes in Santa Monica . . . 

MILWAUKEE 
The 4th Annual UW-Milwau-
kee Jess Restive' will be held 
4/1-3 on campus; this year fea-
tures Bill Watrous and Steve 
Gadd in workshops and in 
concert with the UW-M Jazz En-
semble (Frank Puzzullo, direc-
tor), plus other guests . . . 

MINNEAPOLIS 
Mayor Don Fraser has pro-
claimed 3/19-20 to be Persim-
mon Productions first annual 
Jays Weekend. The Orpheum 
Theatre will feature local and 
national female artists: on the 

RAZZLE DAZZLE: Trombonist Jim Beebe continues to pack em in 
Tue. -Sat. at the recently opened Razzies club in Chicago Lake 
Shore Hotel. Helping Jim out are: Charlie Hooks, clarinet; Steve 
Jensen, trumpet; Dick Borden. drums; and (not pictured) Joe 
Johnson on piano and Duke GI-Drier on bass. 

19th, Betty Carter, Shirley 
Witherspoon, and the So-
journer group; the 20th, 
Marian McPartland, Linda 
Tillery, Mary Watkins, and 
Jeanne Arland Peterson . . . 
the lass Place/Orchestra Hall 
has Ramsey Lewis on 3/20, Jeff 
Lorbei Fusion 3/31, Oscar Pe 
terson 4/15. . . 

NASHVILLE 
Vanderbilt U.'s 10th annuai 
Rites Of Spring Jazz nit cli-
maxes a week of action with 
Arthur Blythe and Betty Carter 
on the Alumni Lawn (4/3 at 
noon); all are welcome to the 
freebee . . . 

Woody fetes Diz 
LAURINBURG, NC—"This con-
cert began as a vision," said 
trumpeter Woody Shaw, dur-
ing a brief backstage conver-
sation before his quintet's per-
formance in the first benefit 
concert for the Dizzy Gillespie 
Jazz Hall of Fame, late last 
year. 

"I was approached after an 
appearance in Winston-Salem 
(NC) by Frank Bishop 
McDuffie, an official at the 
Laurinburg Institute, and 
asked about coming here to 
perform. I told him that I 
thought it was an idea whose 
time was long overdue, espe-
cially since so many of our 
famous jazz musicians have 
roots in this state. John Col-
trane was born 20 miles down 
the road. Thelonious Monk, 
Max Roach, Grachan Moncur, 
and Percy Heath were all born 
in North Carolina. Dizzy 
Gillespie went to school right 
here at the Laurinburg Insti-
tute. I was born here! I consid-
ered it an honor to be asked to 
come." 
McDuffie explained that the 

Woody Shaw benefit concert 
was just the start of a $2.5 
million effort to construct a 
Jazz Hall of Fame on a campus 

that the Wall Street Journal 
has called "the only all-black 
private high school in the na-
tion." 
McDuffie also said that 

Dizzy is scheduled tc perform 
an upcoming fund-raiser in 
Los Angeles. He added that it 
would be an international en-
deavor, that he was excited 
about the whole project, and 
glad that an area native like 
Shaw was going to kick things 
off. 
Shaw proved to be a mare 

than apt choice for the 250 
Latuinburgers seated in the 
spacious Scotland High 
School auditorium. Offering a 
program of standards and 
originals, Shaw was accom-
panied by pianist Mulgrew 
Miller, trombonist Steve Turre, 
bassist Stafford James, and 
Tony Reedus on drums. 
During the intermission, 

Woody was presented The 
Order Of The Long Leaf Pine 
by Alexander Killens, an as-
sistant to the governor of the 
state. Also recognized was 
Terry Ratliff, a local high 
school junior and trumpeter in 
the school's marching band, 
who had recently been 
awarded a position in the 
McDonald's All-American 
Band. — larry reni thomas o 

NEW ORLEANS 
Xenia foundation director 
Jonathan Rome is producing 
his fourth concert series in the 
intimate setting of the 
Faubourg Restaurant. Fea-
tured are: Mike Nock, 3/25-27; 
Randy Brecker, 4/1-3; Mose 
Allison, 4/9-10; John Scofield, 
4/15-17; Dave Liebman and 
Richard Beirach, 4/21-22; and 
Lee Konitz, 5/1 . . . Konitz' 
appearance is in conjunction 
with the 13th annual Jess & 
Heritage fest scheduled for 
4/30-5/9; write Box 2530, New 
Orleans, LA 70176 for more 
info . . . 

NEW YORK 
Lionel Hampton, who has re-
ceived more awards than he 
can count, was given the 
Sidewalks Of New York award 
by the Big Brothers/Big Sisters 
of America ... it's not too early 
to sign on for the Creative Mu-
sic Studio's Summer World 

FINAL BAR 

Music program—a six-week 
intensive, 6/14-7/25; ( 914) 
338-7640 for info . . . WHI-
M, 100.2 on the dial, features 
live broadcasts from Soho 
spot, Greene Street; Fathead 
Newman, Hank Crawford, Da-
kota Staton, Mike Mainieri, 
and others have been featured 
to date. Keep an ear out for 
more . . . 

PHILADELPHIA 
The Jazz Society here has 
launched its '82 series with the 
Bobby Watson Quintet, featur-
ing trombonist Robin Eubanks 
(Jazz Messenger vets both) at 
the Water Works Cafe 3/26... 

RENO 
Sammy Davis Jr. and Count 
Basie will be at it again at 
Harrah's on Lake Tahoe from 
4/16-29 . . . 

SAN DIEGO 
Jell !elides, Jazz Director at 
City College, plans his annual 
jazz fest for 4/2-3, hoping for 50 
entries in elementary through 
college divisions; call him at 
the school's all-jazz radio sta-
tion KSDS if interested, (714) 
234-1062 . . . 

SAN FRANCISCO 
The Hyatt Union Square is ex-
perimenting with a jazz policy; 
Stan Getz opened the Reflec-
tions for a two-week stay . . . 

WASHINGTON, DC 
The Smithsonian Institution is 
celebrating the 10th anniver-
sary of its jazz concert series 
with four weekend programs; 

continued on page 64 

Vide Museo, tenor saxo-
phonist with a number of big 
bands throughout the '30s, 
'40s, and '50s, died Jan. 9 in Los 
Angeles. He was 68. Born in 
Sicily, Musso made a number 
of attempts throughout the 
years to get his own big band 
off the ground, but was best 
known for his work with such 
leaders as Benny Goodman, 
Gene Krupa, Harry James, 
Woody Herman, and Stan Ken-
ton—in this role he won the db 
Readers Poll as best tenorman 
in 1943, '46, and '47. 

sow 
Tommy Bryant, bassist and 
singer for the past 10 years 
with the Ink Spots, died Jan. 3 
in Philadelphia. He was 51. 
Older brother of pianist Ray 
Bryant, he played with a num-
ber of bands before joining the 
vocal group, including those of 
Dizzy Gillespie, Benny Good-
man, Elmer Snowden, Jo 
Jones, and Charlie Shavers. 
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Trane's widow 
sues church 

SAN FRANCISCO—John Col-
trane virtually dominated the 
jazz scene in the 1960s. Many 
call him the greatest tenor 
saxophonist ever, but no one 
ever called him "God"—at 
least not during his lifetime. 

Alice Coltrane, widow of the 
late virtuoso and a jazz pianist 
of some note before she semi-
retired and founded a non-
sectarian meditation center in 
Los Angeles in 1974, claims a 
San Francisco church is 
worshiping her husband and 
desecrating his name. She has 
filed a $7.5 million lawsuit in a 
San Francisco court, claiming 
the One Mind Temple Evolu-
tionary Transitional Church of 
Christ is unlawfully using the 
Coltrane name for profit. 
Bishop Ramakrishna King 

Haqq, 37, who founded the 
church after he heard Coltrane 
play in 1965, denies he and his 
small congregation worship 
Coltrane. "We believe in re-
demption by the blood of Jesus 
Christ," Haqq said. "Coltrane 

POTPOURRI 
It's a fact: Island Records has 
launched its jazz series on the 
Antilles label; first on the 
shelves should be Of Human 
Feelings, Omette Coleman 
and Prime Time's long-
awaited LP; Anthony Braxton, 
Air, JoAnne Brackeen, the 
Heath Bros., and Phil Woods 
have also struck deals with 
the label... reedman Dewey 
Redman fulfilled his five-year 
hope of recording with ECM 
under his own name early this 
year at a NY date supervised 
by Robert Hurwitz; on the ses-
sion was Dewey's '82 touring 
unit— pianist Charles Eu-
banks, bassist Mark Helias, 
and drummer Ed Blackwell re-
placing John Betsch (who 
made the out-of- the-Apple 
gigs) . . composer John 
Williams chose Ray Pizzi to 
stretch out on bassoon on the 
former's soundtrack to the new 
Stars Wars flick, the Revenge 
Of The Jedi . . . Pizsi de 
résistance: the bassoonist pre-
sented his own epic work at 
the recent NAMM confab in 
L.A., backed by a 40-trombone 
choir ... award winners: Jaco 
Pastorius' Word Of Mouth 
copped Swing Journal's 15th 
annual jazz recording Gold 

The Coltrane grotto in the One Mind Temple. 

is a manifestation of the eter-
nal spirit of truth. John Col-
trane went to hell and came 
back with copies of the master 
key for everyone. We like to 
say he is light manifested in 
sound." 
A Sunday service at the One 

Mind Temple centers on sing-
ing, with a combo playing Col-
trane's music, and on testi-
monials of how the faithful 
found the Holy Spirit by being 
"baptized" in the "sound." 
Culmination of the service is a 
chanting of the record jacket 

Medal prize in Tokyo . . . 
composer/saxist Bernd 
Konrad (who teaches at the 
Stuttgart State Conservatory) 
picked up 10,000 marks while 
winning the first Sudwest-
funk-Jazzpreis, the new Ger-
man jazz award established 
by Sudwestfunk (SW German 
Radio and TV Network) and 
the German federal state of 
Rheinland-Pfalz ... right next 
door: Musik Hoch Schule in 
Cologne is the only four-year 
accredited jazz school in Ger-
many; trombonist Jiggs 
Whigham directs a 14-member 
staff, and a new semester be-
gins this month... across the 
border: the International 
Songwriting Contest of 
Montreux, Switzerland offers 
cash prizes to both pros and 
amateurs; the finals are on 
8/16-21, but the entry deadline 
is 5/21; write SISCOM, CP 315, 
1227 Carouge, Geneva for the 
poop . . . behind the curtain: 
the first International Jazz 
Federation jazz competition fi-
nals will take place at the end 
of the month during the Jazz 
Nod Odra fest in Wroclaw, Po-
land . . . from the eastern 
front: the Billy 'Taylor Trio re-
cently returned from a six-
week tour of India, Pakistan, 
Yemen, and Saudi Arabia 

notes from his 1964 album A 
Love Supreme. 
A disc jockey at local radio 

station KJAZ said the store-
front church does consider-
able good by passing out free 
clothes and serving hot vege-
tarian meals to neighborhood 
people in need. Haqq said the 
church feeds as many as 200 
pecple the last Sunday of the 
month before benefit checks 
arrive. The One Mind Temple 
also features weeknight Col-
trane "Listening Clinics" and 
"Musical Body Awareness 

(sponsored by the U.S. Inter-
national Communications 
Agency) . . . back in the 
Midwest: the Wichita Jams lbs-
Kcal "II" will be held 4/23-25 
with the likes of Chick Corea, 
Art Pepper, Spyro Gyro, and 
the high-flying Billy Taylor 
Trio; call (315) 683-2284 for info 
... edible addendum: $ 11 will 
get you Horn Of Plenty from 
the WJF folks ( 1737 South Mis-
sion Rd., Wichita, KS 67207), a 
collection of 500 different rec-
ipes collected from the jazz 
greats themselves—Gerry 
Mulligan stew? Bobby Shew-
fly pie? Clark Terry-aki? But 
hopefully no lockjaw from Ed-
die Davis . . . go west for a 
longer weekend (4/22-25) to 
catch tne UNC/Greely (CO) 
Jan %lethal with Rare Silk, 
Dave Liebman and Richie 
Beirach, Clark Terry, the 
Glenn Miller Orchestra, and 
more; info's at (303) 351-2577 
. . . stuck down south that 
weekend? Then check out A 
Night In Old S h (GA) 
from 4/22-24; the three-day out-
door fest celebrates more than 
15 ethnic cultures, always 
with a taste of jazz; call (912) 
236-1571 for the facts ... more 
dbers on the racks: Italian Cor-
respondent Rugger° Stiassi 
recently published the inform-

Classes." 

Alice said she was first in-
vited over to the church when 
she was playing in San Fran-
cisco in 1974. "They showed an 
interest in our family then," 
she said, "but in recent days it 
has reached the proportion of 
exploitation. The boys dislike 
it very much." (Coltrane had 
two children by his first wife, 
Naima. He and Alice were 
married in 1964, and had three 
sons before he died in 1967. All 
are budding jazz musicians.) 

Both sides are reluctant to 
discuss just how close the re-
lationship was between Alice 
Coltrane and the One Mind 
Temple due to the pending 
lawsuit, which may take years 
to come to trial. Meanwhile, 
Haqq and company plan to 
continue selling "prayer 
cloths" (Coltrane T-shirts) to 
raise money to feed poor peo-
ple. As far as they're con-
cerned, it's not illegal. Said 
Haqq, paraphrasing a remark 
attributed to Coltrane, "It's 
hard to copyright something 
that comes from the founding 
fathers." 

—robert bruce D 

ative record collectors guide, 
The Basic Record Library Of 
Jazz (1917-1978), which in-
cludes both current and out-of-
print classics. Five bucks 
American from Music World 
Co. Ltd., 3, Via Putti, 40136 
Bologna, Italy . . . Detroit 
Correspondent David Wild of-
fers Issue #2 of disc'ribe, a 
journal of discographical in-
formation that keeps jazz refer-
ence works current; $ 1.50 an 
iss, or $5 for a subscription of 
four, from Wildmusic, RO, Box 
2138, Ann Arbor, MI 48106 . . . 
Jamey Aebersold's Double. 
Time Jazz offers good buys on 
current. classic, and out-of-
print LPs; write 1211B Aeber-
sold Dr., New Albany, IN 47150 
for a catalog . . . northwoods 
bop: The Joynt in Eau Claire, 
WI continues to book name 
jazz acts—Flora Purim on 4/4 
and Red fir Ira on 4/8; check it 
out at (715) 832-9476 . . . also 
the Holiday Acres Resort 
(Rhinelander, WI) frequently 
imports jazz acts from the 
Windy City ( recently the 
Chuck Hedges/Don DeMicheal 
Swingtet) with an occasional 
national name thrown in 
(Buddy Rich tentative for June); 
for the latest lowdown call 
James F. Zambon at ( 715) 
369-1500 . . . 
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Raiders of the lost art? 

Never ones to let a smoldering fire die when we can fan the 
flames, the db editors have invited John McDonough, db 
contributor and two-time Grammy nominee airier notes), and 
Larry Kart, former db assistant editor and currently music and 
entertainment critic for the Chicago Tribune, to engage in the 
following dialog involving the controversy thcd surrounds some 
current young musicians whose styles more closely identify with 
masters of the '30s and '40s than with more contemporary artists. 

by John McDonough 

THERE ARE ALL kinds of 
ghettos in jazz, and appar-
ently one of them involves 
age. Young players, the rules 
say, cannot be taken seriously 
unless they perform like other 
young players, unless they ex-
press themselves through the 
language of their own time. 
Let one of them discover one of 
the giants of the pre-Coltrane, 
pre- fusion, or worse, pre-
Parker era, and there are those 
who would label them as noth-
ing more than copycats. 
A case in point is Cliff 

Radel, who took on Eric 
Schneider in a down boat re-
view (Nov. 1981). "A neo-swing 
practitioner," he wrote, who 
"would rather sound like Johnny Hodges or Ben Webster than 
negotiate a phrase smoothly or create an ad-lib that didn't 
pander to the past." Another is Larry Kart, who in the Chicago 
Tribune recently wrote of Scott Hamilton and Warren Vache that 
they "misunderstand and cheapen the style they profess to 
admire." There was more: "The techniques that Hamilton and 
Vache apply in such a haphazard fashion were part of a specific 
musical/emotional language. To hear that language being 
trifled with is both musically and morally disturbing." 
I mention all this because Hamilton, Vache, and Schneider are 

not the only contemporary artists who've found workable ideas 
in the past. There are others, and they aren't necessarily jazz 
musicians. This is a contemporary phenomenon along a broad 
front of popular culture. Carly Simon has staked an impressive 
claim on such masterworks of the '30s as Body And Soul in her 
recent album, Torch. More important, it's found an audience 
among her generation without the addition of guitars, synthe-
sizers, and other contemporary window dressing. By the way, 
have you been to the movies lately? George Lucas, Stephen 
Spielberg, and Lawrence Kasdan have scored mammoth com-
mercial and artistic successes by watching old movies and 
tapping the traditions of '30s light comedy and adventure 
(Continental Divide, Raiders Of The Lost Ark) and '40s film noir 
(Body Heat). 
Hamilton, Vache, and Schneider apparently spent their early 

years listening to a lot of old records. I: seems to me this is an 
honorable tradition in jazz. Roy Eldridge and Ruby Braf f first 
heard Louis Armstrong on records. Phi Woods listened to his first 
Bird on records. And Bobby Hackett never heard Bix on anything 
but records. Yet Radel and Kart seem suspicious of their subjects' 
artistic underpinnings. They were not, they say, part of the 
zeitgeist of the original music. They are to real swing as Fritos 
are to grits. 
The irony of it, of course, is that both the critics and the 

musicians in this case are all under 40 and in essentially the 
same boat. So Kart and Radel are not only intellectually 
arrogant, they are also in the paradoxical position of being a 
part of what they are attacking. For if Hamilton, Vache, and 
Schneider have learned by listening to old records, so have Kart 
and Radel. The very thing that disqualifies these young players 
from serious consideration apparently seems to qualify—by 
some logic—the young critic to offer musical and "moral" 
judgments about the past and present. 

Warr?72 Vache Scott Hamilton 

All this is pretty academic, though, when I remember how I 
first heard about Scott Hamilton. I saw Buck Clayton at a party in 
Kansas City, and he could talk about nothing else but this 
fantastic tenor player from Providence, RI. A few weeks later Roy 
Eldridge was saying the same thing. I was introduced to Warren 
Vache a few years before when I heard him in a septet with Benny 
Goodman, who felt strongly enough about his playing to use him 
consistently for five years. Meanwhile jazz critics like Leonard 
Feather and Stanley Dance, who were present at the creation in 
the '30s and '40s, were praising these renaissance musicians 
who were only in their early 20s. As for Eric Schneider, he has 

been filling the shoes of Budd 
Johnson for the last several 
years at the invitation of no 
less than Earl Hines, a fact 
that speaks for itself. 
So what are we to think 

when, in the face of endorse-
ments such as these, Mr. Kart 
comes along and tells us that 
Hamilton and Vache "misun-
derstand and cheapen the 
style they profess to admire"? 
Does Kart possess insights 
into the swing era which have 
eluded its creators? Or per-
haps Clayton. Eldridge, and 
Goodman have simply been 
misunderstanding and cheap-
ening themselves since 1935. 
Sad! 
I don't mean to suggest that 

Hamilton, Schneider, Vache, 
or any other young player who's allied himself with an older era 
deserves automatic ranking alongside Chu Berry, Hawkins, 
Prez, Berigan, or anyone else in that pantheon. I am suggesting 
that they deserve better than they're getting from critics who 
worship the giants of the past by putting down their disciples. 
Some pretty impressive work has been accomplished by disci-
ples, from Aristotle and St. Peter to the present. 
But I think what it really comes down to is this: these men are 

all unquestionably good pldyers who believe in what they are 
playing. If they don't, I can't imagine why they've committed 
their careers and reputations to a style that's at odds with 
everything that's trendy and fashionable. Either they believe in 
it, or they're damn fools. 
Today about 60 years of jazz history has been accumulated on 

record. The layers of sounds, styles, forms, and feelings are 
remarkably diverse, largely because the records themselves 
have accelerated the rate of cultural absorbtion from centuries to 
years. The upshot is that the serious young jazz musicians of the 
'80s stand on the shoulders of many heroes, all of whom are still 
accessible. So let them take inspiration where they find it, work 
with it, and not be intimidated by those who would restrict them 
to the fashions of the present. That's the producer's job! 
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Larry Kart replies: 

IF WE WERE building the ideal jazz musician, we would 
probably want to make him an innovator. But innovation is not 
the question here. Instead it is the degree of honesty and 
understanding with which specific players deal with the music's 
past. 

First a distinction should be made between those jazz artists 
who have been inspired by their predecessors (Louis Armstrong's 
swing-era disciples and the host of Lester Young acolytes of the 
1940s would be good examples) and, on the other hand, those 
players whose approach to the jazz past is essentially revivalis-
tic—as the music of Scott Hamilton, Warren Vache, and many of 
their contemporaries seems to be. No matter how humbled he 
may be by his model, the disciple of the first sort doesn't wish to 
recreate the music of Armstrong or Young. Rather he hears 
something in the inspiring artist that speaks to something in 
him—a musical/emotional message that the disciple wishes 
(and needs) to expand upan and, as much as possible, make his 
own, continued on page 64 
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JOHNNY McLAUGHLIN 

BY LEE JESKE 

T
housands of pages and gallons of ink have been spent 
on the discussion of the form of jazz called, for better or 
worse, fusion. The smoke has yet to clear from the 
battlefield, but it is fairly obvious that, here in 1982, 

many of the more inventive purveyors of the form—Chick 
Corea, Herbie Hancock, Larry Coryell. Jean-Luc Ponty —have 
gone on to other things. Oh sure, they still dabble in 
electronics, and there are dozens of others who still turn cut 
plugged-in head-thumpers, but any creative musician can't 
be expected to sit still and churn out the same old thing for 
very long. 
John McLaughlin was there at fusion's beginning. His work 

with Miles Davis, Tony Williams' Lifetime, and his own 
Mahavishnu Orchestra helped forge the music. In fact, 
McLaughlin had an astounding impact on the guitarists of the 
'70s—his dazzling speed and faultless control set the stan-

dard for jazz-rock plectrists. The original Mahavishnu Or-
chestra—Jan Hammer, Jerry Goodman, Rick Laird, and Billy 
Cobham—reached a plateau for electric interplay and depth 
of feeling that has, to these ears, never been equaled. 

"It was a great band," says John McLaughlin in a deserted 
conference room at Warner Brothers' New York offices. "I tried 
to put it back together for one benefit concert a few years ago. 
There is a lot of bullshit that's been said and written about that 
band, and I wanted to demonstrate that, in fact, the bullshit 
wasn't in existence. I asked everyone to participate for no 
money—it would have been a benefit concert—they would 
just have had to do it for love. But I couldn't get everyone to 
agree to do it." 

John McLaughlin cut quite a different figure in those 
days—stern, short-haired, white-pajamed, humorless. He 
was a disciple of the Eastern philosophies of Sri Chinmoy 
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then, an alliance that caused some resentment and bad 
feelings amongst the members of the band. "I still don't fully 
understand what happened," says McLaughlin. "/ confronted 
the parties concerned at one point to just get it out in the open. 
But that didn't work, so it continued and I realized that it was 
actually harmful to the music. A couple of the people stopped 
talking to me and refused to resolve the problem. Unfor-
tunately, that got carried on-stage, and that's bad for the music, 
because the music was talking about love. Maybe it was an ego 
problem, or maybe we just had success too soon. Of course, 
problems may have come at some later date, but perhaps they 
would have been able to resolve themselves. 

"I don't have any regrets, I feel happy that the band was 
much loved by a lot of people. It was a great band with a great 
spirit—while it lasted. In fact, it was against financial reasons 
to break it up, because we were really starting to make a lot of 
money. It was a great band and I would have liked to play a 
benefit concert in New York and just played, just one more 
time. It's a pity that acrimony can last so long." 

M
cLaughlin is, clearly, a different person today. His 
thick black hair touches his shoulders, he is 
dressed, on this occasion, in a striking red velour 
shirt accented by a red scarf, and he keeps a pack 

of cigarettes by his side. His current relationship with Sri 
Chinmoy is, he says, "one of affection. I don't consider myself 
a disciple of his, but I'm extremely grateful for the time I spent 
with him. Those five years were immensely enriching and 
helpful in the clarification of some very difficult existential 
problems. The essential principal of my search, shall we say, 
has changed now. My teenage years were a search for myself: 
'Who am I? What am I?' I am now of a different mind. I don't 
want to find myself, I just want to be lost. I want to be totally 
lost in music or golf or tennis or whatever I'm doing. 
"The fundamental difference between now and then is the 

fact that I cannot impose upon myself any kind of classifica-
tion in the spiritual sense. That's one thing, I feel now, that 
causes a lot of problems. The simple fact is that between a 
Christian and a Moslem, you can have two men looking at 
each other who don't see two men: they see a Moslem and 
they see a Christian. And there's an inherent evil in that to me. 

What I want is for two men to see themselves as two men, two 
human beings. That's one good thing about music: it's 
transcendental. It's trans-cultural and, in a sense, music is 
higher than religion." 
Another obvious difference between the John McLaughlin 

of the early '70s and the John McLaughlin of the early '80s is 
his choice of instruments. Not only does he no longer ap-
proach the stage armed with a double-necked monster of an 
electric guitar, he hasn't even touched anything but an acous-

JOHN McLAUGHLIN'S EQUIPMENT 
John McLaughlin currently uses acoustic guitars custom-built by Richard 

Schneider. Abraham Wechter and Gibson. 

JOHN McLAUGHLIN 
SELECTED DISCOGRAPHY 

as a leader 
BELO HORIZONTE— Warner Bros. 
BSK 3619 

ELECTRIC DREAMS—Columbia 
JC 35785 

JOHNNY McLAUGHLIN, ELEC-
TRIC GUITARIST—JC 35326 

BEST OF—Columbia JC 36355 
MY GOAL'S BEYOND—Elektra 
Musician F1-60031 

DEVOTION—Douglas 4 
EXTRAPOLATION—Polydor PD 

1-6074 
WHERE FORTUNE SMILES—Pye 

12103 

with Di Meola/De Lucia 
FRIDAY NIGHT IN SAN FRAN-
CISCO—Columbia FC 37152 

with Miles Davis 
IN A SILENT WAY—Columbie CS 
9875 

BITCHES BREW—Columbia GP 26 
JACK JOHNSON—Columbia 

S30495 
LIVE-EVIL—Columbia G 30954 
BIG FUN— Columbia PG 32866 
GET UP WITH IT—Columbia KG 
33236 

DIRECTIONS—Columbia KC2 
36472 

with the Mahavishnu 
Orchestra 

INNER MOUNTING FLAME—Co-
lumbia PC 31067 

BIRDS OF FIRE—Columbia PC 
31996 

BETWEEN NOTHINGNESS AND 
ETERNITY—Columbia C 32766 

APOCALYPSE—Columbia C 
32957 

VISIONS OF THE EMERALD BE-
YOND—Columbia PC 33411 

INNER WORLDS—Columbia PC 
33908 

with Shakti 
SHAK'TI—Columbia PC 34162 
A HANDFUL OF BEAUTY—Co-

lumbia PC 34372 
NATURAL ELEMENTS—Colum 

bia JC 34980 

with Carlos Santana 
LOVE DEVOTION SURRENDER— 
Columbia C 32034 

with Tony Williams 
Lifetime 

EMERGENCY—Polydor 25-3001 
TURN IT OVER—Polydor 24-4021 

with Carla Biey 
ESCALATOR OVER THE HILL— 
JCOA 3LP EOTH 
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tic guitar for years. In fact, his insistence on playing an un-
plugged instrument caused his well-publicized rift with Co-
lumbia Records. They wanted electronic records, he wanted 
to play acoustic. Both parties claimed breach of contract and, 
after a lengthy legal battle, McLaughlin landed at Warner Bros. 

"It was a flat-out rejection," says McLaughlin. "In the 
contract I had any number of acoustic albums which could be 
made and four electric albums—four. Two had been done and 
I wanted to make an acoustic album; I was just rejected out-
and-out, and I can't live with that. 
"When Warner Bros. approached me, my first reaction was, 

'What is the prevailing attitude of the directors regarding this 
misnomer, this misunderstanding of electric vs. acoustic 
music? What kind of attitude would they have towards me?' I 
need to be completely free, I need it for my sanity. But, 
happily, they've given me the freedom to do whatever I want. 
And, of course, out of recognition of that very dignified 
gesture towards me, I want to justify their belief. We have a 
contract now that will cover about six albums." The first 
product of that union is his self-produced Belo Horizonte, a 
set of pyrotechnic acoustic guitar explorations over a slick 
electronic background. 

til
ohn McLaughlin was born 40 years ago—though his 
boyish appearance doesn't let on—in Yorkshire, En-
gland. After receiving his first guitar, he moved through 
various listening and playing phases: blues, Django 

Reinhardt, flamenco, Tal Farlow. His early professional expe-
rience came in London with such British leaders as Graham 
Bond, Brian Auger, and Georgie Fame, leaders who combined 
elements of rock, jazz, and blues in their presentations. In the 
late '60s McLaughlin found himself hanging around with 
Dave Holland and John Surman, playing an early form of 
fusion. The fairy tale portion of the story is well known: Tony 
Williams hears a tape of McLaughlin, invites him to join his 
about-to-be-formed Lifetime and, two days after his arrival 
Stateside, John McLaughlin is in the studio with Miles Davis 
cutting In A Silent Way. He recorded and performed with 
Lifetime and recorded (with Miles) such albums as Live-Evil, 
Jack Johnson, Big Fun, and the seminal Bitches Brew, which 
includes a Davis original titled John McLaughlin. ("That was 
the biggest surprise to me," says McLaughlin somewhat 
sheepishly. "I mean, I saw it on the record. I was shocked, 
really shocked.") 
The players Miles surrounded himself with during that 

period were to set the pace for the next decade: Wayne 
Shorter, Chick Corea, Herbie Hancock, Tony Williams, Ron 
Carter, George Benson, Billy Cobham, Joe Zawinul, Keith 
Jarrett, Airto Moreira. There have been rumors that Miles had 
little input into many of the compositions that bear his name; 
that, in fact, they were composed and arranged by Zawinul or 
Corea or other members of the ensemble. 

"Yeah," says McLaughlin, "but Miles directed. And with-
out that, it wouldn't be what it is, that's for sure. It happened 
to me too with certain things—you make a suggestion and 
then it's just rearranged in form. But I can only give credit to 
Miles because he puts a print on it that's particularly him and 
particularly whole. I don't know how else to describe it. He 
has a genius in bringing out in musicians what they want to 
do which corresponds to what he wants. In A Silent Way is a 
perfect example. When Joe Zawinul brought it in originally, 
there were many more chords. What Miles did was to throw 
out the entire chord sheet. He took Joe's melody and turned it 
into something that was far from what we'd been rehearsing in 
the studio. He made that piece into something of lasting 
beauty." 

Miles, at one point, even asked McLaughlin to leave 
Lifetime and tour with his band, but McLaughlin reluctantly 
turned him down. "I had too much music invested in 
Lifetime," he remembers. "I had a freedom there that was 
irreplaceable. But when I started chafing at the bit in Lifetime, 
it was Miles who suggested that I put my own band together." 

That band was the first version of the Mahavishnu Or-
chestra. After that group dissolved, amidst ill feelings, there 
was the second Mahavishnu Orchestra, featuring Jean-Luc 
Ponty. It was while that unit was in existence that McLaughlin 
tried a fusion of a different sort—adding his acoustic jazz 
guitar to a setting of Indian classical music, specifically 
Gametic music of South India, which is based on modal 
improvisation and ensemble interplay and has, as one of its 
mainstays, the violin, an instrument that McLaughlin was 
quite comfortable with, and an instrument that has been 
married to the jazz guitar since the days of Eddie Lang and Joe 
Venuti, and Django Reinhardt and Stephane Grappelli. 

"There were two movements paralleling each other," says 
McLaughlin. "There was the electric music and there was 
Shakti. I began realizing, in 1975, that Shakti would have to be 
given more and more importance because, musically, it was 
too important to ignore. I was in a position where I couldn't 
divide myself anymore. By the end of '75, the Mahavishnu 
Orchestra ceased to exist, and Shakti began on a permanent 
basis." 
The combination of acoustic guitar, violin, tablas, and 

mrindagam was intriguing and delightful. It also helped L. 
Shankar, the violinist, to broaden his audience; he and 
Shakti's tablaist, Zakir Hussain, have recently released an 
album of Carnatic variations on ECM Records. Shakti lasted 
for two years before the guitarist decided to return, briefly, to 
the electric guitar and a jazz setting. 

"Shakti broke up because I'm a Western musician and 
harmony is my roots. Shakti's music is non-harmonic and I 
need, for total satisfaction, harmony. In a sense, the music 
began to permeate its way through me, into my conscious-
ness, and become more and more harmonic to the point that I 
realized that I had to do something about it. I couldn't ignore 
the harmonic music coming out and forming pieces and 
compositions and things like that. I also had certain desires to 
improvise in a harmonic context, in a harmonic environment. 
I have to follow the music; I'm kind of led by the nose." 
(During the week that we spoke, McLaughlin was in the 
middle of rehearsing with L. Shenker for a regrouping of 
Shakti to tour India.) 

After Shakti splintered, McLaughlin recorded his swan-
song Columbia LP (Johnny McLaughlin, Electric Guitarist), 
before turning his attentions back to the acoustic guitar, 
which, he says, "is the instrument I loved from the beginning. 
It's a beautiful sound. 

"I approach the instruments differently in that the style of 
playing demands it. One of the fundamental differences is 
that, with the acoustic guitar, the notes die out very quickly. 
This is a more tragic sound, it's more poignant in a beautiful 
sense. So, that in itself compels the player to modify, in some 
far-reaching ways, what he'll play." 

McLaughlin's appetite for the acoustic guitar was further 
enhanced by a chance encounter with Spanish flamenco 
guitarist Paco De Lucia, whom McLaughlin first heard on a 
French radio station (McLaughlin, a self-styled "Fran-
cophile," currently resides in Paris). 

"I heard him and said, 'This guitar player is really extraordi-
nary.' I really wanted to play with him—guitarist to guitar-
ist—but I wanted to work with him, not just record one cut. 
I've liked flamenco music ever since I was 13, and I'd seen a 
number of [flamenco] guitarists and dancers. I wanted to get 
closer to this culture, Paco in particular. For me, he's the 
greatest flamenco guitar player alive. So I called him and he 
came by to see me in Paris, from his home in Madrid. I told 
him not to bring his guitar; I said, `We won't play, we'll just 
talk and eat a nice meal and drink some wine and just get to 
know each other.' But in 30 minutes, we were in the other 
room with the guitars, and we just kept playing for the next 
two hours. I immediately felt a rapport with Paco, and he was 
just as enthusiastic. So we arranged a tour of Europe with 
Larry Coryell; it was such a great success that we just kept 

continued on page 63 
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Maynards tools. 

Maynard Ferguson: These are my 
instruments for eking out a living. 

MF Horn 
Holton ST-302 

Little 
Big Horn 
Holton ST-304 

My MF Horn, the trumpet I play most 
of the time for that big sound in the 
upper register. 

My Little Big Horn, which I like to use 
for the more delicate things. It's simi-
lar to the MF Horn in sound and tim-
bre, but requires less power because 
it has slightly smaller bore. 

My Superbone, a combination valve-
slide trombone. Lets you change the 
key of the slide by pressing a valve, or 
change the key of the valves by mov-
ing the slide. You can get automatic 
quarter-tone effects. You don't play 
one or the other — slide or valves. 
Both work at once, so you have both 
super quickness and the sensuous 
quality of sliding in and out of 
tonalities. 

And last, my Firebird, combination 
valve-slide trumpet. It also offers both 
the quickness and sensuousness. Inci-
dentally, the tilt of the bell isn't just for 
style. It's so the slide can get past the 
bell. 

Superbone 
Holton TR-395 

These four instruments are a combi-
nation of my designs and Holton's 
great brass workmanship. Worth-
while musical tools, made very well 
by a company that I have a lot of re-
spect for. 

For details on the MF Horn, Little 
Big Horn, Superbone, and Fire-
bird, just jot your name and ad-
dress on this page, and send it to 
Leblanc, 7019 Thirtieth Avenue, 
Kenosha, Wisconsin 53141. 

© G. Leblanc Corporation 1981. All rights reserved. 

HOLTON ® 

Firebird 
Holton ST-303 



ErMeréu'ess 
in the HARMOLODIC 
POCKET BY CLIFF TINDER 

tIVVVVVIetsVitAAAAAAAAA 
Slyly scheduled to coincide 

with the onslaught of last 
summer's Kool Jazz orgy, the 
return of Omette Coleman's 

Prime Time to the concert hall (New 
York's Public Theatre) was almost as 
anxiously anticipated as the re-entry of 
Miles Davis into the active jazz world. 
While Miles clearly had the edge on 
public notoriety, Omette majestically 
stole the show with an ineluctably bril-
liant musical performance. The har-
molodic density of Prime Time and the 
haunting, piercing beauty of Coleman's 
abstractly blue alto were awesome. But 
in many ways, what propelled the mu-
sic was the revolutionary bass work of 
Jamaaladeen Tacuma. His lines seemed 
to float above the churning sea of poly-
phony created by Coleman's electric 
double quartet, dancing, racing, and 
singing with a clarity unequaled in the 
realm of bass guitar. Reflecting a healthy 
dose of Ornette's freely associated se-
quential concepts of melodic construc-
tion, Jamaaladeen punctuated and fla-
vored even the most abstract musical 
expressions with an indigenous funk 
more closely tied to r&b than jazz. 
Thought by many to be the most 

distinctive bassist to come along in 
nearly a decade (and voted Talent 
Deserving Wider Recognition in the 
past two down beat critics polls), 
Tacuma's career has been one of push-
ing his style to the limits of contempo-
rary bass playing. From his prescient 
debut on Coleman's Dancing In Your 
Head to his work with James "Blood" 
Ulmer and a stirring recent performance 
with saxophonist Julius Hemphill and 
drummer Michael Carvin at the Public, 
Tacuma has progressively transformed 
his bass into a melodic, lunging lead 
instrument able to do battle with horns 
and guitars alike. Then again, Coleman 
has always had an ear for the most 
distinctive and talented bassists availa-
ble, including Charlie Haden, David 
Izenzon, and Jimmy Garrison; it's little 
wonder Omette found Tacuma. Listen-
ing to a tape of Coleman's much ac-
claimed, soon-to-be-released digital 
album (Of Human Feelings), I was 
amazed at just how prominently 
Jamaaladeen's bass was featured, and 
how perfectly he complemented the 
master saxophonist. 
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«f--N 
umette got me in a raw stage, 
and what he did was just create 
a monstet " 
Coming from North Philadelphia, 

Tacuma first worked in local r&b bands, 
studied electric bass with Tyrone 
Brown (Grover Washington Jr.'s former 
bassist) and acoustic bass with Eligio 
Rossi (with the Philadelphia Orchestra). 
He recorded with Philadelphia's under-
ground legend, vibraphonist Walt 
Dickerson, and was recruited by Cole-
man while still in high school. 
As performed by a band Tacuma is 

putting together in Philly, his own com-
positions reflect the complex vertical 
structures of Prime Time, but are more 
firmly "in the pocket." His music is 
delightfully accessible, yet with plenty 
of content. The potential for reaching 
large and diverse audiences with this 
music is very high (all you producers 
out there, he's looking for a record label). 
Brimming with energy and enthusi-

asm, Jamaaladeen spoke with me in the 
relaxed atmosphere of painter Homer 
Guerra's Murray Hill (NYC) apartment. 
Cliff Tinder: What were some of your 
early musical experiences in North 
Philadelphia? 
Jamaaladeen Tacuma: I grew up play-
ing in a regular r&b band—a lot of the 
things I'm doing now is a reflection of 
that. I grew up listening to r&b artists. 

There's a place in Philly called the 
Uptown Theatre, which is equal to the 
Apollo in New York, with a lot of 
Motown people coming in to perform. 
I'd go down there to hear that music. So, 
when I began playing music, I sort of 
found myself up against a wall, because 
that was my background and I've always 
played it. But as I was introduced to 
more progressive music, I had to figure 
out which I really wanted to play. It was 
only last year when I finally got to the 
point where I decided what I really 
wanted to do musically. I play so many 
different styles—and I'm not being ego-
tistical—but I really can play all them 
well. It's just that I didn't know how to 
actually execute what I had in my heart 
and what I had in my mind musically, 
and fully express what I wanted to do. 
But then I met Omette . . . I joined the 
band in a very raw stage. I mean, I could 
play the hell out of the bass, but Omette 
got me in a raw stage, and what he did 
was just create a monster. 

CT: How did you meet Omette, Mr. 
Monster? 
JT: Ha! Well, through a guitarist named 
Reggie Lucas, who was with Miles 
Davis, and James Mtume—they are 
some strange guys. You see, I was play-
ing at these local clubs in Philadelphia, 
they'd always come there and look at 
me. And I'd be saying, "Who are these 
guys?" You know, it used to blow my 
mind because Reggie's hair was so big 
and so was Mtume's, and I'd just say, 
"Who are these guys staring at me?" So 
finally Reggie introduced himself and 
said that he was with Miles Davis and 
wanted to get together to play with me. 
Actually, what they were doing was 
setting up what they are doing now— 
searching around for different people— 
but we never did get a chance to play; 
we just talked. 
Then I remember that I was doing 

something in New York and I was so 
broke. I had just gotten back home, I was 
in high school and living with my 
mother, and she said that somebody just 
called from New York. I just said, 
"Who's that? Who could this be now?" 
At this point I was just fed up with the 
whole thing, and I was just 18 years old. 
My mother said that it was some guy 
named Omette Coleman. Omette?! 
Well, that sounded nice. So, I called 
Omette, and you know how he talks 
[mimicking Omette with a high-
pitched nasal voice], "I'm going to have 
a rehearsal; can you make it?" I said, 
"Sure, but how'd you find out about 
me?" He said, "Well, Reggie Lucas told 
me about you." Aw, that Reggie, he's 
incredible. But he just works like that, 
he's a mysterious person; I guess he got 
it from Miles. 

JAMAALADEEN TACUMA 
SELECTED DISCOGRAPHY 

with Omette Coleman 
DANCING IN YOUR HEAD—A&M/Horizon 
SP722 

BODY META—Artists House AHI 
OF HUMAN FEELINGS—Antilles ABC 1003 

with James "Blood" Ulmer 
TALES OF CAPTAIN BLACK—Artists House 
AH7 

with Walt Dickerson 
SERENDIPITY—SteepleChase SCS-1070 

with Kip Hanrahan 
COUP DE TETE— American Clave 1007 

So I went to my girlfriend, who's now 
my wife, Jamila, for some money to fly 
right back to New York. We rehearsed 
for about three or four weeks, and he 
really polished up the band. Then we 
went to Europe and we were supposed 
to stay for two weeks and we stayed for 
four months. Only now can I see what 
Omette was doing, because he took that 
length of time to rehearse the band— 
musically, there were certain things he 
wanted to hear. 
I was really fortunate to be able to 

play with Omette, because he's such a 
teacher, and in his age, he's got a lot of 
wisdom. 
CT: How was that first rehearsal? Did 
things click pretty well right off? 
JT: Yeah, but I think that it was only 
because of my just being open to his 
music. I must have had something in-
side of me even then. There was some-
thing I wanted to let out. Omette paved 
a new way for me to play and not get in 
his way or anyone else's way, and still 
express what I wanted to communicate 
and still be a part of the organization. 
But it's 1982 now and I just hope what 

I'm doing on the bass is what Omette 
has done on the sax, what Blood's doing 
on the guitar, what Denardo [Coleman] 
is feeling his way on the drums. I've 
been with Omette for seven years, and 
only lately have I been really able to 
understand and grasp musically what 
can be done on the bass. Before, I was 
really playing, but I couldn't really 
grasp it totally. But to totally express 
yourself is really something, and it can 
be done on any instrument. 

For example, when you eat food you 
don't stop and think about what you 
have to do physically to eat, it's a natural 
process. The same is true with creating a 
melody—it has to run through your 
mind one second before you actually 
play it, but you have to be advanced 
enough to let it out at that second. You 
don't find this too much in Western 
music, you find it more in Eastern 
music. There, the music just comes out 
like that [snaps his fingers]. 
CT: Western musicians in general are 
not trained to be creative musicians, but 
to be conduits of expression for a com-
poser. I'm sure Omette stresses the abil-
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ity to express yourself spontaneously 
within a piece as a composer yourself. 
JT: Yeah, it's funny, we'd often be in a 
frame of mind where we would try to 
play in a certain way to please him, but 
on the breaks we'd be playing other 
things we knew, and he'd say, "Why 
don't you guys play like that when we 
play?" 
CT: How does Omette structure his 
tunes? 
JT: Basically what we do is composi-
tional improvising in which each per-
son acts like a soloist. We work from a 
melody in a tonal point, and anything 
that you play has to be equal to the 
melody or better. If you play anything 
less than the melody, you have to go to 
the doghouse [laugh]. The rhythmic 
pattern, the melodic structure of it, 
anything you improvise, has to be 
stronger than the original melody. 
CT: Listening to the development of 
your style in the time between Dancing 
In Your Head and now, it's amazing how 
much of Omette you've incorporated 
into your playing, especially the kind of 
sequential patterns you use. 
JT: Omette says, "Jamaal is the master 
of the sequence." Sequence is so impor-
tant because it builds the melody, and 
from the melody many things are 
derived, like rhythmic patterns and 
chordal structures. 
CT: How incidental or coincidental are 
the harmonies in Omette's music, with 
each bandmember fulfilling his proper 
harmolodic function? 
JT: There is a certain melody that is 
played. We might play it in harmony or 
individually. From the melody we go 
into a compositional structure. We set 
up bridges constantly, and we actually 
go through the whole maze of chordal 
structure in music, period. Omette 
might have one person play I-V, a C to a 
G, and have another person play C, Eb, 
and B, which can still hook up musi-
cally. He shows us different ways 
chords can hook up; it's incredible, he's 
like a wizard because he'll show you so 
many ways to combine chords. 

Every 10 years or so the music goes 
through a major change, and it's now 
time for something else. I think that 
Prime Time is leading in that direction. 
With Prime Time, Omette is able to 
express what he really wanted to do 
with Haden, Cherry, and Redman, but 
the instruments got in the way—they 
didn't allow them to get around the way 
we're getting around now. 
CT: It seems like music is going into a 
new phase that's very African—poly-
rhythmic and layered vertically, just 
like Prime Time. 
JT: Really. If you want to play music 
and not a classification of music, let it be 
known that music is comprised of pure 
sound and pure rhythm. If you want to 
play pure music, you should be free to 
play any particular melodic idea or 

Omette says: 
"Jamaal is the 
master of the 
sequence." 
AAAAAAAAA 
chordal structure, or play any rhythmic 
pattern at any given time. What we play 
is beyond category, it's music all kinds 
of people can get something out of. 
CT: The way Prime Time is set up now, 
you have two bassists and two drum-
mers. How does that work? 
JT: It works very well. It's like an or-
chestra. 
CT: Does it give you more freedom to 
have another bassist to hold up the 
bottom for you? 
JT: That was actually Omette's plan, to 
make me freer He could see that he had 
created a monster and that I'm nat going 
to be satisfied unless he opened other 
doors for me. So, the other bassist was 
added. 
Each individual has his own style in 

the band. Like Bern [guitarist Nix], he's 

from the old school, while Omette and I 
are in-between; Albert [bassist Mc-
Dowell] is coming from an arb feel, and 
Charlie [guitarist Ellerbee] is coming 
from Saturn or somewhere; Denardo, he 
mixes it up a lot. 
CT: His playing was the hardest for me 
to understand. 
JT: Yeah [laughing], I know, I know. It's 
strange. When we play with someone 
else, I like to look at the expression on 
their face when Denardo plays. He'll 
keep a certain pattern and then he 
doesn't [voice cracking with laughter]. 
It sounds almost spastic. 
CT: One of the most distinctive aspects 
of your technique is your use of chords 
on the bass. 
JT: I use a lot of chords because I've 
found a way to play some really melodic 
chords on the bass guitar. I don't play 
piano, so when I compose I do it from 
the bass. I've actually turned the bass 
into a very melodic instrument. I play so 
melodically that it got to a point that the 
bass was no longer of any use to me, so I 
had Ned Steinberger design one of his 
graphite basses with a fifth string. I can 
now get more notes in other ranges, and 
play more chords. The fifth string is 
tuned to high C instead of low B. And I 
use La Bella strings on all my basses— 
they have a "live" stage presence that 
allows my sound to come through crys-
tal clear. 
CT: How did you run across the Stein-
berger bass? 
JT: Chip Stem, the writer, suggested it. 
The Steinberger people wanted me to 
play it for them, but at the same time I 
fell in love with it. I don't even play the 
Rickenbacker anymore. The Stein-
berger is the perfect bass for me. It's 
clear as a bell and it's very strong. Each 
bass player I know who plays it falls in 
love with it. 
CT: You use an Acoustic amp most of 
the time. 
JT: I like the Acoustic 270 with the 
reflex speakers. 
CT: But you don't use any effects. 
JT: No effects. But just today, I walked 
into this music store in New York just to 
see what kind of effects there were. One 
of the gentlemen who worked there 
started telling me, " Well, Jaco 
[Pastorius] uses this effect, and [King 
Crimson's] Tony Levin uses this, and 
the guy with Omette Coleman, now he 
uses everything. That's how he gets that 
sound." I looked at him and said, 
"That's strange, because I play with 
Omette and I don't use any of those 
things." And the guy says, "Come on, 
you're kidding. It sounds like you're 
using a condenser and a digital delay 
and all this stuff." It's crazy [laughter] 
because I just try to get my sound 
naturally. 
CT: What kinds of influences did you 
have when you were developing your 

continued on page 71 
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Archie Shepp 

His grandmother's name 
was Rosa Shepp, but to five-
year-old Archie she was 
"Mama Rose." He was her 
favorite, by default and de-
sign. The next closest 
grandchild was 11 years 
older, and Archie's parents 
had moved to Philadel-
phia, leaving the boy in the 
care of his grandmother 
and aunt in Fort Lauder-
dale, FL. 
There must have been 

the sweaty and faintly 
naughty pursuits of boy-
hood, but Archie spent 
hours and days tugging at 
the hem of the pious Mama 
Rose's existence. Each Sun-
day she walked her scrub-
bed charge to the Pine}, 
Grove Baptist Church, 
down 5th Street from her 
home in Fort Lauderdale's 
"Coloredtown." Saturday 
meant a visit to Benton's 
Funeral Home, where 
Archie's great-uncle was the 
embalmer. Weeknights 
brought the prayer meet-
ings; Archie was the little 
boy among octogenarians, 
moved without under-
standing exactly why, 
blurting out his piping 
prayers and hearing the 
crones reply, "Yeah, that's right, son. 
Tell the truth." 
Archie rejoined his parents in Phila-

delphia the next year, 1943, but Mama 
Rose's visits reunited them for more 
trips to different churches. Sometimes 
the attraction was the honeyed oratory 
of Father Divine; sometimes it was a 
"Battle of Song" between gospel groups. 

Embracing the 
jazz ritual 

BY SAM FREEDMAN 

It was at about this time Mama Rose 
started Archie on piano, his first instru-
ment. 

00 
At 44, Archie Shepp is home again. 

The "angry young tenor" of the 1960s, 
the chronicler in dissonance of drug 
addiction and racism, has emerged as 
an embodiment of jazz' living tradition. 

The rage and social con-
science are not dead, any 
more than the younger 
Shepp was amnesic, but in 
deliberate and explicit 
ways—notably three consec-
utive SteepleChase albums 
reinterpreting spirituals, 
blues, and the bebop of 
Charlie Parker—Shepp is re-
tracing his own path, and 
jazz'. 
"We have to make sense 

out of our world as black 
people," he says. "We are 
different, whether we want 
to be or not. And so our 
music is different, our books 
are different. There is such a 
thing as a Negro writer; there 
is such a thing as black mu-
sic. But what is it? What are 
its essential qualities? 
There's got to be something 
valuable enough to keep 
around. 
"Our music is not easy; 

that's part of the problem. 
The cultural matrix from 
which it flows, which I feel is 
rather tortured and inex-
plicable, doesn't explain it-
self to its own components. 
But we must recreate those 
historical elements—the 
spiritual, the blues form, the 
cry, the holler—in our own 

playing. We must pay more than super-
ficial tribute [to the heritage]. As it 
stands now, it's a museum piece that we 
think is set. But it's something I see as 
very dynamic." 
The notion of Shepp as proselytizer 

for the past would have seemed 
unlikely—inconceiveable—at his 
emergence 20 years ago. For one who 
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chose a career in music only after col-
lege—the decisive step being his intro-
duction by bassist Buell Neidlinger to 
pianist/composer Cecil Taylor, Shepp's 
most important employer to date—he 
hastened to the front battlements of 
political and musical radicalism in jazz. 
His style seemed a conscious "rebellion 
against bop" to one critic; Shepp him-
self credited Taylor with "liberating" 
him from the chordal approach of John 
Coltrane. And Shepp lanced an im-
mense boil of frustration for his subject 
matter and emotional imperatives. His 
work was informed not only by the 
generalities of racism and dope, but a 
storehouse of personal images: remem-
bering a penniless Jimmy Heath wailing 
on a horn he had to borrow; recalling his 
own years on welfare, spending pre-
cious dimes calling Impulse Records for 
a recording contract that only Coltrane's 
intervention ultimately achieved. 
Immediacy and anger in the hands of 

a maturing artist made for an often 
jarring listen. One critic dismissed 
Shepp as a "Johnny One-Mood . . . a 
bitter, angry, frustrated man." Pianist 
Marian McPartland, reviewing New 
Thing At Newport in a '66 issue of down 
beat, pondered Shepp's "Kafka-like 
preoccupation with the grotesque." 
Even the sympathetic felt eroded by 
unending rage. John Litweiler called 
1967's Live At Donaueschigen "a tour 
de force . . . though his tour de forces 
have by now become quite like each 
other." Shepp's Aunt Bobbie asked him 
of the same record, "When are you going 
to make something I can like?" 

Yet Shepp, even then, paid constant 
and consistent attention to the musical 
and historical roots of jazz. Long before 
releasing his recent SteepleChase discs, 
Shepp had spoken of hearing echoes of 
bluesman Lightnin' Hopkins in Col-
trane and traces of an African melody in 
the spiritual Motherless Child; he 
placed himself within a continuum of 
black music embracing Stevie Wonder, 
James Brown, and Big Bill Broonzy. 
Perceptive critics noticed. Amin i Baraka 
(then Leroi Jones) in the mid-'60s wrote 
of Shepp's broad foundations: "He is a 
musician whose emotional registra-
tions are so broad that he is able to make 
reference of anybody's ' style,' even 
though finally all the ideas and images 
that make up his playing are completely 
his own." Nat Hentoff, in commenting 
on Scag (1965), hailed Shepp's ability to 
make larger social statements through 
his music: "Music is not sociology, but 
when a man can transmute what he has 
seen in the life of the streets into a 
musical form and substance, the result 
is art of particularly penetrating and 
shaking relevance." 
Seen through the foresight of Baraka 

and Hentoff, Shepp was moving toward 
his past all along, and developing an 
artistic arsenal as capable of evoking 

history as current events. Shepp came to 
redefine jazz as "Diasporic music" and 
to embark on the search for its family 
tree. Like most jazzmen of his genera-
tion, Shepp began with the natural, 
subliminal knowledge of earlier forms, 
especially blues and gospel; he knew 
where the bones were buried, and the 
cognizance was less a matter of learning 
than osmosis. But he also possessed the 
intellectual curiosity and the academic 
lifestyle and research facilities (as a 
professor at the University of Massachu-
setts) to further explore and compre-
hend, to marry cerebral process to in-
stinct. 

"Like most struggling musicians," 
Shepp says. "for a long time I didn't 
have time to do anything but hustle a 
gig. It was only when I began teaching 
that I began to have the time. I was 
forced to think of the verifications of 
music, the history, the techniques. I 
began to collect materials and record-
ings, to read books—things I hadn't 
done since I'd been in college. I re-
flected on the condition of my people. 
And I garnered some ideas and perhaps 
they're original. They're my ideas." 
Thought became action M 1977, 

when SteepleChase producer Nils 
Winther suggested Shepp record an 
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album of spirituals and paired him with 
pianist Horace Parlan for the project. 
Although Shepp and Parlan hadn't col-
laborated often since the late 1950s, all 
they needed was one take on most 
selections. Something strong, sad, and 
intuitive took over. 

"I remember the strain, the spiritual 
weight of the moment," Shepp says. 
"This was the first chance I'd had to 
really record spirituals, to make any 
kind of serious statement about them. 
And when I started to play, at first I filled 
up so much I started crying. And I was 
afraid for a moment I wouldn't be able 
to make the recording, because I felt so 
full, so full of tears. 

"I felt I represented everybody who'd 
ever sang those songs, and to make the 
meaning of those songs clear was up to 
me at that point. They should be truth-
ful, they should have the same authen-
ticity as when they were sung, because 
that's the nature of this type of folk song. 
They were created by people who were 
in deep sorrow; they're slave songs. And 
so it challenged my own ability as 
modem Negro black man to traverse 
that historical plain. Could I do that? 
And I felt I could, and the tears were 
proof of it—that perhaps my condition 
hadn't changed so completely that I 
can't still feel what they felt." 

00 
His father's name was Johnnie Shepp, 

and he played the blues. Through his 
own 20s, the time of Archie's boyhood, 
Johnnie played the four-string banjo in 
the pickup groups of "Coloredtown." 
Sometimes the bands ventured to the 
juke joints of neighboring counties, 
where their standards—Muddy Water, 
St. Louis Blues, Key To The Highway— 
were understood as the Esperanto, the 
common tongue, of blackness. 
Johnnie Shepp put aside the banjo 

when he moved north. But the radio was 
tuned to the blues station every after-
noon, and Johnnie remembered enough 
of his instrument to teach Archie the 
rudiments of The Charleston. "Dad 
didn't have a lot of patience; he'd show 
me for a half-hour and expect me to get 
it," Archie recalls. "But he was a teacher 
in perhaps the profoundest sense of the 
word, because he taught me an appreci-
ation of the music he loved." 

00 
Archie Shepp loved the blues and 

after he loved them, or as he did, he 
began to think about them and try to 
understand them, just as an infatuation 
may mature into a knowing friendship. 
If spirituals, to Shepp, provided the 
ethereal soul of jazz, the possibility of 
deliverance and redemption, then the 
blues was its flesh. 
On one hand, Shepp remained sure of 

the blues, finding its genetic coding in 
the offspring of disparate genres. Donna 

Summer, Stevie Wonder, Chubby 
Checker, Aretha Franklin—he heard 
the blues in them all, no less so than in 
Blind Willie McTell, only differently. 
The blues, he says, "are alive and well," 
"always there," "subconscious." 
He felt less certain of the lineage in 

his own family, jazz. "A lot of people 
don't understand blues," Shepp main-
tains. "They think the blues is just using 
the flatted third or seventh. Now, when 
you hear Von Freeman play, Von Free-
man plays the blues. It could be partly a 
matter of generation. Wes Montgomery 
could play the blues. Miles Davis is a 
very consummate blues player. I don't 
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mean what he's playing now; what he's 
playing now impresses me as some-
thing very antithetical to the blues. It 
depresses me when I hear formerly 
good blues players in a certain context 
merely pandering their artifacts for 
money's sake, for commerciality, be-
cause they cheapen the genuine prod-
uct." 

The search for authenticity led 
Shepp, first, to the rural origins of the 
blues, and then to the preeminent blues 
interpreters in jazz. He had listened 
often—never really stopped listening— 
to Ben Webster, Don Byas, Lester Young; 
but now his ears fastened on each man's 
diction within the basic language of 
blues. "These people become impor-
tant," Shepp says, "because they don't 
play bad notes, or they play so few. The 
notes they do play, they play with such 
conviction and sound and authority. 
You strive for that." Under the renewed 
sway of these giants, Shepp strove for a 
sparer sound, one marked by editing as 
well as creation, and one well suited to 
the skeletal chords of rural blues. 
Shepp's ruminations, on both the 

blues and his own style, took the form of 
Trouble In Mind, recorded in early 
1980. The album reunited Goin' Home's 
team of Shepp, producer Winther, and 
pianist Parlan on 10 early, often obscure 
blues. Although Winther chose and 
Parlan arranged many of the selections, 
the triumph of the stark and moving 
album seemed, finally, Shepp's. If criti-
cal confirmation meant anything to his 
exploration of history, he now pos-
sessed it: TYouble In Mind was voted 
1980 Record of the Year in the down 
beat International Critics Poll. The deci-
sion confirmed the promise of Shepp's 
only other db honor—as tenor saxo-
phonist deserving wider recognition in 
1965. 

00 
The neighbor's name was Mr. Meyers. 

He rented the downstairs of the Shepp 
home on Collom Street in Phila-
delphia's Brickyard neighborhood, and 
he took a particular shine to teenaged 
Archie. 

On his janitorial rounds of LaSalle 
College one evening, Meyers found a 
dictionary on a classroom floor; it be-
came the first one Archie, then in 10th 
grade, owned. Meyers also introduced 
Shepp to the music he had heard in a 
segregated Army unit in World War II; 
his favorite, Lester Young's Up And At 
'Em, was the first single Archie bought. 
Records by Sonny Stitt followed and, 
ultimately, came the unsettling and 
galvanizing sound of Charlie Parker. 

Johnnie Shepp accused Archie of 
defecting from the blues, but Mrs. 
Shepp defended the boy's taste. Archie 
himself had no doubts, particularly 
after he saw Parker perform. "Even if 

there was confusion," he recalls, "I 
knew it was great. It was almost ritual." 

00 
Centuries of time and hundreds of 

musical evolutions separate spirituals 
and early blues from the bebop of 
Charlie Parker. But it was neither hap-
hazard nor impetuous that Shepp fol-
lowed Goin' Home and 'Double In Mind 
with Looking At Bird, his homage to 
and reinterpretation of Parker. Parker 
represents to Shepp both the ripening of 
blues in an urban black society and the 
transplantation of religious authority 
into the secular, artistic sphere. Parker, 
was, in short, the river into which the 
streams emptied. As if to underscore the 
point, he recorded Looking At Bird 

ARCHIE SHEPP'S 
EQUIPMENT 

Archie Shepp plays a Selmer tenor saxophone 
with a 5* Otto Link mouthpiece and a Selmer 
soprano saxophone with a Selmer E metal mouth-
piece. "Reeds don't matter," he explains, "because 
I cut them down, anyway." 

ARCHIE SHEPP 
SELECTED 

DISCOGRAPHY 
LOOKING AT BIRD—SteepleChase 1149 
TROUBLE IN MIND—SteepleChase 1139 
COIN' HOME—SteepleChase 1079 
ATTICA BLUES BIG BAND LIVE—Blue Marge 

1001 
BIRD FIRE—Improv 05 
TRAY OF SILVER— Denon 7806 
LADY BIRD— Denon 7543 
LIVE IN TOKYO— Denon 7538 
ON GREEN DOLPHIN STREET— Denon 7524 
THE TRADITION—Horn 13-14 
BODY AND SOUL—Horn 10 
BALLADS FOR TRANE—Denon 7567 
STEAM—Inner City 3002 
SEA OF FACES—Black Saint 0002 
MONTREUX ONE—Arista 1027 
MONTREUX TWO—Arista 1034 
THERE'S A TRUMPET IN MY SOUL—Arista 
1016 

THE CRY OF MY PEOPLE—Impulse 9231 
ATTICA BLUES—Impulse 9222 
DOODLIN'—Inner City 1001 
FOR LOSERS—Impulse 9188 
THE WAY AHEAD—Impulse 9170 
THE MAGIC OF RI-JU—Impulse 9154 
MAMA TOO TIGHT—Impulse 9134 
FURTHER FIRE MUSIC—Impulse 9357 
FOUR FOR TRANE—Impulse 71 

within days of Trouble In Mind. (He had 
made two other discs of Parker—Lady 
Bird on Denon and Bird Fire on Im-
pro—in late 1978 and early 1979, the 
period between his spiritual and blues 
releases.) 

"Perhaps Parker's main influence is 
his reinterpretation of a music which 
could relate to Negroes who worked in 
factories, not on farms," Shepp says. " If 
there is a meaning to this music, bebop, 
it's that it represents an artistic synthe-
sis of folk music and a slick, urbanized 
music, of the intuitive and the written 
note. 

"Parker represented a further unfold-
ing of the idea of the preacher of the 
sermon. Essentially, these horn players 
were preachers and drummers. They 
changed the music stylistically by 
changing the rhythm, but they were able 
to keep certain elements of the language 
dynamic and constant. I think Coltrane 
was important because he made a very 
vital spiritual connection, he extended 
Parker and that whole movement, the 
so-called bebop movement. He took it 
out of a purely secular realm and back 
into a quasi-religious form." 

So the circle comes complete—for 
Shepp, for jazz. The music returns to its 
wellspring in the hymn, the trance, the 
fervor of possession; the musician re-
turns to Coltrane, the artist he once 
called a "guru," the friend who shep-
herded his contract with Impulse, the 
influence who had to be shed if Shepp 
ever were to explore from whence he, 
and Coltrane, came. 

Yesterday's firebrand, at the end of his 
pilgrimage to the past, worries about the 
future. Much of what passes for blues in 
jazz sounds "vapid" to Shepp. He won-
ders if urban life hasn't mutated the 
spiritual tradition into a "Coca-Cola 
gospel, something a little Jim Jones 
about it, slightly macabre." It is to the 
point that he found himself surprised, 
albeit delighted, that young saxo-
phonist Chico Freeman could spon-
taneously add the words to a gospel 
song being played on piano during a 
National Endowment of the Arts meet-
ing. 

"Jazz is the music I feel is an endan-
gered species," Shepp says. "Today, all 
the guys are like myself, getting bald. 
The guys who were young titans are 
now billed as veterans. It's ka-
leidoscopic and retrospective. You be-
gin to see the same things happening to 
you that were happening to people in 
other periods. Like the dinosaur, you 
become a relic." 

00 
The graduate student's name was 

Clyde Criner. He asked Prof. Archie 
Shepp how you learn to play fast, and 
Shepp responded, "Sonny Stitt told me, 
'First you learn to play slow.— db 
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BY EFF LEVENSON 

11 don't know," Sadik 
Hakim ponders from 
the living room of his 
lower Manhattan 
apartment. "Probably, 

I wasn't in the right place at the right 
time. Or maybe people don't like the 
way I play. Everyone can't be a star. 

"But don't get me wrong," he contin-
ues, "I've done alright. I've been fortu-
nate that I've been able to play jazz my 
whole life. I've played on records that 
they're going to put in a time capsule 
some day, and I was lucky enough to 
play with Ben, Bird, and Prez—three of 
the greatest saxophone players who ever 
lived. What else could I want?" 
Hakim sounds assertive and almost 

convincing, but the occasional glint of 
sadness in his eyes betrays him. Recog-
nition has been slow in coming to the 
62-year-old jazzman from Duluth, Min-
nesota, yet he has proven himself an 
accomplished bebop pianist whose 

One of the unsung 
veterans who helped 

forge the bebop 
revolution, pianist 
Sadik Hakim sheds 

some light on a few of 
his famous past 

collaborators including 
Bird and Prez, and 

muses about his current 
musical life. 

roots and affinity for the genre are in 
evidence each time he touches a key-
board. Overseas in Europe and Japan, 
Hakim is highly respected as a jazz artist 
and revered for his seminal work on the 
classic recordings Koko with Charlie 

Parker and Jurnpin' With Symphony Sid 
alongside Lester Young. Ironically, few 
people in the U.S.—jazz enthusiasts 
among them—know who he is; those 
who do are less knowledgeable of his 
early contributions to bop than of his 
reputation as a legendary figure, 
seemingly long removed from the jazz 
scene. 
The fact is that Hakim periodically 

works in small restaurant bars around 
New York, plying his craft purposefully 
and without fanfare. His sound is some-
what rounder and warmer than his 
recordings of 40 years ago indicate, yet 
he continues to create spirited music. 
Amidst the din of his surroundings, he 
is an unobtrusive figure— steady, 
undistracted, and consumed by the 
singular purpose of making music. Ob-
serving him work the piano, he awakens 
images of the veteran outfielder who 
knows the batters, knows the parks, and 
covers his turf with thoughtfully chosen 
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steps and economy of motion. Hakim is 
a seasoned pro who knows what he is 
doing, though few fans acknowledge his 
talent. "Sometimes people come up and 
ask me if I'm the guy who played with 
Bird," he notes, "but mostly, they want 
to hear The Sting or some Billy Joel stuff. 
I discourage requests because I like to 
play my music. It's the music I love." 
In some ways Hakim's situation ex-

emplifies the classic contradiction 
faced by American jazz artists. Tradi-
tionally, players have been neglected 
and unacknowledged by a largely 
unknowing public in the States, yet 
overseas they are heralded and warmly 
welcomed. Jazz history offers many in-
stances of expatriates who have found 
artistic recognition on newly adopted 
homelands. While America has long re-
sisted the view that jazz is a legitimate 
art form, other, more appreciative coun-
tries have not. Visiting players have 
often been received with open arms. "In 
Japan," Hakim says, "they understand 
the art that jazz is; they listen. When I've 
played clubs or concerts there, people 
were always coming in with my records 
and asking for autographs. The last gig I 
played they gave me roses. They've 
made me feel like a star" 
Hakim is hardly jazz' most influential 

figure, yet, given the need to accrue 
historical perspective concerning the 
genesis of bop and the musicians who 
played it, it is a wonder why he has been 
overlooked. He is a shy and unassuming 
man, committed more to music than to 
self-promotion, but he offers a couple of 
theories: "For about 10 years I cut out to 
live in Canada and then travel to Eu-
rope. I wasn't into hanging out and 
being part of the scene here. Maybe 
during that time a lot of people forgot 
about me. 

"Also, I went through my name 
change in 1947. When I started out in 
music I was Argonne Thornton, and 
then I became a Muslim. I think that 
turned people off. In fact, right after I 
converted, hardly anybody called me by 
my new name; they continued to call 
me Argonne just to rile me up. Funny 
though, the only guy who never gave me 
any grief was Bird. When I told him that 
I had a new name, he was right there 
with me. From that point on, it was 
never anything but Sadik." 
Hakim's eyes shine when he talks 

about Charlie Parker. It is apparent that 
Bird gave him more than the mutual 
respect other peers refused him. During 
the time they shared an apartment on 
117th Street and Manhattan Avenue in 
Harlem, Bird drew folks like 
Thelonious Monk, Miles Davis, Dexter 
Gordon, and Billie Holiday up to the 
eight-room pad. In that setting Hakim 
established new friendships, rekindled 
old ones, and reinforced his special 
relationship with Bird. "The man was 
just beautiful," he fondly remembers."I 

first met him in Chicago around the end 
of '42. I was playing in Jesse Miller's 
band at a club called Joe Hughes' Deluxe 
on 63rd and Cottage Grove. A. K. Atkin-
son was on alto; he's the guy who turned 
me on to becoming a Muslim. At this 
club all the entertainers were female 
impersonators except the chorus girls. 
"We were playing Stompin' At The 

Savoy, and these girls were dancing up a 
storm, lined up in front of us. All of a 
sudden we heard this alto coming in 
from the other side of the room. The guy 
sounded like a bitch. A. K. said that it 
had to be Charlie Parker. I looked up and 
there was Bird, blowing his horn, walk-
ing right through those girls. I had never 
heard or seen anything like that." 
Hakim smiles broadly, remembering the 
moment and continues: "He had this 
old, raggedy horn that was held together 
with rubber bands and tape. It was all 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

SADIK HAKIM 
SELECTED DISCOGRAPHY 

as a leader 
EAST MEETS WEST—Charlie Parker Records SP 
805 

LONDON SUITE—Radio Canada International RCI 
378 

SADIK HAKIM PLAYS DUKE ELLINGTON—Radio 
Canada International RCI 379 

PIANO CONCEPTION—Progressive KUX42-G 
RESURGENCE—Progressive KUX41-G 
WITCHES, GOBLINS, ETC.—SteepleChase 
SCS-1091 

MEMORIES—Progressive KUX83-G 
A BIT OF MONK—Progressive KUX134-G 

with Dexter Gordon 
LONG TALL DEXTER—Savoy SJL 2211 

with Charlie Parker 
THE COMPLETE SAVOY STUDIO SESSIONS— 
Savoy 5500 

with Lester Young 
THE ALADDIN SESSIONS—Blue Note BN-LA456-
H2 

with James Moody 
THE MOODY STORY—Trip TLP-5521 

with Sonny Stitt 
SONNY STITT MEETS SADIK HAKIM—Progres-

sive 7034 

with various artists 
I REMEMBER BEBOP—Columbia C2 35381 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

beat up and I couldn't figure how he got 
a sound out of that thing. He was doing 
alright though, because after he played 
with us he got a gig at the Rum Boogie. 
He never went to rehearsal. He'd come 
in two or three minutes before show 
time, glance at his part, and when the 
curtain went up, he played the music 
like he owned it. 
"One night Jimmy Dorsey came in to 

check him out. Dorsey was playing at 
the Sherman Hotel that week, and he 
had his horn with him. When Bird's 
bandleader saw Dorsey at the table, he 
called for Cherokee, which Bird loved 
to play. Bird ripped through the tune on 
that wretched horn of his. After the set 
Dorsey came back to the dressing room, 
introduced himself and said, 'Here 
man, you need this more than I do.' He 
gave Bird the brand new Selmer saxo-
phone he was holding. The next day 

Bird went and pawned it. I begged him 
not to, but he did anyway. Brand new" 
The early days in Chicago repre-

sented an exciting time for Hakim. He 
arrived there in 1940 by way of Peoria, 
IL, where he had landed his first profes-
sional gig. Before that he had attended 
the University of Minnesota for a year. 
Throughout Hakim's childhood it was 
his grandfather, a classically trained 
violinist, composer, and conductor, 
who taught and encouraged him to play 
music. The elder virtuoso was very 
much a classicist, and he expressed 
displeasure with his grandson's deci-
sion to play jazz. Nevertheless, Hakim 
gravitated to Chicago where he met 
other players whose collective 
creativity and enthusiasm ushered in 
the new music. He gigged steadily at the 
Downbeat Club, and he experienced his 
first big break when Ben Webster 
dropped in one night. 
"Ben came down and liked what he 

heard," Hakim recalls. "He dug our 
entire rhythm section, so we started 
playing with him on a radio show one 
hour a night, six nights a week. When he 
returned to New York, he asked us to 
join him at the Onyx Club on 52nd 
Street. We thought he was kidding but, 
sure enough, he sent us the tickets and 
we headed east. That was in '44 and at 
the time Ben was paying us $125 a 
week. Very heavy bread indeed." The 15 
months that Hakim spent with Webster 
proved to be invaluable, a springboard 
for his career. He learned from and grew 
with the best players in New York, and 
during that time he recorded his first 
sides (now reissued on Savoy), working 
with Dexter Gordon. His solos on those 
recordings advance harmonic ideas 
similar to those of Monk's, and although 
Hakim's technique was not yet on a par 
with his conception, it was an impres-
sive debut. 

Less than a month later, in November 
'45, Hakim accompanied Bird on the 
Koko session. It was a date which, in 
subsequent years, aroused controversy 
because a number of masterworks were 
created and no one could agree on the 
exact personnel in the studio. The un-
certainty, as it relates to Hakim, 
stemmed from John Mehegan's liner 
notes that appeared on a Savoy LP 
issued in the late '50s. The record col-
lected the various tunes from that 
date—Bird's first session as a leader— 
and Mehegan incorrectly cited Bud 
Powell as the pianist. To confuse mat-
ters even more, the original release of 
Koko listed the piano player as Hen 
Gates. Hakim, who participated on the 
date but was not officially credited by 
Savoy, recounts the story: "I wasn't 
supposed to be there. I woke up that 
morning and saw a telegram that [pro-
ducer] Teddy Reig had sent Bird. The 
session was set for 11 o'clock. Bud 
Powell was scheduled to work but he 
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had gone to his mother's house in 
Willow Grove [PA], and he didn't come 
back in time. Bird asked me if I wanted 
to play. Before we left the apartment that 
morning Bird had written the two 
blues—Now's The Time and Billie's 
Bounce—and Koko, which was based 
on the chords to Cherokee. 
"When we got to the studio, the union 

man came around to check out our 
cards. There were five of us—Max 
[Roach], Curly Russell, Miles, Bird, and 
me. They were all cool but I didn't have 
a card because I was on transfer, so the 
union man said I couldn't play. As soon 
as he left, Bird told me to sit in anyway. 

While we were setting up, Dizzy came 
by. He was recording in the next studio 
with Don Byas, and he wanted to play 
with us. When we started working on 
Koko, Miles didn't know the intro or 
ending so Dizzy took it. I started to 
comp and during the parts when Dizzy 
wasn't blowing, he sat down and shared 
the piano with me. He and I played the 
only piano at that session. 

"Dizzy was under contract to another 
company so he couldn't use his name. 
Savoy told me that they couldn't use my 
name and that they couldn't pay me 
either, because I wasn't in the local 
union. When the record was released, 
Dizzy made up the name Hen Gates. I 

never argued with Savoy about the 
credit because at that time I was just 
thrilled to be working on the date." 
Although the personnel issue was 

unclear and problematic, the momen-
tum of that session carried Hakim 
through a recording date with Eddie 
"Lockjaw" Davis. It also led him into the 
burgeoning activity on 52nd Street. It is 
a misconception to think that all the 
musicians and customers who hung out 
on the Street appreciated the new mu-
sic. Bop made few concessions to pub-
lic taste, and it was the revolutionaries 
like Bird and Dizzy who spearheaded 
the emerging style and commanded a 

small, but highly devoted following. 
Hakim was happy being a part of it. 
He was even happier when he 

aroused the interest of Lester Young, 
newly working with his own group at 
the Spotlight Club after a stint in the 
army. "Prez had just come from L.A.," 
explains Hakim. "He had done time in 
D.B.—that's the army's disciplinary bar-
racks, thus the tune D.B. Blues—and 
when he got out he was working as a 
leader with his own combo. Then he 
decided to revamp the group and take it 
on the road. He heard me play and I got 
the gig." (For a detailed look at Prez' 
army career, see The Court Martial Of 
Lester Young, db, Jan. '81.) 

o 

Touring with Prez in '46 was as pres-
tigious a career opportunity as one 
could hope for. At the time though, 
Hakim thought less about his overall 
career strategy than, simply, about play-
ing with the greatest tenorman around. 
He was on the road with Prez for two 
years in a group comprised of swing-era 
veterans and beboppers, and during that 
time they recorded some memorable 
sides for Aladdin Records. Haldm's key-
board work was solid, as evidenced by 
his intro to S.M. Blues, and his solo on 
No Eyes Blues. But by far, the best 
known result of the sessions was f um-
pin' With Symphony Sid. It was a sim-
ple blues figure named for the hip-
talking disc jockey from New York, 
Symphony Sid Torin, who had been an 
early champion of the modernists. 
Hakim recalls that "we did the date in 

Chicago. As we warmed up, a studio guy 
came in and asked us to do something 
for Sid. It seemed like a good idea 
because we were scheduled to head 
back to the Three Deuces on 52nd 
Street, and at the time he had his radio 
show from there. I started playing this 
blues melody off the top of my head, 
and Prez dug it immediately. He said, 
'Let's play that,' and we did it in just one 
take." The tune subsequently became 
Symphony Sid's radio theme, and it 
gained recognition as a jazz standard. 
The significance of playing on that rec-
ord was not lost on Haldm or most of his 
cohorts. One person in particular, how-
ever, couldn't appreciate the achieve-
ment. "My grandfather didn't want to 
hear anything about jazz," Hakim re-
members with a laugh. "When I came 
home in '47, I was excited about the 
things I was doing. I brought the record 
home for him, and all he said was, 
'You're still playing that goddamn rag-
time, aren't you?— 
Hakim's tour with Prez ended in 

1948, and things slowly wound down, 
although he continued to work. He 
joined Slam Stewart's quartet briefly, 
and then picked up with James Moody 
whom he played and recorded with 
until the mid '50s. While in that group 
he toured behind Ella Fitzgerald. He 
next worked in Buddy Mite's band, and 
the setting was somewhat of a departure 
from those that he was used to. " It was a 
commercial band," he explains, "but I 
never had any problem with it. In fact, it 
was fun. We'd be playing up a storm and 
the people would be dancing and 
groovin' all around us. We had a ball." 

In 1961, after leaving Tate, Hakim 
made his first record as a leader. The 
disc was entitled East Meets West and 
was done in conjunction with Duke 
Jordan. Hakim, who was dubbed "East" 
for the occasion, recorded one side of 
the album and Jordan, his "West" coun-
terpart, handled the other. The record 
was fine as far as it went, but it fell short 

continued on page 71 
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REC RD EXCELLENT 
**** VERY GOOD 

RENIEWS *** GOOD * * FAIR 
* POOR 

CECIL TAYLOR 
FLY! FLY! FLY! FLY! FLY!— Pausa 7108: T 
(BEAUTIFUL YOUNG'N); ASTAS; ENSALAYI; 
I (SISTER YOUNG'N); CORN IN SUN + T 
(MOON); THE STELE STOLEN AND BROKEN 
IS RECLAIMED; N +R (Lova IS FRIENDS); 
ROCKS SUB AMBA. 
Personnel: Taylor, piano. 

* * * * * 
IT IS IN THE BREWING LUMINOUS— 

hat Hut 2R16: SIDES A-D. 
Personnel: Taylor, piano, voice; Jimmy 
Lyons, alto saxophone; Ramsey Ameen, 
violin; Alan Silva, bass, cello; Jerome 
Cooper, drums, African balafon; Sunny 
Murray, drums. 

* * * * 

ONE TOO MANY SALTY SWIFT AND 
NOT GOODBYE—hat Hut 3R02: SIDES 
A-F. 
Personnel: Taylor, piano; Jimmy Lyons, 
alto saxophone; Raphe Malik, trumpet; 
Ramsey Ameen, violin; Sirone, bass; 
Ronald Shannon Jackson, drums. 

* * * * * 

Cecil Taylor wants to break through. Will he 
destroy the piano? Give him an instrument 
designed for grand passion. Can a club, a 
stage, an album contain him? Encourage his 
40-minute solos, produce his hour-plus sets, 
three-hour concerts, and multi-disc pack-
ages. Will he damage our eardrums? Prepare 
for an exhausting listening experience—he'll 
mess your mind, but bring you home. Will he 
smash the black American, Afro-European 
musical tradition? Yes—he means to recast 
music whole. 

Taylor is out to annihilate silence, and 
exile cliche. He has created his own vocabu-
lary, available only to musicians who pledge 
full energy and know no gap between intent 
and ability. To that end, he's trained 
rigorously—his own intellect and physique, 
as well as several ready colleagues who 
understand the contest and its stakes. Si-
lence, after all, fights to the death. 
As demonstrated by his earlier solo efforts, 

Air Above Mountains and Spring Of 'Rya 
Blue I's, it is easiest to study Taylor's method 
and fine madness by approaching his mo-
ments alone at the piano. Joachim-Ernst 
Berendt, in Fly!, documents Taylor in beau-
tiful fidelity at a well-tempered 136sendorfer 
piano. Musing softly as though in privacy, 
Taylor establishes a fully voiced, mar-
velously detailed theme within the 53 sec-
onds of T, modulating it like a blues. The rest 
of two sides he spends extrapolating that 
material, twisting the keyboard—an ivory 
string of ascending pitches—and the tone 
row—its ultimate product in 20th century 
composition—into a knotted Mábius strip. 

Taylor toys with his T, lining up amazingly 
swift, two-hand parallel runs, spinning 

swirling clusters up high, laying new boogie 
strides down low, and grounding it all in an 
obsessive rocking. Performed at a pensive 
pace that stirs occasionally to chase and 
catch the moment's inspiration (and then 
escalates its dynamic in a bound), Taylor's 
music beguiles the listener into believing it 
refers to the complex structures of the mind, 
and so sheds insight into self-comprehen-
sion. Actually, the listener has become ab-
sorbed in Taylor's complex thought, and lost 
to the rest of the world. 

Gather Taylor's disciples, and the activity 
makes of itself a spectacle. Multiply the 
music's density, compound it with furious 
motion that seems to burst from a nuclear 
core in every conceivable direction—now try 
to grasp its craft and content. You must want 
to understand; Taylor's Unit doesn't seduce 
or persuade, but confronts through explo-
sion. Simple offhand notes open hat Hut's 
Brewing, and immediately Taylor is met by 
his saxist, string players, and the pair of free 
pulsing drummers, and the quiet air thick-
ens. Lyons' alto—righteous, plaintive, de-
manding, reasoned—and Ameen's violin— 
frantic and wraithlike—meet above Taylor's 
storm-on-a-thousand-fronts, while Cooper 
and Murray (here poorly recorded) build a 
bottom of body blows, and Silva bows, prob-
ing ever lower. Dug in so dramatically, at 70 
minutes' end Taylor, alone, sings a few stran-
gled phonemes as if to assert: "We came this 
far; the vocal song remains, an essence." 
One Too Many goes further, creating some-

thing monumental from a collective energy 
that resists comprehension. The finale to a 
six-week European tour that, as Spencer 

Richards' liner notes report, comprised much 
frustration and ultimately ended this ar-
rangement of the Unit, the performance is a 
more than two-hour tour de force, spread 
over six sides. Following a call to assembly 
from the horns, Taylor, bassist Sirone, and 
drummer Ronald Shannon Jackson forge a 
power trio that confounds, evades, and defies 
time. Taylor sprouts extra hands—all the 
attacks he displays in solo commence at 
once, as he's compelled to push harder, faster, 
beyond the full strength and speed he's 
practiced. His goal seems to be inhabiting the 
instant with action-ideas; the piano's wound 
wires echo from his hammering. 

Jackson covers Taylor, driving forth with 
every step and stroke, finding his talents 
expand as he responds to the pianist's moves, 
bringing all his devices and rhythmic knowl-
edge together with no time for contrivance. 
Sirone appears, is gone, returns, planting 
deeply solid pivots to support the two. The 
trio's hour passes in a blink; sound boils in 
the grooves. Later, Lyons expounds, angrily 
and at length, on sad truth; much briefer, 
Malik's trumpet is brave and clear; Ameen 
joins Taylor with tragic keening in passages 
that reform the violin's role and range. Sirone 
and Jackson continue through most of this, 
sensitively fierce or delicate—and at several 
points, the Unit nearly breaks through. 
Even so, some of the most moving music 

issues from Taylor alone, while the others 
take respite. In these minutes he's revealed as 
an ultra-Romantic, whose lyricism is ex-
treme. His brilliant imagination, unfailing 
stamina and reflexes must occasionally leave 
his collaborators shaken. Certainly the awed 
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listener trembles, intoxicated by the fury and 
freedom suffusing Cecil Taylor's being. 

—howard mandel 

RICKY FORD 
TENOR FOR THE TIMES—Muse MR 

5250: THIS OUR LOVE (Esse Nosso 
AMOR); CHRISTMAS CHEER; HOUR SAMBA; 
SAXACEOUS SERENADE; PORTRAIT OF 
LOVE; 01113; ARCAD/AN ECLIPSE. 
Personnel: Ford, tenor saxophone; Albert 
Dailey, piano; Rufus Reid, bass; jimmy 
Cobb, drums; Jack Walrath, trumpet (cut 5). 

* * * * 1/2 
The plaudits forming an aura of glory around 
tenor saxophonist Ricky Ford are well-
founded. Someone unfamiliar with his mu-
sic might find the critical flattery mislead-
ing—a smoke screen set up to pass off 
moderately talented young players as some-
thing more, thereby filling the void left by 
aging and deceased masters—but listening to 
Ford should convince the doubter. A few 
years shy of 30, Ford, with his brawny tone 
and possessing technical prowess to the fore, 
will be proselytizing for some time to come. 

All seven tracks of Tenor For The Times are 
Ford compositions predicated on his concep-
tion of jazz as popular music. His demotic 
intention is realized in a high-minded man-
ner: meticulous care has been given to mak-
ing the songs melodically and harmonically 
winsome while staying true to jazz' spirit 
with probing solos, passionately sensitive 
accompaniment, and ingenious composi-
tional quirks. He's very much his own man, 
though his writing honors Ellington and 
Mingus (with whom he worked), and his 
playing encompasses the history of the jazz 
tenor saxophone from Hawkins on. 
Maybe Ford, an original talent, can widen 

interest in acoustic jazz. Three of the new rec-
ord's songs are bossa novas, suggesting that 
while his use of Brazilian song form is rooted 
in aesthetic motives, he's aware of the music's 
public appeal. (Recall Desafinado and the 
cyclical nature of the masses' taste.) This Our 
Love deserves airplay and sales from St. Paul 
to São Paulo; it sports a melody so stunningly 
lovely that when Ford applies his amatory 
sound, like a Ben Webster, the song becomes 
a metaphor for the trueness of love. Hour 
Samba and Orb are merely pretty because 
Ford sometimes skitters over the notes, rob-
bing the songs of some of their humanness. 
Even when he suffers lapses though, the 
rhythm team of pianist Dailey, bassist Reid, 
and drummer Cobb stays spirited and com-
passionate. 

There is nary a moment of superficiality in 
the other songs. The ballad Portrait Of Love is 
both a tender tribute to his wife and an 
example of his warm regard for his comrades. 
Allowing Walrath, on muted trumpet, and 
the rhythm team to help carry the composi-
tion's emotional weight through both indi-
vidual solos and prominent support is a 
grand gesture. Whether Ford wears his heart 
on sleeve for the dreamy Christmas Cheer or 
takes a fiery improvisation on Saxaceous 
Serenade, he shows a wisdom beyond his 
years. Envision a time when a recorded 

performance so honest, so life-giving, can be 
heard on many radio stations, distributed to 
every record store, and go gold. 

—frank-john hadley 

JOHN McLAUGHLIN 
BELO HORIZONTE—Warner Brothers 
BSK3619: BELo HORIZONTE; LA BALEINE; 
VERY EARLY (HOMAGE To BILL EVANS); 
ONE MELODY; STARDUST ON YOUR 
SLEEVE; WALTZ FOR KATIA; ZAA1FIR; 
MAN/TAS D'Ono (Fon PACO DE LUCIA). 
Personnel: McLaughlin, guitar; Katia La-
Beque, acoustic piano, synthesizers; Fran-
cois Courturier, electric piano, synthe-
sizers; Jean Paul Celea, acoustic bass; 
Tommy Campbell, drums; Francois Jean-
neau, soprano, tenor saxophone; Jean 
Pierre Drouet, Steve Sheman, percussion; 
Augustin Dumay, violin; Paco De Lucia, 
guitar. 

* * * * 1/2 
Anyone disturbed when CBS dropped John 
McLaughlin a couple of years back will be 
heartened by this new Warner Bros. release. 
McLaughlin, one of the pioneers in electric 
jazz-rock circles, has also spent a lot of time 
in acoustic projects, including the Indo/rock 
of Shakti, and concerts with fellow guitarists 
Paco De Lucia and Al Di Meola. On Belo 
Horizonte, his acoustic guitar sings out from 
a band that combines electric and acoustic 
elements. 

Belo was recorded in Paris during the 
summer of 1981, and features a new 
McLaughlin band composed mainly of out-
standing French musicians. On the title 
track, Katia LaBeque's flute-like synthesizer 
doubles the acoustic guitar, and the melody 
takes on a whimsical, near-baroque quality. 
Tommy Campbell's drumming drives the 
band with wild energy, and percussionists 
Drouet and Sheman serve up bright flour-
ishes that lend themselves well to the Medi-
terranean timbre of McLaughlin's leads. 
One Melody is a more free-form piece, in 

which huge synthesizer orchestrations ap-
pear without warning, only to drop out of the 
picture just as suddenly, a la Weather Report. 
Violin and guitar lines weave through the 
irregular comping patterns, reminiscent of 
McLaughlin's One Truth Band. Francois 
Jeanneau's soprano tones on Stardust On 
Your Sleeve bring Wayne Shorter to mind. 
Jeanneau and McLaughlin show great pa-
tience during their solos, and great care in 
shaping the beautiful melody. Jean Paul 
Celea's work on acoustic bass ties the album 
together from start to finish. Celea is a strong 
player who can be brash or subtle, and is a 
perfect foil for McLaughlin and Campbell, 
dueling imaginatively or laying back inside a 
soft ECMish groove. 
There are few of the excesses (musical or 

spiritual) for which some have criticized 
McLaughlin's Mahavishnu Orchestra. In fact, 
Belo Horizonte could be the guitarist's most 
listenable record to date, because of its spa-
cious, airy feeling. McLaughlin offers truly 
inspired playing here, riffing faster than 
seems possible, but always with purpose and 
emotion. Certainly, few guitarists make the 
transition from electric to acoustic while 

maintaining such a high degree of expres-
sion. McLaughlin has incorporated rock, 
blues, jazz, and flamenco influences into his 
unique style, and though often imitated, he 
remains an innovator. —robin tolleson 

TOSHIKO AKIYOSHI/ 
LEW TABACKIN BIG BAND 
TANUKFS NIGHT OUT—JAM 006: 
TANUKI'S NIGHT OUT; FALLING PETAL; YET 
ANOTHER TEAR; A BIT BY AS'D; LAMENT 
FOR SONNY; Law's THEME (LET THE TAPE 
ROLL). 
Personnel: Akiyoshi, piano; Buddy 
Childers, Steven Huffsteter, Larry Ford, 
Mike Price, Rich Cooper (cut 6), trumpet; 
Jim Sawyer, Hart Smith, Bruce Fowler, 
trombone; Phil Teele, bass trombone; Dan 
Higgins, Bob Sheppard, Gary Foster, Lew 
Tabackin, John Gross, Bill Byrne, reeds; Ed 
Bennett, bass; Steve Houghton, drums. 

* * * * * 
Where will it all end? Will Toshiko and Lew 
ever make a wrong move? Never, according to 
their recording track record thus far. Tan ulci's 
Night Out, the band's second on the new Jazz 
America Marketing label, is another in a long 
line of superb albums by this consistently 
award-winning orchestra. 

This most recent work, however, is some-
what of a departure from the band's norm, in 
that all the music was written by Lew Ta-
backin, then arranged by Toshiko (all previ-
ous albums have been written and arranged 
by the pianist). The whole thing, neverthe-
less, has the distinctive stamp attributed to 
this unique ensemble. In awarding five stars, 
I feel compelled to stress this is a technically 
brilliant album; however, it is necessary to 
add that there's so much heart and soul 
shining through each track, the technique is 
simply noticed. For example, on A Bit 
Byas'd (a tribute to one of Tabackin's obvious 
tenor mentors, Don Byas), the ensemble pas-
sages are gems of unbroken, breathless, long 
lines; and yet it's the deep reverence for this 
past master that is most obvious in the music. 
Also, on this track, there's a beautiful, lyrical 
solo by Steve Huffsteter, one of the unsung 
heroes of the trumpet. 

In addition to the Byas tribute, there are 
two other accolades to departed brothers: 
Lament For Sonny, penned after saxophonist 
Sonny Criss died, is a splendid blues, with 
Lew's tenor reminiscent of the late saxist. Yet 
Another Tear has Toshiko in an Ellingtonian 
mood introducing this lovely theme written 
in remembrance of Ben Webster, with Lew's 
tenor prominent once again. 
The title track depicts Tanuki, who is a 

friendly little badger possessing mystical 
powers (but who drinks too much). The piece 
opens with percussion, leading into a lum-
bering, humorous passage by the brass and 
woodwinds (you can almost see this slightly 
tipsy badger partying). Tabackin sits this one 
out, handing over the tenor part to John 
Gross, and there are also superb solos by Bill 
Byrne on baritone and Bruce Fowler on trom-
bone. Falling Petal is a showcase for the 
empathy between Toshiko and Lew, wherein 
the piano and flute intertwine, separate, and 
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T'S BEEN« lifetime dream of 
mine to start a record label devoted to the 
creative statements of the MUSICIAN... a 
word that to me represents one of the high-

est and most spiritual pursuits as a life-
work... thus. our name. We are different because. 
rather than representing a specific musicalfocus, we'll go 
wherever our Musicians' imaginations take them ... and 
us. Our music will range from the historically relevant, to 
the commercially accessible, to the radically new. Our 
packaging has a look and style befitting the quality of 
our musicians: gallery art and fine photography rather 

ERIC GALE/Blue Horizon. 
Hugh Masa hein 11nd Freddie Waits join 
Eric's new band in a fascinating existo. 
ration of Latin and Caribbean rhythms. 

RED RODNEY & IRA SULLIVAN' 
The Spirit Within. 
4 landmark recording of new music by 
one of the most original and brilliant 
groups playing acoustic jazz today. 

THE GRIFFITH PARK 
COLLECTION. 
.4 specially recorded albstar acoustic 
album featuring Stanley Clarke, Chick 
Corea. Joe Henderson. Freddie Hub-
bard and Lenny White performing 
newly written compositions. 

JOHN McLAUGHLLVI 
My Goals Beyond. 
A long unavailable masterpiece, this is 
John's first acoustic guitar recording 
with passionate support from Billy 
Cobham, Dave Liebman, Charlie 
Haden, lirio and Jerry Goodman. 

THE MUSICIANS GUIDE/Volume I. 
The year's best value! For a limited time only 
we're offering this unique album containing a 

complete selection from each of the new 
releases y011 see here at a very special ¡ou 

price. .4s a special bonus, we've included a cut 
from the Elektra LP *Echoes Of An Era" 

featuring Chaka Khan. Stanley Clarke, Chick 
Corea, Lenny White. Joe Henderson and 

Freddie Hubbard. 

NOTJUST ANOTHER RECORD LABEL. 

than commercial designs. Our musicians write their own 
liner notes, and sometimes they even talk about their 
music at the end of their albums. Even our inner-sleeves 
are different. They're filled with statements by musicians, 
about music. We're so convinced of the quality of our 
album editions and the musical adventure contained 
within that we're offering a very specially priced sam-
pler featuring one complete selection from each of our 
new releases: The Musicians Guide Vol. 1. We're not 
just another new record label: We're different. We'd like 
to know what you think of us. 

Bruce Lundvall 
Elektra Musician 665 Fifth Avenue New York, N.Y. 10022 

LEE RITENOUR1Ria. 
Ritenour's only acoustic guitar album 
recorded in Rio. New York and L.A. 
with an exclusive group of players in-
cluding Don Grusin, Abe Laboriel, 
Ernie Watts. Marcus Miller and Jeff 
Wirinov. 

1""IhAtterie.,4.. 

!qr. 

e . 

MATERIAL,Mensory Serve». 
Material is an exotic fusion af musical 
styles integrating the solid rhythms of 
rock 'n' roll with the harmonic freedom 
ofjazz. The exceptional players include 
Bill Caswell. Michael Bentham, Sonny 
Sharock, Fred Frith. Henry Thread. 
gill. Ola Darn and Billy Bang. 

THE M115ICIANS 

sAk I it 
PAHKER 

CHARLIE PARKER P lit, 
THE ORCHESTRA! 
One Night in Washington. 
Previously- unreleased performances of 
Bird in Washington. D.C. sitting in with 
"The Orchestra." 

PP1 
FREDDIE HUBBARD' 
Ride Like the Wind. 
An audiophile recording of Freddie in 
a sumptuous big band setting arranged 
and conducted by Allen Ferguson. 

SIDE ONE: ECHOES OF AN ERA —"TAKE 
THE A TRAIN" • CHARLIE PARKER AND 
THE ORCHESTRA —"FINE AND DANDY" • 
RED RODNEY & IRA SULLIVAN — 
"SOPHISTICATED YENTA" • GRIFFITH P4 I{ b 
COLLECTION —"WHY WAIT" • 
JOHN McLAUGHLIN —"GOODBYE 
PORK-PIE HAT" • 
SIDE TWO: LEE RITENOUR —"RAINBOW" • 
FREDDIE HUB13.4RD —"THIS IS • ERIC 
GALE —MAKO D'AMOUR" • 
MATERIAL —"UPRIVER" 

©1982 Elektra !Asylum Records O Warner Communications Co. 
• 
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A distinctive new series from hat [ lut 

Records Ltd., manufactured in the 
U.S.A. Uncompromising quality and 
creative excellence in the tradition of 
fine art. More than just a record... 
a documentation! 

ALBERT AYLER 
Liirrach/Paris 1966 
hat MUSICS # 3500 

ALAIN MONNIER 
Tribulat 
hat MUSICS # 3505 

EDUARDO M. KOHAN/ 
CIRCO DEL ARCA 
Dies Irae 
hat MUSICS # 3507 

Write to: 
hat Hut Information, Box 127, Vest Park, 
NY 12493/USA, for a free catalogue 
and ordering information for all hat Hut 
releases. 

NEW BOOK from the inventor of 

el) 
"JOHN DOUGHERTY. GUITAR '80 G BEYOND" 

futuristic soft-bound book (58 pgs) 
approach to guitar, musical & life ART 
forms for all artistic levels. Materials not 
previously published nor available without 
extensive research, meant to inform, 
stimulate and provoke the reader. 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 
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come back together again, all the while 
backed by the subtlest of accompaniment 
from the full orchestra. For Lew's Theme, 
Toshiko modestly said in the liner notes, "It 
has a pure swing to it, so I just left it alone and 
kept it simple...." 

—frankie nemko-graham 

RICHARD BEIRACH/ 
GEORGE M RAZ 

RENDEZVOUS—IPI 1001: RENDEZVOUS; 
DISTANT DREAM; NATURAL SELECTION; 
INBORN; RECTILINEAR; WISTERIA; THE LAST 
RHAPSODY. 
Personnel: Beirach, piano; Mraz, bass. 

* 

JIMMY ROWLES/ 
GEORGE MRAZ 

MUSIC'S THE ONLY THING THAT'S ON 
MY MIND—Progressive 7009: Music's 
THE ONLY THING THAT'S ON MY MIND; 
MIYAICO; THE LADY IN THE CORNER; Tom 
THUMB; PRETTY EYES; You STARTED 
SOMETHING/I NEVER LOVED ANYONE; 
REMEMBER WHEN; RUNNING BROOK. 
Personnel: Rowles, piano, vocals; Mraz, 
bass. 

* * * 
Bassist George Mraz is the backbone of these 
two very different duet albums. The Richard 
Beirach album is a dark, moody collection of 
original compositions that reflect the pian-
ist's strong classical background. The Jimmy 
Rowles album is at the other end of the jazz 
spectrum—a light, swinging mixture of new 
and old tunes that includes three vocals by 
the pianist. Mraz, with his European consgrv-
atory training and extensive small-group ex-
perience, is the perfect complement for these 
disparate pianists. 

In an interview that is included with 
Rendezvous, Beirach cites his classical back-
ground—"the romantic music of Chopin and 
Liszt and the densely chromatic music of 
Schünberg, Webern, and Berg"—and speaks 
of his desire to integrate it with his knowl-
edge of jazz improvisation. The music on the 
album represents a quite successful melding 
of the two. Overall, it sounds more classical 
than jazz and, for the most part, reflects the 
earlier, more romantic influences, which is 
probably a good thing; although some of the 
music is quite dissonant and abstract, strong 
tonal centers are usually obvious, and the 
playing has the strong emotionality of good 
romantic music. 
Nothing swings here, although there is a 

light swing implied on Natural Selection, the 
jazziest tune. (The album is dedicated to Bill 
Evans, and this tune sounds quite a bit like an 
Evans composition.) Furthermore, Rendez-
vous is enhanced by the beauty of the re-
corded sound. It was recorded live, with a 
minimum of equipment, in the Van Wezel 
Concert Hall in Sarasota, Florida. There is a 
strong sense of room ambience, and both 
instruments sound unusually full. IPI de-
serves commendation for this technique, 
which is an admirable alternative to standard 
studio recording. 

For all its moody seriousness, the Beirach 
album is more wistful than melancholic. It is 
eminently suited to a rainy evening. The 
Rowles album, on the other hand, should be 
heard on a sunny afternoon. 
Jimmy Rowles' smooth, subtle piano play-

ing has drawn praise from many quarters 
through the years. Like Tommy Flanagan 
(another frequent partner of bassist Mraz), he 
is a superb accompanist with a distinctive, 
fluent style that blossoms in the spotlight. 
Rowles has backed most of the great jazz 
singers, and on this album he backs his own 
vocals. He sings the title tune (a Rowles 
original), plus Pretty Eyes and a medley of 
You Started Something and I Never Loved 
Anyone. 
Although Jimmy's vocals have a certain 

gruff charm, his voice is a pretty limited 
instrument—which his piano is not. Conse-
quently, the vocal tunes come off as little 
more than novelty items when juxtaposed 
with the sublime playing of Rowles and Mraz 
elsewhere. The instrumentals are all played 
with a light, polished touch—a smooth so-
phistication that is best heard on the three 
Wayne Shorter tunes: Miyako, Tom Thumb, 
and Running Brook. These are fine modem 
compositions, and Rowles and Mraz play 
them with obvious admiration for their har-
monic possibilities, which they thoroughly 
explore. A whole album of similar material 
would have been more substantial. As it is, 
the vocal tunes will be fun for Rowles freaks, 
but the record is something of a mixed bag. 

—jim roberts 

GEORGE RUSSELL 
ELECTRONIC SONATA FOR SOULS 
LOVED BY NATURE—Soul Note SN 
1009: EVENTS 1-XV. 
Personnel: Russell, piano, organ; Lew 
Soloff, trumpet; Robert Moore, soprano, 
tenor saxophone; Victor Comer, guitar; J. F. 
Jenny-Clark, bass; Keith Copeland, percus-
sion. 

* * * * 
VERTICAL FORM VI—Soul Note SN 

1019: EVENTS I-V. 
Personnel: Russell, Carl Atkins, conduc-
tor; Ame Domnerus, Ian Uling, Lennart 
Aberg, Erik Nilsson, Bernet Rosengren, 
reeds; Americo Bellotto, Bertril Lovgren, 
Haken Nyquist, Jan Allan, Ivor Olsen, 
trumpet, flugelhorn, french horn; Lars 
Olofsson, Bengt Edvarsson, Jorgen Johans-
son, trombone; Sven Larsson, bass trom-
bone, tuba; Rune Gustafsson, guitar; 
Stefan Brolund, electric bass; Bronislav 
Suchanek, Lars-Urban Helje, acoustic 
bass; Bjorn Lind, Vlodek Gulgowski, 
Monica Dominique, keyboards; Lars Beij-
bon, Leroy Lowe, drums; Sabu Martinez, 
congas. 

* * * * 1/2 

Ever since the bebop explosion of the 
mid-'40s, George Russell has been breaking 
and redefining musical barriers with his 
Lydian Chromatic Concept of Tonal Organi-
zation and Vertical Forms—theories of com-
position and improvisation which have gov-
erned most of his work. His groups have 
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included a social register of jazz' most fervent 
creators including Eric Dolphy, Don Ellis, 
Paul Bley, Jon Hendricks, John Coltrane, 
Sheila Jordan, Bill Evans, and Phil Woods. 
His records are mostly out-of-print, though, 
and he hadn't recorded anything new since 
the early '70s, until the recent release of two 
new Russell recordings, which reveal a fresh 
approach to an older composition and the 
latest evolution in his conceptual develop-
ment. 

Electronic Sonata For Souls Loved By 
Nature was originally recorded in 1969 with 
Jan Garbarek, Terje Rypdal, and others, and 
was later redone in a massive big band 
version released on the two-record European 
set The Essence Of George Russell (Sonet SLP 
1411/1412). This new recording finds Russell 
joining a quintet again with the only change 
being the addition of organ. 

Electronic Sonata merges futurism and 
primitivism, the mystical and the earthy. It's 
based around a prepared tape—electronic 
sounds and electronically altered music 
ranging from time-warped organ distortions 
to African percussion and tribal chanting— 
that underlays the entire 50-minute perform-
ance. In the first Event, a propulsive ostinato 
bass line surges through a sheet of electronic 
sound, punctuated by Russell's Sun Ra-like 
organ layered vertically over the horn charts 
The Event churns to a crescendo around 
Robert Moore's throaty tenor solo, climaxing 
just a little too early in the movement. 
Russell's kinetic dervish melts into an elec-
tronic landscape in which the ensemble 
gropes for each other through a dense fog 
with tentative bleats and rumbles and 
Moore's lonely tenor soliloquy. Pounding 
boogie woogie piano chords bring the ensem-
ble rushing in for a Middle Eastern foray with 
a rumbling undercurrent of bass, electronics, 
and Soloff's muted trumpet solo. 
The piece continually moves in and out of 

phase with ensemble passages emerging out 
of the electronic atmospheres. The electronic 
tape opens up portals to the real time playing 
of the ensemble and flings open doors to 
ancient cultures, seeming to make time con-
current rather than linear. Event VIII opens 
with tuned African percussion that drummer 
Copeland transmutes into a contemporary 
rock beat, as cascading organ and searing 
tenor work from Moore plays off Victor 
Comer's hard-edged guitar. Some of this rock-
ing out is a bit stilted, however, and Comer's 
guitar, especially on the reprise of the open-
ing theme, is too self-consciously based in 
rock cliches. 

Vertical Form VI continues Russell's inter-
est in pan-cultural music and concurrent 
music structures in a more understated man-
ner. Recorded in 1976, it employs a 24-
member Swedish orchestra with full reed, 
horn, and rhythm sections along with elec-
tric keyboards, guitars, and basses. Russell 
proves that music can swing even when it's 
totally composed. His conversational writing 
style and built-in reactions and counter-
reactions make the music seem spon-
taneously generated. Event I sets the tone 
with an ominous, stalking bass and clavinet 
line that anchors passing tones from the horn 
sections. The piece plummets in and out of 
free-form blowing segments (all composed) 
that coalesce around the insistent rhythm. 
Event II is the most satisfying in terms of 
continuous momentum with a hypnotic rit-
ual rhythm that becomes layered in counter-
rhythms with reeds on the left and horns on 

OH, WHAT A NIGHT! 
Recorded in concert in New York City with 
an all-star lineup. And including everything from 
Ramsey's latest single, You Never Know," to 
a medley of his golden hits. 

Ramsey Lewis "Live At The Savoy." 
On Columbia Records. 
Take The Music Where You're Playing On Columbia Tapes. 
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CHICO FREEMAN 
The Outside Within" 

with Jack DeJohnette, 
Cecil McBee, John Hicks 

"Best of the Year" Stereo Review 
**** Downbeat 

Grammy Nominee 
ANTHONY DAVIS 
"Lady of the Mirrors" 

solo piano 
"Stunning" Newsweek 

February Releases: 
Jay Hoggard, Bob Neloms 

The Best in Contemporary Music 
or Ordenng In! ou'  

INDIA NAVIGATION COMPANY 
60 Hudson St . Room 205 N Y N Y. 10013 

(212) 962-3570 

TEND FOR 
FREE BROCHURE 

Pat No 4,192,213 

Evolution. 
It's not an easy thing 

for those who live in the past 

to accept. For the rest, 

The Steinberger Bass. 

63 TIFFANY PL • BROOKLYN. NY • 11231 

(212) 447 7500 

the right forming a vaguely Middle Eastern 
call-and-response. 

This composition is less overt in its refer-
ences than Electronic Sonata, and indicates 
that Russell's music is moving into even less 
time-bound areas than before. The earthiness 
of Electronic Sonata and the visceral energy 
of such previous works as Living Time and 
Lydia And Her Friends is being replaced by a 
more cerebral and introspective music that 
requires players of interpretive abilities 
rather than hot improvisers. The one move-
ment of improvisation on Vertical Forms, 
featuring Vlodek Gulgowski on piano and 
Bertril Lovgren on trumpet, is also the most 
delicately balanced performance on the 
album. 
George Russell is one of those musicians 

whom people call "ahead of his time." As he 
moves into the '80s, his newer compositions, 
in addition to older ones like Electronic 
Sonata, sound as fresh as ever, and it is 
evident that Russell's music is beyond time. 

—john diliberto 

ARCHIE SHEPP/ 
NIELS-HENNING 

ORSTED PEDERSEN 
LOOKING AT BIRD—SteepleChase SCS 

1149: MOOSE THE MOOCHE; EMBRACEABLE 
You; ORNITHOLOGY; BILLIE'S BOUNCE; 
Y ARDBIRD SUITE; BLUES FOR AUGE; How 
DEEP IS THE OCEAN; CONFIRMATION. 
Personnel: Shepp, tenor, soprano saxo-
phone; Orsted Pedersen, bass. 

* * * * * 
Like most Archie Shepp LPs from the last 
decade or so, this one offers a meditation on 
the jazz past rather than a prognosis of the 
future. But this program of six Charlie Parker 
tunes and two Parker-associated standards 
isn't the retrograde exercise it might appear 
to be at first glance. Coming on the heels of 
Gain' Home and Trouble In Mind (portfolios 
of spirituals and blues respectively, both 
duets with pianist Horace Parlan), Looking At 
Bird feels like the resolution of a trilogy. In 
trying to locate a continuity of values which 
would link Parker's experience to his (and 
link both of them to the more pious and the 
more profane of their distant ancestors), 
Shepp is taking a leap of faith—and no leap 
of faith was ever a conservative act. 
Shepp " looks" at Bird analytically, 

molecularly, with something of the same 
intensity and clarity of focus that Steve Lacy 
brings to his scrutiny of Thelonious Monk, 
and Parker emerges from the microscope 
fully intact but transformed. The duet set-
ting—with no pianist blocking out chords, 
no drummer dropping bombs, and no parade 
of horn soloists running the changes, just two 
players thematically developing Parker's ma-
terial—enables us to hear more forcefully in 
the present tense Parker the sublime melodist 
and visionary composer who anticipated 
modality in Yardbird Suite, bitonality in 
Moose The Mooche, and extended form in 
Confirmation. 
Given Parker's harmonic sophistication, 

the substitution of the facile Orsted Pedersen 

for the soulful pianist Parlan was a wise 
decision. The bassist is Shepp's equal in this 
venture; it is he who sets compass on these 
difficult tempos and keeps Shepp moving 
forward on an even keel. But Parker's music, 
in the purified form in which it is presented 
here, is essentially music for saxophone, and 
credit for the success of this record must 
ultimately go to Shepp, who, aside from an 
absent-minded interpolation here and there, 
has rarely played better and has not since his 
"free" days played with such total concentra-
tion of energy. The two ballad readings here 
are among the most moving he has ever done, 
particularly Embraceable You (on which he 
is more faithful to the letter of Gershwin's 
melody, ironically, than Parker was on the 
most famous ballad recording in modern 
jazz). And none of his previous outings on 
soprano quite prepared me for the full tone 
he sprightly displays on that instrument on 
two titles here. 

If there is any fault to be found with this 
album, it is an irrelevant one—it draws only 
on the improvisatory aspect of Shepp's talent. 
He is too vital a composer and orchestrator to 
permit those skills to atrophy. 

—francis davis 

DAVID GRISMAN 
MONDO MANDO— Warner Bros. BSK 

3618: CEDAR HILL; DAWG FUNK; JAPAN 
(OP. 23); FANNY HILL; ANOUMAN; 
CALIENTE; ALBUQUERQUE TURKEY; MONDO 

MANoo. 
Personnel: Grisman, mandolin, mandola; 
Darol Anger, violin, violectra (cuts 1-6); 
Mark O'Connor, violin (4, 7); Tony Rice, 
guitar ( 1, 4); Mike Marshall, guitar (2, 3, 
5-8), mandolin (1, 4); Rob Wasserman, 
bass; Joanne Sakai, koto (3); David Har-
rington, John Sherba, violin (8); Hank Dutt, 
viola (8); Joan Jeanrenaud, cello (8). 

* * * * 

David Grisman's self-proclaimed "dawg mu-
sic" owes a huge debt to the kind of free form 
backporch jamming that country folk take a 
liking to. It's full of fast pickin' mandolins, 
fiddles, guitars, techniques spawned by the 
likes of Bill Monroe, and the spirit of rural jug 
band music. And yet Grisman hails from 
Hackensack, New Jersey, and there's enough 
jazz savvy on Mondo Mando to keep many a 
city boy happy, too. This is Grisman's fifth 
album since emerging as a group leader in 
1977, having spent the previous decade as a 
mandolin-toting sidekick to Maria Muldaur, 
John Sebastian, Judy Collins, fiddler Richard 
Greene, and a host of others. Hot Dawg 
(Horizon SP-731) and subsequent Warner 
Bros. albums have been noteworthy for their 
fusion of bluegrass with jazz, as well as 
highly accomplished musicianship and col-
laborations with the likes of violinist Steph-
ane Grappelli and bassist Eddie Gomez. 

One's first impression of Mondo Mando is 
derived from the meticulously bizarre cover 
artwork depicting a fantastical jam session 
starring semi-surreal characters in a swampy, 
twilight setting. Even more so than Leo 
Kottke, Grisman surrounds himself with tal-
ent and ideas that interact to create an aura 

uh,4 
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extending beyond a strictly instrumental ap-
proach to become a larger experience. To 
enter Grisman's musical world of Mondo 
Mando is to inhabit a creative hollow that 
seems at once intimate, self-contained, 
slightly daft, yet always stimulating. 
You would expect to hear fast-moving 

bluegrass cuts like Cedar Hill and Albuquer-
que Turkey on an album fronted by a man-
dolinist, but Grisman also aims for new 
ground and atmospheric diversity. In this 
case, Japan is a carefree, jazzy travelog, 
Caliente stretches improvisatory areas, and 
Dawg Funk extends Grisman's personal met-
aphor for fusion. Anouman, with its haunt-
ing blue balladry and gypsy feel—the only 
non-original on the album—is a Django Rein-
hardt composition that Grisman executes 
beautifully. Darol Anger, playing the original 
Grappelli violin part on violectra here, de-
serves special mention as an up-and-coming 
musician who, like Mark O'Connor and Tony 
Rice, is currently recording on his own with 
Rounder Records. 
The title track is nine minutes long and 

even more expansive than Caliente in terms 
of covering varied terrain. The piece starts 
slow and funky with Grisman alone, then 
surges into a series of rushing group episodes 
which alternate with thematic flashbacks 
carried out by the Kronos String Quartet. It's a 
see-saw between exuberance and reverie, as 
well as between dawg-led mandolin music 
and the chamber ensemble format. 
Not every cut is as stunning and ambitious, 

but, top to bottom, Mondo Mando is a 
thoroughly professional piece of integrated 
art with some marvelous moments. Even 
with instrumentation limited strictly to 
strings, Grisman and his cohorts are capable 
of pulse and panache. —bob henschen 

DAVE McKENNA/DICK 
JOHNSON 

PIANO MOVER—Concord Jazz CJ-146: 
NOBODY ELSE BUT ME; COTTONTAIL; YOUR 
EYES DANCE WITH LOVE; STAR EYES; 
MORNING; A SPIDER SAT DOWN BESIDE 
HER; IN LOVE IN VAIN; I CONCENTRATE ON 
You. 
Personnel: McKenna, piano; Johnson, 
clarinet, alto saxophone, flute; Bob Maize, 
bass; Jake Hanna. drums. 

* * * * 

DICK JOHNSON 
SWING SHIFT—Concord Jazz CJ-167: 
JONES; IT NEVER ENTERED MY MIND; THE 
NIGHT HAS A THOUSAND EYES; PERDIDO; 
SATIN DOLL; A CHILD IS BORN; How ARE 
THINGS IN ARBOREA. 
Personnel: Johnson, alto, tenor, soprano 
saxophone, clarinet, flute; Jimmy Derba, 
baritone, tenor saxophone, clarinet, flute; 
Ken Wenzel, trombone, flugelhom; Rick 
Hammett, trumpet, flugelhorn; John 
DeMasi, trombone (cuts 2, 3-6); Paul 
Schmeling, piano; Paul Del Nero, bass; 
Gary Johnson, drums. 

* * * 
Piano Mover prominently exhibits the per-
suasive alto saxophone playing of Dick John-

son, who is to Massachusetts' mainstream 
jazz what Henry Cabot Lodge is to Bay State 
politics: the paragon of professionalism and 
integrity. The amiable ex-sailor may be an 
established—and ubiquitous—performer in 
the greater Boston area, but he's a talent 
deserving wider attention elsewhere. (Big 
band buffs should remember his days with 
the organizations of Goodman, Hefti, Mor-
row, Rich, and Spivak.) He seldom records; 
before Concord Jazz's Dick Johnson Plays 
(waxed with Cape Cod friend McKenna in 
1979), his previous disc was a 1957 session 
for Riverside—Most Likely with McKenna, 
PhiIly Joe Jones, and the late Wilbur Ware. So 
it's pleasing that Johnson has found a home-
away-from-home with Carl Jefferson's label, 
thus pushing his attractive sound beyond the 
domain of the Celtics. 
Johnson and McKenna revel in refurbish-

ing the music of Tin Pan Alley, Broadway, and 
Hollywood, producing incandescence in ma-
terial which would be drab and musty in less 
reverential hands. McKenna's opening cho-
rus of Jerome Kern's golden Nobody Else But 
Me courts sentimentality—an easy oc-
curence with a melody so lush—but John-
son's spiralling alto launches the frolic. His 
agile soloing is teased by the pianist's jabs till 
his partner takes charge with flurries of clean, 
bright notes from the upper keyboard. They 
spar magnificently before Johnson predicates 
a gripping emotional involvement, closing 
with an a cappella improvisational flight that 
is unexaggerated drama. Bassist Bob Maize 
and drummer Jake Hanna add resolute un-
derstanding. On Kern's blue In Love In Vain, 
the alto is alert, questioning with a hint of 
assurance, while the piano is more wistful 
than resigned. Their shared ardor for Cole 
Porter's I Concentrate On You is obvious, 
from Johnson's skittish albeit graceful work-
ing of the melody to McKenna's rippling 
lines. 

Johnson's emotionalism, steady swinging, 
and technical expertise suggest Johnny 
Hodges, yet there is another alto giant in his 
musical ancestry—Charlie Parker. He often 
follows Bird's innovative thinking, most ef-
fectively with Star Eyes here, but Bird's influ-
ence, like Hodges', is subsumed in a pleasing 
alto style, one wholly sui generis. Johnson is 
a talented multi-instrumentalist, though the 
flute numbers (Clare Fischer's Morning, the 
self-penned Eyes Dance) and the long 
clarinet showcase (his Spider) are merely 
well-played trifles alongside the aforemen-
tioned freshly polished jewels. 
The debut recording of Johnson's Swing 

Shift, his working septet, comes with a touch 
of sadness; bandsman Jimmy Derba died 
while Concord readied the session for re-
lease. Still, there's no denying the refined 
jollity prevailing here. Jones, a Clark Terry 
number arranged by Hal Crook, steams ahead 
with pointed ensemble precision and tenor 
solos either controlled (Derba's) or restive 
(Johnson's). On Crook's driving How Are 
Things In Arborea the group sashays through 
the time changes with poise and vigor. Stand-
bys Perdido and Satin Doll, hardly bold song 
selections, are well-played and pleasing to 
the ear. 
Swing Shift winningly expresses its con-

viviality on the uptempo charts, but the 

thoughtful ballad It Never Entered My Mind 
is the record's highlight. Johnson's gentle/sad 
tenor, Paul Schmeling's pianistic elegance, 
and the horns' palette of tonal colors combine 
in a tender mood. Derba's single held note on 
baritone, as obbligato to Johnson's closing 
line, exemplifies the strong feeling behind 
his playing. Too bad Swing Shift and Herb 
Pomeroy's Pramlatta's Hips (on Shiah) are the 
only recordings Derba contributed to in his 
quarter of a century as first-class jazzman. 

—frank-john hadley 

EDDIE PALMIERI 
EDDIE PALMIERI—Barbaro B 205: EL DIA 
QUE ME QUIERAS; RITMO ALEGRE; 
PAGINAS DE MUJER; No ME HAGAS SUFRIR 
VEN VEN. 
Personnel: Palmieri, piano; Victor Paz, 
trumpet; Barry Rogers, trombone; Cheo 
Feliciano (cuts 1-3), Ismael Quintana (4, 5), 
vocals; others uncredited. 

* 

TOTICO Y SUS RUMBEROS 
TOTICO Y SUS RUMBEROS—Montuno 
MLP-515: MIL GRACIAS; OFERERE; WHAT'S 
YOUR NAME?: ARERE; A UNA MAMITA; 
NOCHE CUBANA; OYE MIS CANTARES; LA 
COMUNIDAD; CON TRES TAMBORES BATA 
UN QUINTO Y UN TUMBADOR. 
Personnel: Eugenio "Totico" Arango, 
leader, vocals, quinto drum, cajon; Or-
lando "Puntilla" Rios, musical director, 
vocals, Iya drum, quinto drum, cajon; 
Encamcion Perez, vocals; Fran Alcaso, 
Okonkolo drum (cut 2); Pedro "Buchichi" 
Bruzon, percussion, vocals; Gene Golden, 
Iya drum, claves; Andy Gonzalez, bass, 
vocals; Jerry Gonzalez, quinto drum, tres 
golpes drum, vocals; Hector "Flaco" Her-
nandez, Itotele drum, los palos, shekere; 
Carlos Sanchez, Okonkolo drum, vocals; 
Rene Lopez II, quinto drum, cajon; Carlos 
"Compadrito" Mestre, tumbador drum; 
Lazar() Parrado "Popo" Diaz, tres golpes 
drum; Abraham Rodriquez, Ricardo 
"Umba" Ugarte, Zunny Lopez, vocals. 

* * * * * 
With the collapse of the salsa crossover push, 
latin musicians have all but abandoned rock 
and disco forays in favor of more typically 
Hispanic sounds. Paralleling the retrospec-
tive tendencies so prevalent in current jazz 
and rock, salseros today seem more intent on 
consolidating and renewing their heritage 
than on anticipating the future. 

Pianist and bandleader Eddie Palmieri has 
been one of the leading forces in latin music 
since the early '60s, when his conjunto La 
Perfecta flavored Cuban roots music with 
progressive jazz to create a sleek and dynamic 
New York sound that became known, a 
decade later, as salsa. Ever innovative, he has 
experimented restlessly with novel rhythms 
and instrumentations, exploring virtually the 
full spectrum of Caribbean and South Ameri-
can styles, as well as funk, rock, and even free 
jazz. The fountainhead of his inspiration, 
however, has always been the Cuban popular 
dance tradition and its African antecedents; 
for his current release, titled simply Eddie 
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Palmieri, he has returned once again to that 
well. 
With his compromised Epic LP and pro-

longed squabbles with Coco Records behind 
him, Eddie is in full control on this Barbaro 
production. Like many Palmieri albums, it is 
divided between relatively straightahead 
dance tunes and more venturesome material. 
In this case, though, Eddie's latest excursion 
is no leap into the ozone but rather a nostalgic 
plunge into the orchestrations of the late 
Rene Hernandez, whose big band charts for 
Machito, Tito Rodriguez, and others set the 
pace for the mambo era of the '50s. The two 
Hernandez arrangements, El Dia Que Me 
Quieras and Ritmo Alegre, are each elaborate 
composites that embrace varied forms like 
the tango, rumba, danzon, and mambo 
within lush, Ravel-influenced scores that 
feature oboes, cellos, french horns, and a 
plethora of brassy fanfares. The result is a 
mite fulsome, but between spacey pianistics 
and bravura rhythms, Eddie breathes his 
personal brand of contemporary fire into 
every bat The popular Cheo Feliciano, an 
appropriately smooth and pliant vocalist, is 
overshadowed here by the top-notch instru-
mentalists, particularly the unnamed percus-
sion team. 

Less grandiose, but more to the point, are 
the three flip-side charts by Francisco Zu-
maque, who showcases Eddie in the muscu-
lar, no-nonsense groove that has sustained 
the pianist's faithful fans for 20 years. 
Sparked by the insistent chorus of "Oye mi 
canto!" (Hear my song!), Paginas De Mujer is 
an instant classic, with brilliant solos by 
returning alumni Victor Paz on trumpet and 
Barry Rogers on trombone. When former La 
Perfecta vocalist Ismael Quintana replaces 
Feliciano on the final tracks, the occasion 
becomes a festive reunion that builds to the 
climactic Ven Ven, an irresistibly torrid 
rumba. 
As Eddie Palmieri is almost obsessively 

aware, modern salsa derives from the ritual 
music of escaped Cuban slaves, who pre-
served the religious liturgies of African 
tribes, principally the Yoruba of Nigeria. 
Among the present-day heirs of the Lucumi, 
as the Cuban Yorubas call themselves, is a 
lanky artisan named Eugenio Arengo, a.k.a. 
Totico, who carves the wooden idols used in 
Santeria, a syncretistic cult that identifies 
Catholic saints with Yoruba gods. He is also a 
renowned "street singer" in the traditional 
Afro-Cuban style, best known for his 
mid-'60s collaboration with conga master 
Carlos "Patato" Valdez. Featuring stellar side-
men like bassist Israel "Cachao" Lopez and 
even the legendary godfather of Cuban salsa, 
Arsenio Rodriguez, the Patato Er Totico LP 
was a landmark for latin purists. 

After some 15 years Totico has returned to 
the studio, accompanied this time by a 
younger generation of culturally conscious 
musicians of both Cuban and Puerto Rican 
descent, including veterans of the pioneering 
Grupo Folldorico y Experimental Nuevayor-
quino. In a continuation of the Grupo 
Folldorico's ethnological quest, Totico Y Sus 
Rumberos adopts a narrower focus to ex-
amine the rumba and its variations in depth, 
adding a new dimension through the incor-
poration of the sacred, double-headed bata 
drums into secular dance forms. 

Totico's raw and powerful vocals capture 
the funky essence of the folk rumba as it 
developed in the poor black barrios of 
Havana and Matancas. He demonstrates the 
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RREam  
resilience of the rumba, with its Iberian-
styled ballad introduction and Afro-chanted 
finale, in three languages: Spanish, Yoruba, 
and even English—the latter in a heavily 
accented but remarkably faithful "do-wop 
bata rumba" version of Don and Juan's golden 
oldie, What's Your Name? 

In its spirited treatment of rumba variants 
like the yambu and guaguanco, the diverse 
ensemble achieves the unity and authenticity 
of famed Cuban folkloric troups like the 
Conjunto Guaguanco Matancero and Los 
Papines, thanks largely to a superb rhythm 
section anchored by Carlos "Compadrito" 
Mestre. Expanding on recent hybrid ventures 
in Cuba and the U.S., the Rumberos create a 
kind of super-traditional music, stressing its 
African elements with the sanctified batas 
and a chorus that could pass for the Con-
golese choir of Missa Luba. 

It may be a long way from West Africa to 
Broadway, but Totico's incantations and Ed-
die Palmieri's rhapsodies throb to the same 
heartbeat. The rhythms that survived slavery 
and exile will surely survive disco and, as the 
growing European salsa market suggests, 
latin music may ultimately prove more uni-
versally appealing in unadulterated form. 

—larry bimbaum 

SONNY STITT 
MEETS SADIK HAKIM—Progressive 

7034: CHRISTOPHER STREET JUMP; LITTLE 
GIRL BLUE; Easy To LOVE; You ARE THE 
SUNSHINE OF MY LIFE; SOUTH GEORGIA 
BLUES; ALL GOD'S CHILDREN GOT RHYTHM; 
'ROUND MIDNIGHT; FINE AND DANDY. 
Personnel: Stitt, tenor, alto saxophone; 
Hakim, piano; Buster Williams, bass; J. R. 
Mitchell, drums. 

* * 
SONNY'S BACK—Muse MR 5204: 
CANADIAN SUNSET; SONNY'S BOUNCE; 
SOON; DODGE CI7'Y; IT MIGHT As WELL BE 
SPRING; CONSTELLATION; STREET OF 
DREAMS. 
Personnel: Stitt, tenor, alto saxophone, 
Ricky Ford, tenor saxophone (cuts 2, 4, 6); 
Barry Harris, piano; George Duvivier, bass; 
Leroy Williams, drums. 

* * 1/2 

Sonny Stitt is no Greta Garbo; he'd prefer not 
to be alone. Given the choice of hogging the 
spotlight or sharing it with another tenor-
man, he invariably leans toward the latter. 
That's all because of his reputation as a 
duelist. Stitt shone in the 1950s on a series of 
tenor battles with Gene Ammons. Subse-
quent duets with such saxists as Zoot Sims, 
Red Holloway and, on three cuts from 
Sonny's Back, Ricky Ford, have merely solid-
ified his position as the saxophonist most 
likely to go one-on-one. 
The years of playing "Dueling Tenors" have 

been good to Stitt—too good, in fact, for he 
has acquired some bad habits. The most 
noticeable of these surfaces in his solo per-
formances. On Sonny Stitt Meets Sadik 
Hakim and Sonny's Back, when it is just 
Stitt's tenor backed by a rhythm section, his 
efforts sound unfulfilled. All the macho 
machinations that typify his tenor-to-tenor 

battles are there—the popped notes, the 
glissandos with the Niagara Falls roar, the 
honks, the swashbuckling runs, the lunging 
attacks—but to what purpose? No one is 
there to return the challenge. Such is the 
plight of the antiphonal player who goes it 
alone. 
When Stitt has some competition—in the 

form of Ricky Ford on Sonny's Bounce, 
Dodge City, and Constellation—he is in his 
element. The chance to bounce off another 
tenorman stirs his ad-libs. His lines are sharp 
and his touch, which wanders on the duel-
less tenor cuts, is sure. Ford, unfortunately, is 
no match for Stitt. His tone here is muffled 
and his phrases are disjointed. If these three 
selections were a cutting contest, Ford would 
look like he just fell into a Cuisinart. 

Ironically, Still's unadulterated solo voice 
only comes through the alto. Using a forceful, 
but never brazen tone, Stitt takes his time 
with the instrument. But it's not his tech-
nique that slows down, it's the music's pace. 
He has trouble getting this message across on 
Round Midnight. Stitt wants to bathe in the 
soothing warmth of Monk's masterpiece. His 
rhythm section—Sadik Hakim on piano, J. R. 
Mitchell on drums, and Buster Williams on 
bass—has other ideas. While Stitt soaks, they 
bang on the bathhouse door and shout, 
"Hurry up," in three different tempos. 

Still's alto receives better treatment on 
Sonny's Back. The rhythm section of veteran 
bassist George Duvivier, pianist Barry Harris, 
and his favorite drummer Leroy Williams, is 
firmly behind him. No one is trying to top 
him. They are there to support, not over-
whelm. This is most obvious during It Might 
As Well Be Spring. The arrangement places 
Stitt in an unusual duet setting. He is on alto. 
Duvivier is on bass. Everyone else is on leave. 
Stitt uses this opportunity to dispell any 
notions he is a Charlie Parker clone. His alto 
shies away from sheer virtuosity and instead 
takes a romantic approach where a freely 
stated melody and fanciful, improvised 
flights coexist with the bassman's dutiful 
accompaniment. — cliff rode' 

TOM VERLAINE 
DREAMTIME—Warner Brothers BSK 

3539: THERE'S A REASON; PENETRATION; 
ALWAYS; Tile BLUE ROBE; WITHOUT A 
WORD; MR. Bum; FRAGILE; A FUTURE IN 
Norm; DOWN ON THE FARM; MARY 
MARIE. 
Personnel: Verlaine, guitar, vocals, bass 
(cut 2); Ritchie Fliegler, guitar (1, 3-10); 
Donald Nossov (3, 4, 7, 8, 10), Fred Smith 
(I, 5, 6, 9), bass; Rich Teeter (3, 4, 7, 8, 10), 
Jay Dee Daugherty (1, 2, 5, 6, 9), drums; 
Bruce Brody (2, 3, 10), keyboards. 

* * * * 

Right from the start, Television, a rock band 
led by guitarist/songwriter/vocalist Tom 
Verlaine, was an anomaly. Though lumped 
with the original New York punk bands 
(Ramones, Blondie, Talking Heads, Mink 
DeVille), they could really play, as their 
exceptional, critically acclaimed 1977 debut, 
Marquee Moon, aptly demonstrated. It 
seemed that all Television actually had in 
common with punk was that they played at 

CBGB's, New York's first punk club. As for 
their music, it always reminded me of a 
Picasso painting, full of mysterious angles 
and edges. There was a bit of the early 
Country Joe and the Fish to their music. 
Verlaine liked to improvise, and his solos 
avoided the cliches of much blues-based rock 
guitar, exploring modal scales. The lyrics, 
too, were not the headline haiku of punk. Let 
the Sex Pistols sing about anarchy. Let the 
Ramones sing about the 7-11. Television's 
lyrics were surrealist fragments that at-
tempted to shed light on such heady subjects 
as Good and Evil, Truth and Beauty. 
Though Television was never very popular, 

they influenced a number of English bands 
including U2, Echo and the Bunnymen, and 
the Teardrop Explodes. They broke up after 
recording Adventure, their not-so-hot second 
album. 
Dreamtime is Tom Verlaine's second solo 

album, and it's a wonderful record that 
fulfills the promise of his best work with 
Television. Verlaine plays a brand of hard-
edged rock that at times recalls a twisted 
version of the Rolling Stones fronted by a pre-
born again Bob Dylan. Yet no one could 
actually confuse him with either the Stones 
or Dylan; not when, by the middle of the first 
track, There's A Reason, he manages to 
include an Omette Coleman-as-rock-guitar-
ist solo that, at really high volume, threatens 
to do damage to you and your loved ones. 
Steeped in both jazz and rock, Tom 

Verlaine's tense, jagged, always shimmering 
guitar playing is both hypnotic and revela-
tory. His songs are built on simple rock 
rhythms, which allow his often-overdubbed 
guitars to fill in all the details. His style is to 
repeat short riffs over and over, then abruptly 
shift to another short riff, and repeat the 
process. By contrasting shrill, piercing 
phrases with bassy clusters of notes, Verlaine 
creates the emotionally charged tension that 
ignites nearly all his songs. Though he works 
with traditional song structures (verse, cha 
rus, verse, chorus), Verlaine's guitar riffs 
constantly jab and jut out of the formal 
structures that freine each song. But if this 
album is full of riffs, it also contains plenty of 
exquisite, glistening solos—check out the 
lone instrumental, The Blue Robe, as well as 
the middle section of Down On The Farm. 
Tom Verlaine is concerned with sound and 

the emotional resonances that one can create 
with it. Unlike Dylan, who always seems 
intent on ramming home his lyrics, Verlaine 
uses mood to convey his message. On Dream-
time, he focuses on romance and sex, aliena-
tion and hypocrisy, ecstasy and betrayal, fear 
and redemption. But it's not so much the 
lyrics (though they're often quite telling: 
"Walking slowly into romance/Lions roaring 
by the entrance," sings Verlaine in There's A 
Reason) as the atmospheric music that com-
municates Verlaine's ideas and feelings. 

There's not a weak cut on this record. A few 
highlights: Penetration, a dirge about the 
awkwardness of sex ("You say 'okay please 
get me what I need'/Well I'm sorry, I can't find 
it, please don't hate me") riding on a grating, 
quasi-heavy metal riff, perfectly articulating 
the uptightness of the scenario. A Future In 
Noise is kind of an '80s update of Dylan's 
Ballad Of A Thin Man—"You're a graduate of 
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the Reemco School of Numbness," sings 
Verlaine, " . I gotta keep about a mile from 
you/Arm's length just won't do." Also stun-
ning is Always, in which Verlaine's solo 
ascends like a rocket, then snaps back to 
create a chiming arpeggio that sounds like 
angels calling, as he sings in a tortured, 
desperate voice that doesn't even pretend to 
conform to anyone's idea of "good" singing: 
"O000000 darling/Mysteries come and go/ 
But love remains the best kept secret in 
town." 

Dreamtime, like Verlaine's other albums, 
contains timeless music, removed from both 
current trends and commercial considera-
tions. In Without A Word, he sings: "I've been 
given a fortune/A fortune in lies." But what 
Verlaine is doing here is playing a music that 
attempts (and succeeds) at stripping away the 
lies, to reveal a little Truth. 

—michael goldberg 

ANTHONY DAVIS 
EPISTEME—Gramavision GR8101: 
WAYANG No. II (SHADOW DANCE); 
WAYANG No. IV (UNDER THE DOUBLE 
MOON): SECTION 1: OPENING—DANCE; 
SECTION 2: SUSTAINED TONES; SECTION 3: 
A) VARL4TIONS; B) PULSE; C) TROMBONE 
SOLO; D) FLUTE INTERLUDE; E) KECAK 
(REPEATED CLUSTERS); F) RETUFIN); A 
WALK THROUGH THE SHADOW. 
Personnel: Davis, piano; Shem Guibbory, 
violin; Abdul Wadud, cello; Rick Rozie, 
bass; Dwight Andrews, flute, piccolo, bass 
clarinet; George Lewis, trombone; Jay Hog-
gard, vibraphone, marimba, glockenspiel; 
Warren Smith, marimba, xylophone, 
glockenspiel, vibraphone, timpani, bass 
drum, Chinese gongs, cymbals; Pheeroan 
Alc Laff, drums, gongs, cymbals; Mark 
Helios, conductor. 

* * * * * 
In his Village Voice review of Anthony Davis' 
solo piano album Lady Of The Mirrors (India 
Navigation IN 1047), Gary Giddins forwards a 
perspective of the pianist's relationship to 
Cecil Taylor with reference to Thelonious 
Monk's stylistic pruning of Art Tatum. The 
analogy can be furthered if the revisions of 
Monk and Davis share a model in Duke 
Ellington's symbiosis of composition and 
improvisation. Monk and Davis articulated 
their respective languages when, in varying 
degrees, the improviser exerted unbridled 
influence in new frontiers of convention. 
Whereas Monk was inclined to compose—as 
was Ellington—to provoke the improviser 
beyond the perfunctory, Episteme reveals 
Davis' Ducal ambition to make the ensemble 
his instrument. Taylor, in concept and prac-
tice, has transformed the piano into 88 tuned 
bongos (or 92 when he can use his favored 
Biisendorfer piano); Davis has translated his 
emergent sensibility to a striking setting of 
strings, percussion, and winds. 

In Davis' ongoing Wayang series, the spe-
cificity of tonality, timbre, rhythm, and over-
all shape and design grants the improviser an 
additive role. The use of permuting poly-
rhythmic figures inspired by Balinese 
Gamelan music bears a surface resemblance 
to the mislabeled minimalist school, par-
ticularly in the hypnotic Wayang II. Yet, the 
friction between melody and accompani-
ment, the functional sectioning of the ensem-
ble, and the emotional thrust of timbre 
highlighting have antecedents in the entire 
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black big band tradition. Davis' increased 
finesse with programmatic and formal issues, 
as characterized by the ritualistic beginnings 
of Wayang IV, Section 1 and the two indepen-
dent sets of variations that open Section 3, 
stems from seamless rhythmic and dynamic 
development. 

Davis' background as an improviser has a 
great bearing on the music's cogency. 
Whether suggesting visceral force—as with 
the slow surging counter-melody introduced 
by Lewis, Andrews, and Rozie on Wayang 
II—or psalmic insight—which A Walk 
Through The Shadow, Davis' composed solo 
conclusion to the album, achieves with skele-
tal, drone-based phrases—there is an acute 
sensitivity to the activating role of the per-
former. Like a late Beethoven quartet or a 
George Russell composition, the integrity of 
Wayang IV is reduced into a collection of 
heterogeneous events critically dependent 
on the ensemble's self-identity, familiarity 
with each other's playing, and stylistic empa-
thy. 
The performances benefit from the work-

ing relationships of Davis, the members of the 
ensemble, and conductor Mark Helias in 
settings that emphasize group improvisation. 
Except for Lewis' textural exposition pivoting 
the third section of Wayang IV, there are no 
extended solo-plus-accompaniment-type 
improvisations. Even Flute Interlude is 
somewhat misnamed, as violinist Guibbory 
and cellist Wadud contribute comparably to 
flutist Andrews. Other collective statements 
employing improvisation range from the 
chiaroscuro of piano and strings in the sec-
ond section of Wayang IV to Lewis and 
Andrews' heated call-and-response in Kecak. 

Still, this is inexorably Davis' music, its 
autonomous voice being its most direct link 
to Davis' masterful predecessors. 

—bill shoemaker 

STONE ALLIANCE 
HEADS UP—P.M. Records PMR-020: 
GEORGIA 0'; PEDRA DA LIJA; AUNT 
REMUS; TRIBUTE To AFREEKA; UNCLE 
JEMIMA; KIMMY AND DONNIE; 
TRAMPOLINE; PARA Los PAPINOS (PARA 
QUE NECAS?). 
Personnel: Bob Mintzer, tenor saxo-
phone, bass clarinet, flute; Kenny Kirk-
land, keyboards; Gene Perla, bass, 
acoustic piano, vocal; Don Alias, percus-
sion, drums, guitar, vocal; Michael 
Brecker, tenor saxophone (cut 1); David 
Liebman, soprano saxophone (6); Randy 
Brecker, flugelhom (3); Alan Rubin, cor-
net (3); Jim Pugh, Bob Smith, trombone (3); 
Jan Hammer, keyboards ( 1, 3, 4); Robert 
Piltch, guitar, (3, 7); Alex Acuna, drums 
(1). 

* * * * 

When you talk about New York jazz mu-
sicians, you don't ordinarily picture country 
cats taking their time about "making it" and 
waiting for good things to slowly, but surely, 
come to them. And yet, Stone Alliance is 
thriving in rural upstate New York, working 
at a pace they obviously relish, and putting 
out albums that show you don't necessarily 
have to feed day-in/day-out off a big city 

melting pot for far-reaching musical ideas. 
Heads Up, nevertheless, is probably the 

most commercial Stone Alliance effort yet, 
whether they intended it or not. Not "com-
mercial" in the sense that Chuck Mangione 
is commercial—more like a unique brand of 
fusion that represents one phase of this 
band's development. Heads Up will be 
accessible to many ears, but there is little 
evidence of Mssrs. Perla and Alias having 
had to compromise their artistic ideals. This 
album is quite an about-face from their 
previous LPs, where Southern Hemisphere 
rhythm influences mixed with Steve Gross-
man's heady jazz sax. The surviving original 
members of Stone Alliance, Perla and Alias, 
have added steady compadres Mintzer and 
Kirkland to the group, along with big name 
special guests Michael Brecker, Dave Lieb-
man, and Jan Hammer. The resultant sce-
nario is for a session that can bridge the jazz-
rock gap without abandoning true im-
provisation. 

Georgia 0', written by Alias for painter 
Georgia O'Keefe, is a case in point. Ham-
mer's mini-overture on synthesizer sets the 
scene, while Brecker's tenor keeps pausing 
to repeat an irresistibly funky head. As Alex 
Acuna, Alias, and Perla push the hot pace, 
Hammer wails on synthesizer like a Jean-
Luc Ponty, and Brecker develops a very 
impressive solo. Side two's Uncle Jemima 
has similar fusion appeal. 
The eight cuts here are consistently strong 

and offer plenty of diversity. Pedro Da Lua 
by Toninho Horta is a sumptuous ballad led 
by Perlas dark, beautiful bass melody 
Eberhard Weber-style, and Mintzer's subtle 
overblowings on tenor are a highlight. 
Liebman's soprano work on an increasingly 
breezy Kimmy And Donnie is really excel-
lent, and Mintzer' bass clarinet digs into the 
contagious funk groove of Trampoline. 
Alias' percussive roots jut to the surface on 
the more ethnic Tribute To Afreeka, and 
there's a romantic latin tune to end the LP, 
Para Los Papinos by Orlando Lopez. 
Even if Stone Alliance isn't toppling walls 

with this new release, they have turned out 
an impressive, mass appeal album without 
sacrificing artistic dignity. Now, if you could 
only hear it on the radio. . . .—bob henschen 

RAINER BRÜNINGHAUS  
FREIGEWEHT—ECM 1-1187: STEPS; 
ELBOW ROOM; WHEEL MARKS; UPSTREAM; 
AIR ILLUSION; Sr FREE BY THE WIND. 
Personnel: Brüninghaus, piano, synthe-
sizer; Kenny Wheeler, flugelhorn; Jon 
Christensen, drums; Brynjar Hoff, oboe, 
english horn. 

* * * * 
Video discs have no future as long as Manfred 
Eicher is around. His ECM records are rich 
with cinematic images. And they can be seen 
without buying any special hardware. All 
you need is a well-tuned imagination. 
One of Eicher's recent productions is 

Freigeweht (translation: Set Free By The 
Wind), starring Rainer Brüninghaus. This is 
Brüninghaus' first role as a leading man. 
Normally, he plays keyboards in the cast of 
Eberhard Webers Colours. Brüninghaus has a 
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very graphic ear. What he hears is what you 
see. The compositions on Freigeweht could 
easily be titled Six Pieces In Search Of A 
European Movie With English Subtitles. 
Steps presents a sunny opening with under-
currents of danger. Elbow Room introduces 
our hero walking lonely streets freshly 
painted with a new coat of rain. Wheel Marks 
is a little traveling music. The tune takes the 
autobahn at 85-90-95 . . . the heck with the 
speedometer. 
The mood changes with side two and 

Upstream. The ride is over. The hero is in 
enemy territory. Danger is everywhere. Noth-
ing is as it seems. Night falls. Morning rises 
with Air Illusion. An oboe pierces the dawn. 
All is not well with the world. The big finish 
arrives with Set Free By The Wind. A recircu-
lating synthesizer riff and erudite solos make 
this piece a thinking man's Tubular Bells. 
As a pianist, Brüninghaus comes from the 

Keith Jarrett school (with a minor in Mozart). 
Like Jarrett, he is an acrobat of the right hand. 
Melodic pirouettes, the older player's trade-
mark, pose no problem to him. In the left 
hand, instead of a shouting gospel bass line, 
he prefers a whispering counterpoint. 

Freigeweht could be dismissed as a highly 
prograrmnatic soundtrack to a nonexistent 
movie if not for the superior quality of 
Brüninghaus' compositions, Eicher's produc-
tion, and the exquisite performances of the 
composer and his troupe—Kenny Wheeler 
on flugelhom, drummer Jon Christensen, and 
Brynjar Hoff on oboe and english horn. 
Through these complementary entities the 
album stands on its own. Brüninghaus' 
songs, fully formed works with developed 
themes, are enhanced by Eicher's attention to 
dynamics—diminuendos do not simply 
fade, they vanish into thin air. —cliff redel 

LIONEL HAMPTON 
50TH ANNIVERSARY CONCERT LIVE 
AT CARNEGIE HALL—Sutra 1198: 
SUNNY SIDE OF THE STREET; HAMP'S THE 
CHAMP; STOMPIN' AT THE SAVOY; FLYING 
How; Hiutn.'s Boom Woom; TEA Foa 
Two; FM CONFESSIN'; MISTY; AVALON; 
MORE THAN You KNow; FILINNIN' WILD. 
Personnel: Hampton, vibes, vocals; Cat 
Anderson, Doc Cheatham, Joe Newman, 
Jimmy Maxwell, trumpets; Eddie Bert, 
John Gordon, Benny Powell, trombone; 
Charles McPherson, Earle Warren, Arnett 
Cobb, Paul Moen, Pepper Adams, Bob 
Wilber, reeds; Ray Bryant, Teddy Wilson, 
piano; Billy Mackel, guitar; Chubby Jack-
son, bass; Panama Francis, drums. 

* * * 
A 50th anniversary concert is not so much an 
occasion for memorable music as it is simply 
a celebration of survival. Seen in this per-
spective, this is a pretty good album, and 
Lionel Hampton has survived well indeed, as 
both instrumentalist and cheerleader. So if 
we don't hear all that much of the leader's 
vibes (it is, after all, what he does best, but he 
plays on only four tracks), there's still enough 
good jazz here to make this a welcome find 
among the generally dismal LPs Hampton 
has offered up in the last decade or so. 
Here he presides over an outstanding all-

star band which is never called upon to do 
much more than huff and puff familiar riffs. 
But that's all Hampton's bands have ever had 
to do, and this one honors Hamptonian 
tradition with lusty enthusiasm. The rhythm 
section is unsparing in its high torque power, 
and Jackson especially generates some ex-
cruciating tension with his hammering sin-
gle notes in 4/4 time. Then come the soloists. 

Hampton's shouting big band style has 
always required a tenor with big claws. Here 
the role is well-filled by Arnett Cobb, who 
gets off some feverish blowing on Sunny 

Side, Confessin' and, of course, Flying Home. 
On the latter, however, it's Pepper Adams and 
Teddy Wilson who take the solo honors. 
(Teddy is plagued throughout by an annoying 
lag in the left channel created by a house 
speaker that is constantly a beat or two 
behind.) 
The solos fly thick and fast on Champ, a 

stir-em-up jam session, once we get through 
Billy Mackers inept, unswinging guitar 
work. Jimmy Maxwell, Doc Cheatham, and 
each of the three trombones solo before 
Newman and Anderson take off on a series of 
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bloody chase choruses. A relaxed Stompin' 
At The Savoy follows featuring (probably) 
Cheatham and Hamp's first vibes work of the 
concert. We also hear the leader's two-finger 
piano routine (firmly anchored by Ray 
Bryant's rock-solid bass line) on Boogie 
Woogie. Finally Teddy Wilson and Bob Wil-
ber join Hamp for some small group numbers 
in the Benny Goodman quartet manner. 
There are solo pieces by Teddy (Tea For Two) 
and Lionel (Misty), and then the group on 
Avalon. Hamp builds a fine series of choruses 
and, in one of the album's few real perform-
ances, demonstrates he's still serious about 
his playing. Runnin' Wild, however, runs 
badly aground, albeit wildly. The tempo is 
definitely too fast for Hampton, perhaps for 
anybody. His ideas are occasionally in-
coherent in the rush to keep up. And then just 
as everything should be coming together, it 
falls apart. Wilber takes off on the first rideout 
chorus; Hamp does a boogie woogie vamp 
behind him. Just as Wilber tears into a second 
chorus at high speed, Hamp pulls the plug, 
leaving the rest of the group dangling from 
seven or eight incomplete bars of an unre-
solved chorus. A show-stopper that stumbles 
just before the finish line—rather like the 
album, in a way. —john mcdonough 

JIMMY SMITH 
SECOND COMING— Mojo MJ-12830: 
REUNION; SECOND COMING; (WHEN I LOST 
MY BABY) I ALMOST LOST MY MIND; IT'S 
Au. RIGHT WITH ME; WELL, You NEEDN'T; 
ORGAN GRINDER'S SWING; YESTERDAY I 
HEARD THE RAIN. 
Personnel: Smith, organ, electric piano 
(cut 5); Kenny Burrell, guitar; Grady Tate, 
drums; Richard Davis, bass (cut 5). 

* * * 

JIMMY McGRIFF 
MOVIN' UPSIDE THE BLUES—Jazz 
America Marketing JAM 005: MOONLIGHT 
SERENADE; ALL DAY LONG; COULD BE; 
FREE AND FOXY; MOVIN' UPSIDE THE 
BLUES. 
Personnel: McGriff, organ; Jimmy Ponder, 
guitar; Arnold Sterling (cuts 1, 3-5), Bill 
Easley (2), alto saxophone; Harold Vick, 
tenor saxophone (2, 4, 5); Bill Hardman 
(4, 5), Danny Moore (2), trumpet; Vance 
James (1, 3-5), Victor Jones (2), drums; 
Richard Byrd, conga (2). 

* * * 1/2 

CHARLES EARLAND 
PLEASANT AFTERNOON—Muse MR 

5201: MURILLEY; A PRAYER; ORGANIC 
BLUES; PLEASANT AFTERNOON; THREE 
BLIND MICE. 
Personnel: Earland, organ, vocal (cut 1); 
Melvin Sparks, guitar; Houston Person, 
tenor saxophone; Bill Hardman, trumpet; 
Grady Tate, drums; Ralph Dorsey, percus-
sion. 

* * * 
Following Jimmy Smith's debut album in 
1956, jazz became saturated with organ 

groups. The musical ambiance of America's 
black churches and neighborhood bars pre-
vailed. The Coltrane revolution of the 1960s 
and the electronic experiments of the '70s 
advanced a new spirituality—mid-Eastern, 
incantatory, droning. The organ's down-
home gospel was solidly entrenched by then. 
The new mode seemed alien, except in the 
hands of Larry Young and perhaps a few 
others. 
The last couple of years have witnessed a 

resurgence of the funk/blues/soul organ 
sound, either through nostalgia, economics, 
new audiences, or a slowing down of the 
precedence of The Next Thing. These records 
represent the status quo of modern jazz organ 
playing. Closely akin, they could have ap-
peared 20 years ago without upsetting any 
trends—which in no way diminishes their 
musical or historical impact. They convey, 
simply, a still viable, necessary, and enjoy-
able jazz tradition. 

Smith's album is a jam session, a reunion of 
the players that goosed the organist's Verve 
albums of the early 1960s. (For two excellent 
essays on the importance of Smith's innova-
tions, check out Leonard Feather's liner notes 
to Smith's Confirmation [Blue Note LT-992] 
and Feather's "The Organ In Jazz" [db, Aug. 
24, 19631.) Side one offers three views of 
12-bar blues. Most noticeable are the pacing 
skills and complementary interaction of each 
player. Side two begins with It's All Right 
With Me, which becomes a stomping per-
formance after some initial technical prob-
lems with dynamics. Well, You Needn't finds 
Smith on electric piano—no great revelation 
here, just clean, cooking single lines—and 
Davis added on bass. Yesterday I Heard The 
Rain is the single ballad reading, and a good 
one. Organ Grinder is short and rifling. 
Burnell's guitar tone (a gray, November after-
noon) and funky intervals smoke. Tate's time 
dances. 
On Movin' Upside The Blues, McGriff 

displays a Smith influence in the use of 
similar stops, triplet-tumbling runs, and 
rhythmic kicks. Could Be, with shades of 
Milt Buckner in McGriff's solo, and the title 
track establish a fine Basie groove in the 
ensembles. Ponder's rhythm guitar is par-
ticularly effective. The guitarist's spring-
boarding solo linearity recalls Burrell and 
Wes Montgomery. Altoist Arnold Sterling 
digs in on Free And Foxy, Moonlight, and 
Could Be in a bluesy bop manner. Hardman, 
Vick, and Moore seem to wander a bit in their 
solos, neither getting off nor rooting suffi-
ciently in the ground. Easley has a Stitt-like 
turn on All Day Long. 

Like Smith and McGriff, Earland is from 
Philadelphia. Unlike them, he has dipped 
extensively into other electronic keyboards, 
but not on this record. Earland, more than the 
other two, prefers a sustained, wailing sound. 
He also indulges in more chromatic sideslip-
ping—to borrow Jerry Coker's term—but he 
can play the blues with the best of them. 

Again, Tate is telepathic and ever-right, 
especially in consort with Dorsey on the title 
cut. Hardman graces Earland's ballad A 
Prayer with a warm tone and vibrato. Pro-
ducer Person and guitarist Sparks maintain a 
proper blues attitude throughout, but none of 
these soloists leap out and grab you in the 
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manner of a Lee Morgan, a Stanley llirren-
tine, or a Wes Montgomery. 
The ratings are a play-off against headmas-

ter Smith's definitive Blue Note and Verve 
releases, some of which boasted Oliver Nel-
son's big band charts, others of which fea-
tured unpretentious get-togethers of all-star 
players. —owen cordle 

NELS CLINE/ 
ERIC VON ESSEN 

ELEGIES—Nine Winds 0105: TALYNIS; 
Two IMPROVISATIONS; DEDICATION To 
CHARLIE HADEN; HARLEQUIN; LOVE SONG; 
DARABSHA ROAD. 
Personnel: Cline, acoustic six-, 12-string 
guitar, bass recorder, voice; von Essen, 
bass. 

* * * 1/2 
QUARTET MUSIC—Nine Winds 0106: 
MORNING RAGA; THE MAD GOAT; BILL 
EVANS; Two SEVENS; THE TIGHTROPE 
WALKERS (FOR N.V.E.). 
Personnel: Cline, acoustic guitars, man-
dolin; von Essen, bass; Jeff Gauthier, violin; 
Alex Cline, percussion. 

* * * 
Nels Cline and Eric von Essen are a pair of 
young, ambitious, and attractively experi-
mental Californians who have been actively 
gigging at various L.A. clubs during the past 

three years. Elegies is the first recorded effort 
by the two, and reflects a laudable attempt at 
conveying intelligent, introspective, yet as-
sertive improvisatory music in a non-electric 
setting. A loose form of tonality, interspersed 
with free modulatory excursions, permeates 
most tracks. Guitarist Cline has an im-
pressively mature approach to his instru-
ment. Despite a prodigious technique, he 
escapes the perpetual machine-gunning and 
bombast that so many professional fretrnen 
his age (mid-20s) have been overwhelmed by 
in favor of a judicious musical empathy with 
his performing cohort. Von Essen plays more 
than a subsidiary role, but without being 
overbearing. In addition, the "pure" tone he 
often elicits (dispensing vibrato only as an 
ornament, rather than routinely) makes for a 
charming organic foundation to this music. 

Dedication To Charlie Haden initiates a 
somberly relaxed chordal theme on guitar 
over droning arco bass. After a short bridge 
the theme is repeated, this time over 
pizzicato bass. An intensity begins to 
burgeon as the two ensue with their own 
freely inventive tapestries, weaving in and 
out together in affectionate, climactic coun-
terpoint until the bassist keenly returns to his 
bow to nurture Cline's delicately resolving 
arpeggiations. Improvisation A is an en-
chanting and meditative dialog between bass 
recorder and string bass in a Gregorian 
Chant-like mold, prompting visions of a 
relaxed stroll through the blissful English 

countryside until unanswered dissonances 
creep in to achieve an intuitive, contempo-
rary resolution to the piece. 

Unfortunately, the bulk of side two doesn't 
quite mirror the same vision. Harlequin and 
Love Song are marked with rather airy, har-
monically weak chordal sequences on 12-
string guitar that are spun to a monotonous 
length (15 minutes), over which, ironically, 
lie attractive solos by the pair. However the 
repetitious and perpetually consonant sup-
portive harmony does little to complement 
the dexterous linear activity. Still, Elegies for 
the greatest part demonstrates integrity, imag-
ination, and a praiseworthy attempt at creat-
ing substantial and original contemporary art 
music. 

Violinist Jeff Gauthier and percussionist 
Alex Cline are added on Quartet Music (see 
Profile, db, July '81), which is more complex 
in form, but sacrifices some of the attractive 
spontaneity that marks the duo LP. As on 
Elegies, most of this music is loosely tonal 
and eclectic in style, yet more sectionalized 
in design. On occasion, as in The Mad Goat, a 
principal theme will alternate with assorted 
episodic passages in an extended, but rigid 
rondo. Due to the swift juxtaposition of 
musical material, the thematic content is not 
given enough room to develop and results in 
a somewhat starchy overall effect. 
The group is at much better advantage 

when they cultivate, at some length, a short 
motif or ostinato, as they do in Mg° Sevens 

COSMIC PERCUSSION 
Div of Latin Percussion, Inc 
160 Belmont Ave., Dept DB 
Garfield, NJ 07026 
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and The Tightrope Walkers, Percussionist 
Alex Cline serves an ornamental rather than 
rhythmic function in these proceedings, and 
despite a massive trap kit (including gongs, 
glockenspiel, bells, Chinese cymbals, etc.), 
he is never overpowering. Gauthier takes on a 
soloing role as well as doubling choruses 
with the guitarist; however, the young violin-
ist's intonation in upper registers does fall 
mildly off-mark. Nevertheless, ensemble 
work is taut and well-rehearsed, and the 
maturely empathetic and delicate interplay 
among the four is the most impressive, but 
least exploited quality of this disc. 

—stephen mamula 

SCOTT HAMILTON 
APPLES AND ORANGES—Concord CJ 

165: So LirrLE TIME; ROYAL ORCHID 
BLUES; WITH EVERY BREATH I TAKE; SILK 
STOCKINGS; Do I LOVE You; My SILENT 
LOVE; HAM FAT; TENDERLY. 
Personnel: Hamilton, tenor saxophone; 
Dave McKenna, Jimmy Rowles, piano; Bob 
Maize, George Mraz, bass; Jake Hanna, Joe 
LaBarbera, drums. 

* * * 1/2 

ERIC SCHNEIDER 
ERIC'S ALLEY—Gatemouth 1005: I'M 
GETTING SENTIMENTAL OVER You; IN A 
SENTIMENTAL MOOD; BERNIE'S Tu; 
HAVE You MET MISS JONES; CHECA DE 
SAUDADE; NATURE BOY; BIG BUCK'S 
BLUES; DREAM DANCING; ERIC'S ALLEY. 
Personnel: Schneider, tenor, alto saxo-
phone; Barry Harris, piano; Kelly Sill, 
bass; Mel Lewis, drums. 

* * * 
If Apples And Oranges is indicative of Scott 
Hamilton's current directions, he seems on 
his way to becoming the most elegant 
balladeer in jazz. This at least is the dominant 
note struck in this collection of two sessions 
that teams Scott with different rhythm sec-
tions. It is generally not an exciting album, 
but it's still compelling in an intimate sort of 
way, especially when Jimmy Rowles tickles 
Hamilton with those clever, unexpected 
sprigs of keyboard dissonance that are his 
special trademark. Ham Fat, a riff on I Got 
Rhythm, stands out with its power and the 
galloping might of Dave McKenna's piano. By 
and large Hamilton gives us no surprises, just 
another session of fine, warm, lyrical tenor 
full of elegant, well-turned ideas. He's more 
likely to surprise us, and perhaps himself, 
when he's confronted with another horn. Carl 
Jefferson might take note that Bud Freeman is 
now a resident of Van Nuys, and that he and 
Scott made a hell of a match recently in a 
private living room session in Chicago. 

Eric's Alley is a good, solid blowing ses-
sion, in which leader Eric Schneider plays 
well throughout—particularly on the title 
tune. Schneider is a more harsh, aggressive 
player than Hamilton. His tone often has the 
hard, steely grit of mid-'40s Coleman 
Hawkins, and he can play rip-snorting solos 
that are a nice blend of late swing and first-
wave bebop. In his first album, Barrett Deems' 
drums and Earl Hines' piano gave him strong 

ballast, and let him do his thing. I would have 
given it five stars, not just for Schneider but 
for the most energetic Hines on record in a 
long time. Here, however, Eric is more re-
strained. Mel Lewis offers elegance where 
Deems provided sheer power. That's fine, but 
Barry Harris is something of a disappoint-
ment. His piano playing is polite, unobtru-
sive, uneventful, and unfortunately some-
what under-recorded. Schneider hasn't been 
heard yet by a lot of the people who should 
hear him. All he'd have to do is spend a 
month in New York—then watch out. 

—john mcdonough 

JIMMY LYONS/ 
SUNNY MURRAY 

JUMP UP/WHAT TO DO ABOUT—hat 
Hut Twenty-one (2R21): JUMP LIP; RIFFS 
#1; WHAT To Do ABOUT #1; WHAT To 
Do ABOUT #2; SEA TREAS; RIFFS #5. 
Personnel: Lyons, alto saxophone; Mur-
ray, drums; John Lindberg, bass. 

* * * * 'h 
Sunny Murray and Jimmy Lyons are in their 
mid-40s, which certainly isn't old by any-
one's standards, but both are playing music 
today that they pioneered when each was 
barely into his 20s. Ponder for a moment that 
accomplishment—the challenge to remain 
young in spirit after a thousand nights of 
going to an emotional well which must 
remain full and brimming—for this music 
particularly places its demands on that qual-
ity by which it is perceived to be at its most 
expressive. The sheer exuberance here is 
enough to cause celebration for anyone in the 
arts entering into their middle age, who may 
ask themselves if this time of their life is still 
open to the muse, rather than an age where 
technique and finesse might be more appro-
priate. 
The 75 minutes on this double album were 

recorded live at the Jazz Festival Willisau in a 
trio setting that includes the solid bassist 
John Lindberg. The pacing and development 
of this performance suggest that the sides are 
programmed as they took place. This greatly 
adds to the affair by letting us get a feel of the 
three musicians and the speed at which each 
breaks away from certain bothersome im-
provisational redundancies during the first 
minutes of Jump Up. 

Lyons' audience should be familiar with 
his characteristic style—a dry, even brittle 
tone that somehow conveys warmth. By 
controlling his emotional range he has 
seemed to some of his critics to be restricting 
himself from a wider variety of expressive-
ness. During the theme of Jump Up, he 
displays his penchant for staccato phrases 
and returns often during its exposition to 
restructure ideas much in the same way an 
artist can put something on a canvas, paint it 
out, and return again with a similar, more 
incisive gesture. This approach in a lesser 
musician can be extremely boring for even 
the most ardent listener. In Lyons' hands it is 
fascinating. 
The longest selection, Riffs # 1, is driven by 

Sunny Murray's indeterminate time signa-
tures. Sunny's time now indeed! It starts out 
as a moody reflective piece punctuated by 

Jimmy's jabbing riffs whose search explodes 
into a fierce splashing solo by the drummer. 
Lindberg contributes a bowed solo that re-
veals his technical limitations but also gives 
us a sure sign of a confident musical intui-
tion. What To Do About is Sunny's tune, and 
here he turns out his best solo, exemplifying 
a clarity that is lacking in so many others' 
drum solos. Sunny knows where the music is 
going and brings it out intelligently, joined by 
Jimmy and John at the song's end for a 
haunting ensemble lament. 
Sea % as and Riffs #5 take up the last side 

and are the burners of the set. Jimmy aban-
dons the alto's middle range and explores the 
upper and lower registers with a vengeance. 
This side is the most rewarding for the 
adventurous playing it contains. 
Not mentioning the obvious—each partic-

ipants' past collaborations in other bands— 
has been intentional, to allow the reader to 
approach the music on its own merits rather 
than draw out comparisons that could appear 
to compromise the beauty of the music 
herein. —jim brinsfield 

  hot  

 bottles  
During a firecracker career lasting just over 
three years, Clifford Brown rejuvenated 
modern jazz. The emergence of a second-
wave happer as young and as extravagantly 
gifted as Brown proved that the rebels at 
Minton's had only written the forward to 
modern jazz, not the final chapter. But the 
trumpeter's enduring appeal may owe more 
to the boyish exuberance and the Billy Budd 
purity of character he projected unselfcon-
sciously through his horn than to his status as 
an important consolidator. I've never met a 
jazz listener who didn't feel an affection 
bordering on love for Clifford Brown. 
The angelic side of Brown's nature is 

strikingly evident on Clifford Brown With 
Strings (EmArcy EXPR-1011), recorded Janu-
ary 18-20, 1955 and just recently reissued. It's 
tempting to say that Neal Hefti's smoochy 
string arrangements have dated badly, but 
they were probably dated even in 1955. What 
does it matter? Even if he never completely 
transcends his surroundings, as Charlie 
Parker was able to transcend similarly con-
fining ones a few years earlier, there are 
moments on these shopworn ballads when 
Brown literally soars, particularly on the 
verse and bridge of Stardust. 
The full measure of Brown's talent can best 

be taken from the epochal quintet recordings 
he co-led with drummer Max Roach. Two of 
them have recently been restored to circula-
tion. Brown And Roach Incorporated 
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(EmArcy EXPR-1010), recorded at four ses-
sions in August, 1954, captures the rush of 
like minds coming together. There's an elec-
tric crackle, an invigorating looseness, to the 
Brown/Roach duet passage on Mildama and 
to the pop standards, the blues riffs, and the 
ballad features which make up the rest of the 
album. 

Better original material, better selection 
and presentation of jazz standards, and a 
more cohesive group identity make Study In 
Brown (EmArcy EXPR-1008), from February 
23-25, 1955, an even better record. Land's 
End (highlighted by composer Harold Land's 
preaching tenor) and Sandu (on which 
Brown is in an especially coltish mood) an-
ticipate the funky, sanctified cadences that 
were to dominate jazz a few years later. 
Brown's choruses on Cherokee bear compari-
son to Parker's on Koko—it's exhilarating to 
hear a trumpeter double-timing and triple-
tonguing at this delirious a tempo. Brown's 
swing and good feelings are contagious on 
both records, and the more saturnine Land 
complements him perfectly. Pianist Richie 
Powell, while not a very interesting soloist, is 
an unselfish team player—a good feeder—as 
is bassist George Morrow. Max Roach, of 
course, drives these players mercilessly, and 
his solos have as much dramatic presence 
and lyrical continuity as those of either of the 
horns—indeed, as much as those of any 
horn. This group was one of the central jazz 
bands of the mid-'50s, and the substitution of 
the sharper-edged and more charismatic 
Sonny Rollins for Land would soon make it 
one of the most important small groups in 
jazz history. 
Brown is also spotlighted on a pair of 

EmArcy blowing dates. He has long but well-
sustained solos on the two titles (a feverish 
Caravan and a pretty Autumn In New York) 
which make up the August, 1954 Clifford 
Brown All-Stars (EXPR-1007). The record 
offers, in addition, impassioned solos by the 
nearly forgotten altoists Herb Geller and Joe 
Maini, competent if unexciting work by tenor 
Walter Benton, and a Kenny Drew/Curtis 
Counce/Max Roach rhythm section which 
moves things along painlessly. 
By comparison, the October 14, 1954 Jam 

Session (EXPR-1012), pitting Brown against 
Clark Terry and Maynard Ferguson, is a 
shambles. Brown's solos are quite spectacu-
lar, but one has to wait too long for them and 
to endure too much afterwards—Ferguson is 
especially grating on the gang-bang ballad 
medley, and Terry is far below form. The 
record's only saving graces, aside from 
Brown, are a thrilling Dinah Washington 
vocal and a tender Harold Land intro on Darn 
That Dream. 

Clifford Brown isn't the only great trumpe-
ter memorialized by recent reissues. Kenny 
Dorham never attained star status with the 
public, even though fellow musicians con-
sidered him the equal of Brown, Navarro, 
Davis, or Gillespie. The perennial heir appar-
ent during the early days of bop, Dorham was 
never so much underrated as he was taken for 
granted later in his career; two very good 
1960 sessions now on Bainbridge, both 
drawn from the catalog of the short-lived 
independent Time Records, might win him 
the posthumous recognition which now, 
sadly, is his just due. Dorham's singing tone 
and cranky logic (odd combination!) are well 
displayed on Kenny Dorham (BT-1048), a 
February date featuring the trumpeter's work-
ing quintet of the time—a group which 
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World 
Music 
Seminar 
At The 
CREATIVE 
MUSIC 
STUDIO 

STUDYand PLA Y with MASTERS 
OF THE MUSICAL TRADITIONS ... 
AFRICA, CARIBBEAN, CHINA, 
INDIA, JAPAN, SOUTH AMERICA, 
TURKEY ... 6 weeks of intensive 
study ... MUSIC & MOVEMENT, IM-
PROVISATION, THEORIES & CUL-
TURAL HISTORIES in the beautiful 
CATSKILL MOUNTAINS! 

MAY 
INTENSIVES 

Drum & Percussion: 
May 7 - 16 
Hand & trap drum clinics & ensemble 
for all percussionists with ED 
BLACK WELL, DENNIS CHARLES, 
AIYB DIENG, SUNNY MURRAY, 
COLLIN WALCOTT and others. 

Rhythm & 
Movement: 
May 19 - 23 
Refined time, poly-
rhythm & movement 
awareness with KARL!' 
BERGER, AIYB DIENG, 
RRA TA C. JONES, 
COLLIN WALCOTT and 
others ... open for all 
dance, voice & instru-
ments. 

Voice & Dance: 
May 28 - June 6 
The integration of vcice & dance in 
workshops & performance with JAY 
CLAYTON, RRA TA C. JONES, 
SHELIA JORDAN, ING RID, 
JEANNE LEE. VICKI STERN. 

Space is limited, inquire now: 
Creative MLisic Studio 

P.O. Box 571 
Woodstock, NY 12498 

9 1 4-3 3 8-7 5 4 0 

RECORD\  
REMEWS  

incubated the brusque Rollinsesque bariton-
ist Charles Davis, the lighthanded pianist 
Steve Kuhn, the soon-to-join-Coltrane bassist 
Jimmy Garrison, and the somewhat choppy 
drummer Buddy Enlow. 
The architecture of Dorham's solos is even 

more impressive on Showboat (BT-1043), 
recorded in December of the same year Al-
though this was one of those "jazz versions of 
the Broadway show" LPs so ubiquitous at the 
time, it does not sound at all contrived today. 
These generous and too-rarely heard Jerome 
Kern melodies allow Dorham to dramatize 
his feelings, to ration his gestures the way a 
good actor might, and when the mood strikes 
him—as on Make Believe or Nobody Else But 
Me—to ham it up and steal the show. His 
supporting cast here includes the then Col-
trane-infatuated Jimmy Heath and a superb 
rhythm section of Kenny Drew, Garrison, and 
Art Taylor. Not everyone may agree that this is 
one of the most important reissues of the year, 
but everyone who hears it will agree, I think, 
that it is one of the most delightful. 
Dorham's leaps and jabs, his broadening 

and flattening of timbre and vibrato, his 
linear melodic development of themes all 
suggest affinities with Sonny Rollins, of 
course. The style of trumpeter Booker Little 
was similarly saxophone-based, at least in 
part, although his swaying legato lines and 
overflow of notes suggest John Coltrane, not 
Rollins. Some of the most stirring playing 
Little ever put on record, and some of the 
most affecting, is on the just-reissued Booker 
Little (Bainbridge BT-1041), a quartet date 
from April 13 and 15, 1960, with Scott 
LaFaro, bass; Roy Haynes, drums; and 
Tommy Flanagan and Wynton Kelly alternat-
ing on piano. It's especially revealing to hear 
Little with LaFaro. Prodigiously gifted young 
musicians whose training and instinct tied 
them to chord changes, each, in his own way, 
was bravely trying to break free of conven-
tional harmonies and regular meter, and each 
had just over a year to live. They work 
together beautifully. Who knows what 
Booker Little might have accomplished had 
he lived past the age of 23? 
The Time label was most hospitable to 

trumpeters, for in addition to Dorham and 
Little, they also recorded Tommy Turren-
tine. Bainbridge BT-1047 is a 1960 date 
placing Turrentine and his better-known 
brother Stanley (still a promisingly beefy 
tenor then; he had not yet donned a leisure 
suit and climbed atop the auction block) in 
the company of trombonist Julian Priester, 
pianist Horace Parlan, bassist Bob Boswell, 
and the redoubtable drummer Max Roach. 
Not a classic record by any means, it is 
nonetheless a gracefully swinging, extremely 
attractive one, and the leader's no-nonsense 
playing and writing is good enough to make 
me wonder why he has never been given 
another chance to record under his own 
name. 
No survey of recent trumpet reissues 

would be complete without mention of Lee 
Morgans Take 12, a long out-of-print and 
much sought-after Jazzland LP which is 
available once again as Prestige MPP-2510. 
There were hundreds of semiformal blowing 
dates like this one from January 24, 1962 
released on Blue Note, Prestige, and River-
side in the late '50s and early '60s, and it's 

surprising how fresh many of them now 
sound. What gives Take 12 an extra edge are 
its varied and well-paced originals, sinewy 
tenor from Clifford Jordan, intelligent sup-
port from the rhythm team of Barry Harris, 
Bob Cranshaw, and Louis Hayes and, best of 
all, gratifying sneers, snarls, and tongue 
twisters from Morgan, Clifford Brown's spiri-
tual heir. 
One last word—the "bottles" here are of 

the same vintage as the wine. The EmArcy re-
issues duplicate the original jackets front and 
back, and the Bainbridges and the Prestige 
preserve original liner copy, although the 
front cover photography is new. It's a nice 
feeling to have a clean pressing in an original 
cover, but what's the point of reprinting 
25-year-old liner notes? I'd like to think that 
anything I might write about a contemporary 
musician in 1982 will still make sense 25 
years from now, but for my sake, and for the 
sake of the musicians about whom I write, I 
would hope that in 25 years there would be 
something to add. Reissues should be newly 
annotated—no exceptions. —francis davis 

(Record Companies: For listing in the 
monthly New Releases column and review 
consideration, send two copies of each new 
release to Art Lange, db, 222 W. Adams, 
Chicago, IL 60606.) 

CHAZ JAZZ 
Ralph Sutton, pianist with stellar cohorts 
(Bud Freeman, Kenny Davern, Ruby Braff, 
etc.) at live '81 jam, AND THE JA7-ZBAND. 
Ralph Sutton, '81 quartet with clarinetist 
Peanuts Hucko, also live, THE BIG NOISE 
FROM WAYZATA. Ralph Sutton, strides 
through Waller-esque duet w/ bassist Jack 
Lesberg, LIVE AT HANRATry's. Ralph Sut-
ton, another Hanratty's live set duet w/ 
tenor Eddie Miller, WE'VE Gar IU-IYTHM. 
Dick Wellstood, double-disc offering of 
solo piano chops caught where else? LIVE 
AT HANRArry's. Kenny Davern/Dick Well-
stood/Bobby Rosengarden, clarinet/piano/ 
drums trio play Jelly Roll Morton and 
Monk among others, THE BLUE THREE. 

INNER CITY 
Dan Siegel, keyboarder/vocalist hits the 
fusion trail in search of an OASIS. Helen 
Merrill, '80 date by the vocalist with a latin 
tinge, charts by Torne Zito, casA FORTE. 

PRESTIGE/MILESTONE/ 

GALAXY 
John Coltrane, two '57 sessions with Pep-
per Adams, Cecil Payne, Bobby Jaspar 
among the guests, DAKAR. Bill Evans, five 
previously unreleased '62 solo tracks and 
his first Riverside waxings reissued, 
CONCEPTION. Johnny Hodges, '47-51 small-
group Ellington and Strayhorn All-Stars riff 
numbers originally on Mercer Records, 
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CARAVAN. Kenny Burrell/Coleman MUSE WARNER BROS. 
Hawkins, guitar/tenor stylings from '58 
and '62 backed by solid rhythm sections, 

Cedar Walton, '80 date w/ Bob Berg's tenor, 
Billy Higgins' drums, and vocalist Abbey 

Ernie Watts, reedman back from Stones 
tour plays music arr. by Quincy Jones from 

MOONGLOW. Yusef Lateef, flute, tenor, 
oboe, and argol (?) sounds from '57-61, 

Lincoln on four tracks, THE MAESTRO. Red 
Rodney/Ira Sullivan, bop's odd couple in a 

film CHARIOTS OF FIRE. Larry Carlton, 
guitarist leads cast of thousands in all-

YUSEF'S BAG. Various Artists, Gene Am- 
mons, Rusty Bryant, Johnny Griffin, Willis 

sizzling '81 session, NIGHT AND DAY. Albert 
Dailey, pianist in mostly trio setting play- 

original program, SLEEPWALK. Full Moon, 
vocal/instrumental band inc. Neil Larsen & 

Jackson, Houston Person, Sonny Stitt, Stan- ing mostly originals, TEXTURES. David Buzz Feiten, FULL MOON. Irene Cara, of 
ley Ilurentine anthologized as GIANTS OF Friesen, bassist leads Oregon-ish instru- Fame fame, sings hot pop, as ANYONE CAN 
THE FUNK TENOR SAX. Various Artists, mentation in six originals, STORYTELLER. SEE. Michael Franks, nine originals by the 
Arnett Cobb, King Curtis, Lockjaw Davis, 
Jimmy Forrest, Frank Foster, Coleman 

morgana King, vocalist is reunited w/ 
arranger Torne Zito, LOOKING THROUGH THE 

song stylist, OBJECTS OF DESIRE. 

Hawkins, Illinois Jacquet, Oliver Nelson, Al 
Sears, Hal Singer, Buddy Tate anthologized 

EYES OF LOVE. INDEPENDENTS 

as GIANTS OF THE BLUES TENOR SAX. Art 
Pepper/John Klemmer/Johnny Griffin/Joe BLACK SAINT 

(Available from NMDS, 500 Broadway, 
NYC 10012, or contact db) 

Henderson, separate tracks, same strong Roscoe Mitchell, Art Ensemble reed mas- John Tchicai, two separate albums docu-

rhythm team, play BALLADS BY FOUR. ter with his Sound Ensemble in four '81 menting the saxist's Grecian tour, both from 

originals, 3 x 4 EYE. Joseph Jarman/Fam- Praxis Records, one solo, uva IN ATHENS. 

oudou Don Moye, reeds and drums, plus and one with percussionist Hartmut 
CRI Craig Harris' trombone, Rafael Don Garrett's Geerken, coNTINEt.rr. Gerry Hemingway, 
Yizhak Schotten, violist plus pianist Kath- bass, EARTH PASSAGE/DENSITY. Giorgio from Auricle Records, the drummer dedi-
erine Collier perform Bloch's SUITE FOR Gaslini, Italian pianist reconstructs classic cates to Baby Dodds four sow WORKS. 
VIOLA AND PIANO and Hindemith's SONATA pieces as he PLAYS MONK. George Russell, Zbigniew Seifert, anthology of late vio-
FOR VIOLA AND PIANO. Carolyn Heafner, 
sings works by Amy Beach, Jack Beeson, 

reissue of Lydian theorist/composer's 
OTHELLO BALLET SUITE and ELECTRONIC 

linist in various settings w/ Mariano, Man-
g elsdorff, Beirach, Hammer, etc, from Mood 

Hugo Weisgall, Lee Hoiby, and Ernst Bacon, ORGAN SONATA NO. 1. Enrico Pieranunzi, Records, WE'LL REMEMBER ZBIGGY. 

AMERICAN SONGS. Da Capo Players, chain- pianist leads Italian quintet (w/ ringer Art Nucleus, trumpeter Ian Carr leads English 
ber ensemble plays music by Philip Glass, 
Charles Wuorinen, George Perle, Joseph 

Farmer) in boppers, Ism. fusion quintet also from Mood, 
AWAKENING. Sagmeister Trio, acoustic & 

Schwantner, Shulamit Ran, and Joan Tower, 
10TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION. Orches- COLUMBIA 

electric guitars/bass/percussion from Ger-
many via Mood Records, GANSHY. John 

tra Of The 20th Century, perform Jacob Wynton Marsalis. vinyl debut as leader Lee/Gerry Brown/Eef Albers/Darryl 
Druckman's Pulitzer Prize-winning from precocious trumpeter, w/ Hancock, Thompson, two-guitar electric quartet 
WINDOWS and accompany pianist Wanda Ron Carter, Tony Williams on tap, wYnrroN from Mood, BROTHERS. Anne Haigis, new 
Maximilien in Robert Moevs' CONCERTO MARSALIS. Al DiMeola, buzzsaw guitarist German vocalist does pop and jazz tunes, 
GROSSO FOR PIANO, PERCUSSION, AND OR- assisted by Jan Hammer, Steve Gadd, An- from Mood, FOR HERE WHERE THE LIFE IS. 
CHESTRA. thony Jackson, et al., ELECTRIC RENDEZVOUS. continued on page 50 
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Ronald Shannon Jackson, and his eight- 
piece Decoding Society, via Moers Music, 
play it hot and NASTY. Rick Rosie/Lee 
Rosie/Rashied Ali, bass/reeds/and ex-Col- 
trane drummer in an '80 set from Moers, 
AFRO ALGONQUIN. Rova Saxophone Quar- 
tet, four wind-y pieces from ' 79 San Fran- 
cisco also via Moers, THIS, THIS, THIS, THIS, 
Maarten Altena/Gunter Christmann, 

'Jorge's guitar, from Mobile Records, INSIDE. 
Joel Futterman, two sidelong duets for 
piano and drums, distributed by Tidewater 
Jazz, THE END IS THE BEGINNING. 
Warren Kime/Larry Novak, lyrical 

trumpet/piano duets, from Claremont Re- 
cords, SONGS FOR A SOPHISTICATED LADY. 
Dave LeFebvre, reedman leads septet in 
seven originals, from Jazz Hounds Records, 

CTI Records, LA CUNA. Rob Carroll, Cana-
dian guitarist leads quintet, from Umbrella 
Records, ENSTASIS. Dennis Gonzalez, 
Texas free form music in different combina-
tions, from Daagnim Records, KUKKIA. 
Terri Lyne Carrington, 16-year-old drum-
mer boots George Coleman, Kenny Barron, 
and Buster Williams, from CE! Records, TLC 
AND FRIENDS. 

bass, trombone, guitar, percussion, and MARBLE DUST. Bobby Shew, trumpeter and Steve Wilkerson/Andrea Baker, reed-
voice spontaneous improvisations from West Coast sextet, from Jazz Hounds, PLAY man and vocalist share a program of stan-
Moers, VARIO II. David Pate, seven solo SONG. Michael Smith, reedman leads dards, from Skyline Records, TOGETHER. 
tenor pieces, from Patetoe Productions, quintet in mellow and funky charts, from Meredith, 18 examples of classic songwrit-
SOLILOQUIES. Shmo Records, LUMINESCENCE. Jimmy ing by Alex Wilder and others by the 
Michel Petrucciani, intro to 19-year-old 

pianist in trio, via Owl Records, MICHEL 
Mulidore, reedist plays ballads with string 
section, from Bainbridge Records, 

vocalist/pianist, from Shiah Records, 
ANOTHER TIME. Mary Ellen Bell, sings eight 

PETRUCCIANI. Curtis Clark, craggy solo INVITATION. Chris Massey, six originals standards, from Viscosity Records, MARY 
piano (plus a pair of David Murray guest from a drummer-led quartet, from Willow ELLEN. Bob Hall/Dave Peabody, party mu-
spots) from Anima Productions, NEW YORK Records, ATMOSPHERE. sic from members of r&b's Rocket 88, from 
CITY WILDLIFE. Jack Reilly, reissue of the Chuck Rainey, studio bassist supreme Appaloosa Records, DOWN THE ROAD 
pianist's '68 trio date on Revelation Re- in various instrumental settings, from Ham- APIECE. Dan Perz, guitar trio in a boppish 
cords, TOGETHER (AGAIN) FOR THE FIRST mer'n Nails Records, BORN AGAIN. Ray program, from Dasp Records, ALWAYS 
TIME. Jean Marc Vella, piano and prepared 
piano pieces plus three duets with Pierre 

Barretto, percussionist plus Steve Gadd, 
Joe Farrell, Tito Puente, and others, from 

NEAR. Bucky Pizzarelli, seven-string guitar 
solos, from Stash Records, LOVE SONGS. db 

VOCAL IMPROVISATION — 
AN INSTRUMENTAL 
APPROACH 
by Pane Coker and Bernd Baker 

FOR KEYBOARD 
The Music of Gary Burton ..... $7.95 
by Stuart Balcomb, Caria Bley, Michael Gibbs & Steve Swallow 

The Music of Carla Bley $7.95 
arranged by Carla Bley 

FOR GUITAR 

Complete Rock Guitar  $7.95 
by Fred Sokolow 

FOR BASS 

Bebop. Bass  $4.95 
transcribed by Harold Miller 

The Bass Line Book  $5.95 
by Am n Evans 

FOR ALTO SAXOPHONE 

Phil Woods Solos  $5.95 
transcribed by Trent Kynaston 

FOR TRUMPET 
Six Compositions by Chuck Mangione 
for Trumpet Solo  $3.95 
transcribed & arranged by Eric Schmidt 

FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS 
Jazz Duets (Some Basics, Some Blues, 
Some Bop)  $4.95 
by David S. Polansky 

VOCAL 
IMPROVISATION — 
AN INSTRUMENTAL 
APPROACH by Patty 
Coker and David Baker 
  $20.00 

A comprehensive and 
well structured method 
employing many of the 
techniques which have 
worked so well in in-
strumental jazz instruc-
tion. Recording included. 

JAZZ STUDIES 
FROM 

STUDIO UR 

emm NEW TEXTS! 
Jazz Duets For All Treble Clef 
Instruments  $3.95 
by Randall G. Reyman 

Jazz Tunes For Improvisation $9.95 each 
For B-flat Instruments, For E-flat Instruments 
For C Instruments, For Bass Clef Instruments 
by Dan Haerle, Jack Petersen & Rich Matteson 

Ear Training Tapes for the Jazz Musician 
Book and Tape   $8.95 each 
1. Intervals 

2. Triads, Three Note Sets, Four & Five 
Note Sets 

3. Seventh Chords, Scales 

4. Major Melodies, Turnarounds, 1-V17 Formulae 
5. 11-V7 Patterns 
by David N. Baker 

1 STUDIO flat1“1.11, 

,t(0 ,d0g1 

TO ORDER THESE JAZZ TEXTS: 

Send check, money order, or Visa or Master 
Card information to: Studio P/R, Inc. 

• 224 S. Lebanon St. 
... P.O. Box 746 

Lebanon, IN 46052 

FREE COMPLETE CATALOG INCLUDED WITH 
EACH ORDER. ORDERS SENT POSTAGE FREE. 
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RICHIE COLE 

BY LEONARD 
FEATHER 

R1CHIE COLE INA SENSE 18 
a third generation bebopper; 
he is to Phil Woods, with 
whom he studied, what 
Woods was to Charlie 
Parker. 
Featured in the Oct.'80 db, 

Cole described his studies at 
Berklee in Boston, which he 
attended after winning a 
down beat scholarship 

competition. Big band work 
followed: two-and-a-half 
years with Buddy Rich, later 
six months with Lionel 
Hampton in 1972, after 
which Cole developed his 
Alto Madness combo. 
He has since built up a 

substantial discography, 
with a dozen albums as a 
leader, and at least as many 
as sideman. 
At the time of the Blindfold 

Test (his first), Cole stated 

that he has two main ambi-
tions. "I want to get In touch 
with Aaron Copland and 
have him write a classical 
piece, Concerto For Alto 
Madness And Orchestra. On 
the other side of the spec-
trum, I want to do an album 
with Boots Randolph; Boots 
is like the Phil Woods of 
country music." 

Cole was given no infor-
mation about the records 
played. 

1 BENNY CARTER. WHEN LIGHTS 
• ARE Low (from OPENING BLUES, 

Prestige). Carter, alto saxophone; Ben 
Webster, tenor saxophone; Shorty 
Sherock, trumpet; Leroy Vinnegag bass. 

Lots of cats on that album . . . lot of guys on 
that one song. I believe I heard Ben Webster 
and Benny Carter in there on saxophones. 
And it could have been Sweets or Roy 
Eldridge on trumpet. A swinging tune— 
Squeeze Me? It was a good, straightahead jazz 
number. I'd give that one five stars. 
The alto solo was very well constructed; he 

just didn't stop blowing, he told a story when 
he played, as most of the guys from that era— 
and some of the guys in this era—continue to 
do. 

That tune ... I've played it but I never know 
the names of them. I've played it with Clark 
Terry. I liked the bass player. Major Holley 
used to play that tune, and I've played it with 
him, too. He would use that as a bass feature. 
It's one of my favorites. 

2 CHARLIE PARKER. BLUES FOR 
• ALICE (from THE VERVE YEARS 

(1950-511, Verve). Parker, alto 
saxophone, composer; Red Rodney, 
trumpet. 

I always find listening to Bird play Blues For 
Alice very relaxing and encouraging. Of 
course, Charlie Parker is one of my exam-
ples—as he is to many other musicians; sax 
players, trumpet players, whatever you play, 
Charlie Parker is a model for all of us who are 
dealing with the pure jazz. Naturally, five 
stars all the way around. 
I don't know who the trumpet player was, 

maybe Red? But whenever I'm depressed, 
alone, or forlorn, I put Charlie Parker on, and 
it brings me right back to reality. 

07 ARTHUR BLYTHE. frrrzazuo 
10 • WALTZ (from IN THE TRADITION, 
Columbia). Blythe, alto saxophone; 
Stanley Cowell, piano; Fred Hopkins, 
bass; Steve McCall, drums. 

What are you doing to me, Leonard? (laughs) 
What to say? 

L.F. What was the problem? 
R.C. The sound, man. That's Black Arthur 

Blythe playing Jitterbug Waltz. I've heard 
Arthur Blythe in person several times, and 
I've always liked him. And I've heard this 

record, but I can't understand how, through 
no fault of Blythe's, the record company got 
such an irritating, horrible sound on the alto. 
It sounds like a kazoo playing Jitterbug Waltz. 
It's the worst alto sound recording I've ever 
heard; I can't believe they put that out like 
that. 

I've got to say again that I like Arthur 
Blythe very much; I think he's a fine saxo-
phone player, very creative musician, and a 
nice man. So I put the blame on the engineer 
or the producer. I didn't care for the rhythm 
section at all. I really hate giving stars to 
people, 'cause I hate getting stars. But I've got 
to give Arthur five for being Arthur; and I'm 
not going to give anything to anybody else. 
(I'll give the engineer minus five!) Actually, 
I'd like to revise my score. I'll give Arthur 
three stars. 

A PA QUITO D'RIVERA. ON GREEN 
e DOLPHIN STREET (from PA QUITO 

BLOWIN', Columbia). D'Rivera, alto 
saxophone; Hilton Ruiz, acoustic piano; 
Russell Blake, Fender bass; Ignacio 
Berreo, drums; Daniel Ponce, congas. 

First of all, I'm glad you turned me on to this 
one; this alto player is hysterical! I liked him 
very much. He's obviously studied his trade, 
he knows about bebop. He does what I try to 
do, and a lot of other people try to, and that's 
to further develop bebop in their own way. 
That's what he's doing, because he's playing 
bebop but it doesn't sound like he's trying to 
imitate the guys from the '50s. He's doing it in 
his own way. 
Bebop is still a brand new art form; it needs 

a lot more development. It's got a long way to 
go before it can be fused into anything else. 
But I liked the saxophone player very much. 
It sounded to me like the group wasn't from 
the United States. I've no idea who it is. The 
bongo solo was unnecessary, but I liked the 
energy; the alto player had a lot of good ideas, 
very good energy, that's what I listen for. The 
alto player had the right attitude; it kept me 
laughing through the whole thing. I'd give 
that four stars. 

PHIL WOODS. PAUL (from I 
5 • REMEMBER . . . , Gryphon). Woods, 
alto saxophone, composer, orchestrator. 

Phil Woods is the greatest living alto saxo-
phonist of our day, with no competition. I 

don't know what else to say. I've known him 
for a long time. He's a very good friend of 
mine. When I first met Phil I was playing 
polkas. And Phil just basically got me think-
ing in the right direction, and just more or 
less left it up to me to follow that direction. 
I can't say enough good things about Phil 

Woods. Thank God for Phil Woods; he's 
setting a great example for many saxophone 
players, all saxophone players. Unfor-
tunately, I hear a lot of players who try to 
imitate him, which is not good. 

I've always been aware in my life of the fact 
that I don't want to be a Phil Woods imitator, 
because I think trying to imitate anyone is 
lowering yourself. The whole idea in jazz is to 
express yourself in your own personal way. 
To imitate someone is like playing at a 
Holiday Inn lounge.... 
That album had beautiful string writing. I 

don't know who that was. The string writing 
interests me particularly, these days, because 
I'm getting ready to get into some orchestral 
pieces myself. That's 10 stars, of course! 

6 ORNETTE COLEMAN. Joy OF A 
• Toy (from TWINS, Atlantic). 

Coleman, alto saxophone; Don Cherry, 
trumpet; Charlie Haden, bass; Ed 
Blackwell, drums. 

Yeah . . . I like that very much. That was 
Omette Coleman and Don Cherry. Omette 
Coleman has come up through rhythm & 
blues, and bebop, so he knows about the 
tradition of jazz. I've got a very high respect 
for him and his music. I find his music, 
personally, to be very humorous; it makes me 
laugh. These guys take it very seriously, 
which I can understand; I take it seriously, 
also. But when I listen to it, it makes me 
laugh. I don't know whether that's good or 
bad, because a lot of strange things make you 
laugh (laughs). 

This music is very good. Coleman went out 
on a limb when he made these kind of things 
during his time. He was very much a 
trendsetter, when everyone else was either 
playing the traditional bebop or trying to do 
something commercial, he went into a whole 
other direction. He just did what he believed, 
and time has shown that it is a very valid form 
of music. 

It's very progressive. It's out of tune and it's 
loose, but that doesn't matter to me. The basic 
music comes through all that. I'll give that a 
definite five. db 

Q 
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Profile: 
Johnny 

Copeland 

BY CLIFF TINDER 

verybody in the place had 
the same blank expression 
on their faces: no smile, no 

expression at all. They just stood there 
and looked at me. The ones who ain't 
down into it good, they'd clap a little 
bit, but the ones really off into the punk 
thing, they just stand there and try to 
psych you out—all the way out. I didn't 
know what they be thinldn'. They might 
be thinldn' about shootin' me or some-
thin'.” Chapter One of Texas Bluesman 
Meets The New Wave At The Mudd 
Club. "But they don't fool me," Johnny 
Copeland chuckles, "because I know 
they're just actin'. I just come straight on 
at 'em no matter what." 
Coming straight on at them with a 

razor-edged guitar, a powerful, raspy 
voice, and a smoldering band that cuts 
right to your dance impulse, the current 
sensation of the blues scene won the 
standoff in convincing style. By the 
time Copeland returned a few weeks 
later for round two, he had the punkers 
packed in the Soho club, shakin' their 
butts all around the dance floor. 
"Somebody's got to put the fire back 

into this music and get people buying it 
again," Copeland says humbly. But if 
anybody's cut out for the job of vitaliz-
ing contemporary urban blues, Cope-
land's the man. A local favorite in his 
home town of Houston for decades, 
Copeland's real break onto the national 
scene didn't come until last year's re-
lease of his first full album as a leader, 
Copeland Special (Rounder 2025). And 
although he has been a hot item at 
Harlem spots like the Top Club since 
moving to New York in the mid-'70s, 
downtown society knew little of his 
punchy blues. Copeland Special 
changed all that. All of a sudden, music 
critics were foaming at the mouth, and 
Copeland became one of the hotter acts 
on the blues circuit almost overnight. 
His thoroughly authentic yet contempo-
rary urban blues style began winning 
converts from the ranks of young white 
college crowds, jaded new wavers, and 
even a bus load of German tourists that 
happened by the Top Club one night. It 
became obvious that Copeland's blues 
could penetrate the soul of almost any-
one who came in contact with it. 
"The blues is like the Bible, because it 

talks directly to you. And it can scare 
people to death," Copeland says in be-
tween mouthfuls of a special (a Cope-
land Special?) turkey hero made to 
exacting specifications at his favorite 
mid-town Blimpies. "In a lot of ways, 
being a blues singer is like being an 
actor, because you project what you see 
around you. Every song can't be just 
about your own personal experiences. 
Hell, if an actor was really the dude he'd 
be playin', boy would he be in big 
trouble, and I'd have a one-way ticket to 
get drunk, being a blues singer. But you 
know that ain't the way it is with me. I 
don't want to be just a person, I want to 
be a productive person. I want to make 
an impact on this world and enjoy 
myself in the process." 
Copeland is certainly on the way. 

Copeland Special has been recognized 
as one of the most important blues 
albums to be released in years, and won 
the WC. Handy award for best blues 
album of 1981. But Copeland's music is 
even more powerful, more inspiring 
when heard in the intimacy of a night 
club. With bassist Michael Merritt (son 
of the great Jymie Merritt), guitarist John 
Leibman, and drummer Julian Vaughn 
tenaciously laying down the bottom, 
Ken Vangel handling the keyboards and 
arrangements, and John Pratt and Joe 
Rigby punching out horn parts, Cope-
land sings and plays pure fire. His voice 
becomes a hot amalgam of full-blooded 
richness and gutsy power. The inflec-
tions he uses are deeply rooted in the 
traditions of the blues but have a dis-
tinctive, clearly original flavor, and his 

energy and forcefulness is among the 
most potent of any living blues artist. 
Rounding out this exceptionally com-
plete bluesman is a hard, trebly guitar 
sound, emotion-packed licks, and for-
midable songwriting chops. Songs like 
Everybody Wants A Piece Of Me, Cope-
land Special, and Third Party demon-
strate Copeland's ability to take solid 
blues aesthetics and translate them into 
infectious contemporary settings. 

"Right now, all the young kids up-
town are listenin' to that rap music, but 
it's just a matter of minutes before that'll 
be in the past. When the real music is 
ready to go, it has to dig back to the roots 
before it can move forward. But now, 
some of the young kids are discoverin' 
my music. I had some young people 
come up to me the other day and ask me 
what kind of new music it is that I'm 
playing," Copeland says as he cracks 
into hardy laughter. "They never even 
heard of the blues before, they thought it 
was somethin' completely new." 
Born in Homer, Louisiana 44 years 

ago, Copeland first became "possessed" 
by the blues after his family moved to 
Houston. "My daddy played guitar and 
sang the blues as a sideline." And by the 
time a guitar was passed down to 
Johnny, he "really started to get into 
learnin' that instrument. At about 15 or 
16 it looked like I was possessed by the 
thing, man. When I'd get up in the 
morning, I'd run straight for that guitar. I 
couldn't get into nothin' else." 

Texas, at that time, was exceptionally 
fertile soil for a young blues aspirant, 
and Johnny didn't have to look far for 
inspiration and camaraderie. "My little 
band of young musicians would be 
walkin' around with guitars entertainin' 
the whole neighborhood—like, 24 
hours a day. We were listenin' to do-
wop, T-Bone Walker, and Gatemouth 
Brown. But our idol was Widemouth 
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Brown [Gatemouth's younger brother] 
because he was the local guy really 
dom' it around town. If we'd just get a 
chance to hear Widemouth Brown, we'd 
be happy. We'd also listen to guys like 
Albert Collins, Cory Carter, and Lester 
Williams." 

Texas was not only full of blues 
guitarists and singers, but it was also 
home for an indigenous species of hard-
blowing, gutsy tenor players. Just a 
glance at the liner notes to Copeland 
Special indicates that Copeland hasn't 
lost a bit of his Texas-bred taste for hot 
saxophonists. Included are some of the 
best sax talents available—George Ad-
ams, Arthur Blythe, Joe Rigby, and By-
ard Lancaster. "George has got the blues 
better than me, it looks like. Dig his 
playin' on Third Party—that's some 
shit! And Arthur got it too. Both of them 
got the real roots of the music to 'em." 
Adams so enjoyed playing with Cope-

land that it's not unusual to find him 
sitting in with Johnny's band. "I've al-
ways used great horn players. I like a 
real good, hard tenor sound with feel-
ing," Copeland states emphatically. "Ar-
nett Cobb and Cleanhead [Vinson] 
would come by and play with my band 
all the time in Houston." While a young 
Hubert Laws would sit in with Johnny 
from time to time, such luminaries as 
Don Wilkerson, L.A. Hill, and Wilton 
Felder were regular bandmembers. 

"Wilton Felder was workin' with my 
band when the Crusaders decided to 
move out to California. He sure could 
play that honk music. The bass player in 
my band was also with the Crusaders, so 
I really tried to talk those guys out of 
leaving Texas. I did do a record with Joe 
Sample and that whole bunch out in 
California in 1970. At that time they 
weren't workin' too much—just sittin' 
around catchin' the chestnuts and stuff. 
But now they are millionaires," he 
chuckles, slaps me on the shoulder and 
demonstrates his impressive ability to 
put the hardships of the blues world, as 
well as its joys, into perfect perspec-
tive—an attribute that I suspect has 
greatly contributed to the absence of 
wear and tear in his face, the lean 
boxer's body he has maintained since 
his days as an itinerate prizefighter, and 
the constant sparkle in his eye. 

"If you know how it feels when the 
door gets slammed shut in your face, 
you'll know how to treat it when it 
finally gets opened. Like, I always 
thought that I could do the blues, and do 
them well. But I still felt as good about 
myself five years ago, when I just came 
to New York and nobody knew my 
name, as I do now that all the doors are 
startin' to open for me. If you don't love 
what you're doing, you ain't got no 
business doing it," Johnny concludes, 
laughs a little laugh at himself, and 
takes the last bite of his Copeland Spe-
cial sandwich. db 

Larry Harlow 

BY LARRY BIRNBAUM 

P
or 16 years Larry Harlow has led 
one of the most enduringly suc-
cessful modern latin big bands. 

With its sophisticated brass arrange-
ments and driving Afro-Cuban 
rhythms, Orquesta Harlow was one of 
the groups that set the pace in the salsa 
boom of the '70s, and it remains a 
popular favorite today. In its long his-
tory the ensemble has spawned a 
seemingly endless succession of top-
flight players and vocalists, maintaining 
its distinctive flair through numerous 
personnel changes. 
Not the least talented of Orquesta 

Harlow's instrumental stars is Harlow 
himself, a thoroughly accomplished 
keyboardist with a percussive touch 
that propels his band as it anchors his 
fleet and supple solo work. In the years 
when the Fania All- Stars were 
spearheading the latin crusade, Harlow 
was one of its most conspicuous mem-
bers, proudly sporting the music's new 
sobriquet—salsa—on T-shirts, baseball 
jackets, and even one boldly embla-
zoned fur-lined suede topcoat. He also 
produced more than a hundred of his 
own and other bands' albums for the 
Fania label, and although he has since 
switched to Coco Records, he appeared 
with the All-Stars once again last sum-
mer at their 10th anniversary concert in 
Madison Square Garden. 

His music is imbued with traditional 
latin flavor, but Harlow takes no pains to 
conceal that he is an ethnic anomaly in 
the Hispanic world: he is generally 
introduced to his cheering fans as "el 
Judio maravilloso"— the marvelous 
Jew. Born Lawrence Ira Kahn in 
Brooklyn in 1939, he acquired both his 
stage moniker and vocation from his 
late father, who led the relief orchestra at 
the Latin Quarter for some two decades 
under the name Buddy Harlow. "My 
father had what they called a 'continen-

tal band,— Larry explains. "If somebody 
from Vienna walked in, he'd play a 
waltz; if somebody from Cuba walked 
in, he'd play a mambo; if somebody 
from Texas came in, he'd play some 
country song. But there weren't any 
latin bands at the Latin Quarter. The 
Latin Quarter was like a Las Vegas kind 
of showgirl thing, with top-name enter-
tainment." 

Larry began his piano studies at the 
age of five; by the time he entered New 
York City's elite High School of Music 
and Art, he was already a budding 
bebopper with a taste for Miles Davis 
and Charlie Byrd. His school was situ-
ated in the teaming midst of Spanish 
Harlem; there he first heard the sounds 
of salsa pouring from shops and tene-
ments. "I really wanted to be a jazz 
player," he admits, "but so many things 
happened in the '50s that I leaned 
toward the latin bands, because they 
were accepting me faster than the jazz 
circles." 
The first band he worked with was a 

black group that was trying to play the 
Cuban style and was looking for a good 
reading pianist. To capture the proper 
feeling, he bought some popular 
mambo records and copied the solos. 
He began to frequent the Palladium 
Ballroom, where the orchestras of Ma-
chito, Tito Puente, and Tito Rodriguez 
were enjoying their heyday. The latin 
beat had spread beyond the barrios to 
the borscht belt, where Jewish band-
leaders like "Alfredito" (Al Levy) and 
"Arvito" (Harvey Averne) held forth. 
Harlow performed at some of Manhat-
tan's better hotels, then joined Aveme 
(now president of Coco Records) in 
1957; meanwhile he pursued his music 
degree at Brooklyn College. 
One Christmas he vacationed in Cuba 

and was so impressed by what he heard 
that he later returned for nearly three 
years, perfecting his Spanish as he re-
searched the island's music and culture. 
Upon his return, just before the Castro 
takeover, Larry temporarily turned 
aside from music to earn a masters 
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degree in philosophy, and briefly taught 
school while moonlighting as a salsero. 
Nineteen sixty-five found him working 
with flutist Johnny Pacheco, one of the 
founding partners of Fania Records; 
when Harlow quit his teaching job to 
found his own orquesta the following 
year, he was the first artist to be signed 
with the fledgling label. 

Harlow's debut coincided with the 
boogaloo craze that followed in the 
wake of the mambo era. Young band-
leaders were experimenting with latin-
soul and rock hybrids, replacing the 
elaborate orchestrations of their prede-
cessors with a looser, funkier combo 
sound. Harlow was considered an avant 
gardist, complete with electric piano, 
long hair, and even a psychedelic light 
show; but from the beginning, he 
evinced a strong predilection for the 
Cuban "roots" music of masters like 
Arsenio Rodriguez, to whose songs he 
devoted an entire album. 

Fania mushroomed in the '70s with 
the rise of latin consciousness and the 
resurgence of tipica music under the 
salsa banner; and Harlow, with his 
sneering insouciance and his novel 
trumpet-and-trombone charts, became 
one of the pillars of the new movement. 
He staged and recorded the first "salsa 
opera," Hommy (the story of a deaf, 
dumb, and blind boy who learns to play 
percussion), at Carnegie Hall; he helped 

to popularize the charanga (flute and 
fiddle) style; he produced the first latin 
LP in the ill-fated quadraphonic mode; 
he successfully lobbied to have latin 
music recognized in the Grammy 
awards. He spun off a succession of 
flashy vocalists, like Ismael Miranda 
and Junior Gonzalez, who became 
headliners in their own right, as well as 
instrumental stars like percussionist 
Nicky Marrero, bassist Eddie "Gua Gua" 
Rivera, and not least, his old friend 
Louis Kahn (no relation), a former 
Juilliard student who doubles bril-
liantly on trombone and violin. 
Harlow completed his cultural assim-

ilation by undergoing a formal initia-
tion—shaven scalp, animal sacrifices, 
and all—into the Afro-Cuban cult of 
Santeria, in which West African deities 
are worshipped in the guise of Catholic 
saints. His new faith did not preclude 
further commercial ventures, like Latin 
Fever, an all-girl band he sponsored, or 
his ambitious plan to cash in on the 
disco market, which foundered in the 
record industry slump of 1979. 
As he had when his '60s crossover 

bid, the latin-rock band Ambergris, 
came to naught, Harlow "went back to 
the roots again and turned it all 
around." Today, Orquesta Harlow has a 
youthful look—"I'm the only antique 
left," says Larry—that spotlights Gary 
Carrion, a dynamic 19-year-old singer 

That's what Bill & Scott Page said when they heard the Pearl flute two 
years ago. 'I immediately sold my other big name flute This Pearl's 
got a brighter, bigger, more resonant sound for today's music The 
action and intonation are fantastic When 1 record for albums or play 
concerts I'm constantly being asked what I'm playing, because of the 
sound and where can they get one' Simple, by arrangement 
through your dealer, Mirafone will provide a Pe flute for your 
personal inspection. 

A PRODUCT OF 
PEARL 
MUSICAL 
INSTRUMENTS 
DISTRIBUTE!) EXCLUSIVELY IN THE 
US BY THE MIRAFONE CORP. P.O. BOX 
909, SUN VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 91352 

from Mayaguez, Puerto Rico. "He's just a 
wonderful, talented kid who I signed to 
my own production company and who 
I'm going to keep developing," Harlow 
adds. 
Between road tours and studio ses-

sions, Harlow is still a local hero on the 
New York club scene. Recently, the 
Village Gate hosted a Monday night 
"Salsa Meets Jazz" encounter between 
Harlow and young multi-instrumental-
ist Arthur Rhames. Harlow's band had 
the dancers in a sweat by the time 
Rhames nervously mounted the stage 
with his tenor sax. With a barely con-
cealed smirk, Larry began pumping out 
a tricky Columbian cumbia rhythm that 
Rhames could hardly follow, but on the 
subsequent rhumba, Rhames found his 
groove over the vamping monturio sec-
tion and rocked the house with a 
Rollinsy Caribbean lilt. 

Latin-jazz is nothing new for 
Harlow—not long ago he played a 
week-long engagement at Fat Thesday's 
with a jazz sextet—but salsa remains 
his forte. "Salsa will always be salsa," 
he says. " It has its built-in following. 
The sound changes—new songs, differ-
ent messages, more progressive harmo-
nies, a jazzier feeling—but basically, it's 
still Afro-Cuban rhythms with a little 
New York slickness to it." With that 
final phrase, El Judio Maravilloso be-
gins to chuckle. db 



Caught: 
DAVID MURRAY 
OCTET/ 
JAMES NEWTON 
FLUTE QUARTET 

THE PUBLIC THEATRE 
NEW YORK CITY 

David Murray and James Newton are two of 
the shining lights on the contemporary jazz 
scene; 26 and 28 years old, respectively, 
tenorman Murray and flutist Newton have 
proven themselves to be talented not only as 
instrumentalists—and their credentials on 
their chosen instruments are well estab-
lished—but as composers and arrangers as 
well. It was in those two capacities that the 
two had a chance to shine on successive 
weekends at the Public Theatre. 

James Newton David Murray 

Murray assembled an octet to perform 
pieces from his highly acclaimed Black Saint 
LE Ming, and it's soon-to-be-released sequel, 
Home. The personnel for the performances 
was identical to the albums with two excep-
tions: Jimmy Lyons replaced Henry Thread-
gill as alto saxophonist, and Dick Griffin sat 
in George Lewis' trombone chair. The rest of 
the band featured: Anthony Davis, piano; 
Wilbur Morris, drums; Butch Morris, comet; 
Steve McCall, drums; Olu Dara, trumpet; 
and, of course, leader Murray on tenor and a 
smidgen of bass clarinet. 
The qualities of Ming were evident from 

note one: the rich, bright voicings, the sensa-
tional drop-anchor rhythm, the astonishing 
variety each player brings to the charts. One 
could point to trombonist Griffin's deep, 
guttural brogue and breathy whisper on 
Ming; Lyons' compelling, sheet-of-sound ex-

plosions; Dare's dirt-under-the-fingernail 
trumpet solos that included a touch of brass 
band and a taste of carnival; Butch Morris' 
soft, feathery, heartbreaking comet forays; 
Davis' incisive updating of Bud Powell on 
Last Of The Hip Men; the leader's long, full-
bodied lines augmented by jolting honks; 
and the razor-sharp rhythm of Wilbur Morris 
and the astonishing Steve McCall. But the 
stars of the night, not surprisingly, were the 
charts. From the sentimental beauty of Home 
to the stomp-along, romping qualities of 
Dewey's Circle, Murray is proving himself to 
be a jazz composer whose tunes stick in the 
mind. There hasn't been such fine writing 
and arranging for a small ensemble since 
Charles Mingus put together the music 
which formed his two Changes albums in the 
mid-'70s. 

Despite the unqualified musical success of 
the Ming album and the fact that this one-
nighter easily sold out, it's hard, in the lean 
'80s, to keep any group together, let alone 

eight pieces. Let's hope that David Murray 
can keep this octet (or some version of it) 
together. 
James Newton, aside from his astonishing 

capabilities as a flutist—indeed, he is por-
tending to bring that instrument to new 
heights—has a restive mind with regards to 
how to showcase his talents. Aside from the 
usual flute-plus-rhythm configuration, 
Newton has recorded a solo flute album and 
an album with a woodwind quintet. The 
Public Theatre gig found him in his most 
beguiling setting yet: a flute quartet. What 
made the ensemble most intriguing was the 
quality of the flutists Newton chose to sur-
round himself: Frank Wess (his acknowl-
edged major influence on the instrument), 
Henry Tlueadgill, and Lloyd McNeil. (Those 
four men happen to be four of the top five 
placers in last year's Talent Deserving Wider 

Recognition category of the db Critics Poll.) 
Newton's music is less jazz-based than 

David Murray's, but more a synthesis of jazz 
and classical elements. Thus, the general 
tone of the evening was more reminiscent of a 
chamber music recital than a jazz concert. In 
the same regard it was also slightly stiff and 
confined—the music, which the players 
were reading, seemed to be difficult and less-
than-familiar to them. However, Newton's 
compositions displayed a fragile beauty— 
particularly the intricate Paseo Del Mar. 
The differences in the four flutists' styles 

were quite apparent during their featured 
spots. McNeil opened the evening with a 
rubato Amazing Grace, including one chorus 
that sounded vaguely like an Irish reel. 
McNeil employs a soft, gentle tone and has an 
elegant, reserved attack which is in direct 
contrast to the highly aggressive, more pierc-
ing tone of Newton, who also likes to employ 
a humming technique. Newton pulled out all 
the stops for a virtuosic solo piece which 
featured several seamless breakneck pas-
sages, sort of a hip Flight Of The Bumblebee. 
Threadgill, whose full, rich sound was show-
cased on his original, Number Five, has an 
approach that falls somewhere between 
NcNeil's sweetness and Newton's harder 
edge. Frank Wess, who chose to forego a solo 
spot, has a thick, bluesy, legato quality to his 
playing. 

Basically, however, it was an evening for 
ensemble pieces, and the heady quality of 
four first-rate flutists, unencumbered by a 
rhythm section, was most welcome. At times 
the music reminded one of a New England 
dawn—gentle breezes and soft colors; at 
other times it sounded like a haunted 
house—rampant howling winds and creak-
ing floorboards; yet other moments were 
chime-like and downy. 
Thanks to the broad scope of musicians 

like David Murray and James Newton, there 
are ever-fewer restrictions on the instru-
mental makeup of ensembles that can 
squeeze into the category of jazz. And thanks 
to places like the Public Theatre and people 
like its music director Nancy Weiss—who 
have been providing the space and backing 
that these adventurous programs need— 
there is no telling what the future can hold. 

—lee jeske 

SHEILA JORDAN/ 
HARVIE SWARTZ 

EMMANUEL CHURCH 
  BOSTON   

The Jazz Coalition is halfway through its 12th 
season of presenting the best in avant garde 
groups, local and national, to a small but avid 
and faithful Boston public. The home of its 
Sunday night Jazz Celebrations series is the 
library of the Emmanuel Church, in the very 
central Back Bay block of Newberry and 
Arlington (it's the stone neo-Gothic church 
next door to the Ritz Carlton). Big events— 
like the annual Washington's Birthday Week-
end All-Night Concert which last year drew 
some 1,500 patrons from dusk 'til dawn, 
stretching out on the pews to hear 11 local 
bands and the Dewey Redman/Ed Blackwell/ 
Mark Helias trio—take place in the Church of 
the Covenant down the block. But the li-
brary—recently refurbished with fresh beige 
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paint, modern lighting, and reopened low 
proscenium stage—suits just fine for the 
intimate gatherings such as the recent one 
where Sheila Jordan, in head-to-head duo 
with bassist Harvie Swartz, kept 200 ardent 
fans on the edge of their black wooden fold-
up chairs for two hours. 
Jordan and Swartz appeared in basic black, 

highlighted with red carnation and gray tie 
respectively, and warmed a snowy Monday 
with exuberant and intimate dialogs which 
wholly included the audience. Shunning the 
stage and all but a couple of small, indirect 
spotlights, Jordan not so much performed as 
embraced tunes in her haunting, all-out man-
ner. Two truths emerged for me: one, that 
Jordan's amazingly moving SteepleChase 
duo album with bassist Arild Andersen was 
no fluke—this is a superb medium for her, 
even better than the working trio headed by 
pianist Steve Kuhn, in which her participa-
tion is sometimes less than integral; two, 
Harvie Swartz, long considered a wonderful 
bassist, is progressing as an adept songwriter, 
evidenced by two bluesy, timely contribu-
tions that gave considerable food for 
thought—That Old Time Feeling ("Where's 
that old time love, when people were 
worshipping the dove?") and Takin' It Slow 
("Workin' is easy when you're feeling free"). 
The first set featured shorter, lighter-textured 
tunes, focusing on joy and childhood: com-
mencing with a riveting, convocative Happy 
To Be Here Today by Bob Moses; then a 
glowing version of Thad Jones' A Child Is 

JAZZ PLAY-A-LONG SETS 

She la Jordan 

by Jamey Aebersold 

NEW . . . Vol. 22 NEW . . Vol. 23 
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13 
Favorite 
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VOL. 22—STANDARDS 13 songs, 2 LP's. Long 
awaited set of standards for all instruments. Set 
includes these songs: Easy Living I Remember 
You, If/Should Lose You, Lover (2 versions), My 
Ideal, My Old Flame, Soon, The Nearness of You, 
Stella by Starlight, Tangerine, Out of Nowhere, 
Wives & Lovers, & It Could Happen To You. 
Rhythm section is Dan Haerle, Ed Soph & Todd 
Coolman. Lyrics included!  (Book & 2 LP's) 

$12.95 
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For All Musicians 

Instrumentalists & Vocalists 
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by JAMEY AEBERSOLO  

D VOL. 23—ONE DOZEN STANDARDS. Lyrics and 
melodies transposed for all instruments. Angel 
Eyes, But Beautiful, Everything Happens To Me. 
Here That Rainy Day, I Should Care. Imagina-
tion, Like Someone In Love, Polka Dots and 
Moonbeams, Violets For Your Furs, Will You Still 
Be Mine, You Say You Care, and Personality 
Rhythm section is Michael Weiss, piano; John 
Goldsby, bass; J. Higgins, drums. (Book & 2 LP's) 

81295 

Born; an ebullient, funny Barbados ("an all-
time first for us," giggled Jordan); and finally, 
shifting from one of three love-bereft, dead-
slow ballads (an indigo Am I Blue), Jordan 
shouted a bared-breast blues improvisation 
declaiming her own life story (in a sense, she 
does this with every song). This really flipped 
out the audience, who had been in Jordan's 
thrall from note one. 

After the break, the two stretched out with 
fewer, longer numbers, with more bass solos. 
Swartz' unusually accomplished bow, trem-
bling eerily on My Man's Gone Now and 
brooding romantically on the heady, Indian-
and Shaker-tinged closer Lazy Afternoon, 
added electrifying dimensions to Jordan's 
thrilling ballad quaver. His real tour de force 
was the fast Let's Face The Music And Dance: 
monster tremolos, starry kalimba sounds, 
musings sul ponticello, open ringing multi-
stops, a "lute" interlude. The residual im-
pression that the evening left was one of 
spiritual consanguinity and peaceful conso-
nance: they feel and make music as one. The 
audience did not miss this; they did not want 
them to leave. Sheila gave a radiant, effusive 
thanks: "Boston's always been good to me. It 
was here that you really gave me a push." 
(That referred to Coalition President/singer 
Ronnie Gill's frequent invitations for Jordan 
to come up and perform as far back as 1973.) 
She and Swartz then tore through Please 
Don't Talk About Us When We're Gone, full 
of her very own whinnied neosyllabic scat, 
and that was that! —fred bouchard 

We're changing the way people practice! 

NEW . . . Vol. 24 NEW . . . Vol. 25 
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IM by JAIIEY AEBERSOLD 

CI VOL. 24 MAWR & MINOR—for AU. Instru-
mentalists a Vocalists. Contains Boo-F2 stereo 
LP's, and a special 7. EP demonstration record 
featuring J. Aebersold playing sax. Set covers ALL 
Major & Minor keys at comfortable tempos-71 
extended tracks to practice with. Transposed 
parts. This set is designed to help you gain 
confidence regardless of your ability. Use for 
warming up—pick a different key each day. 
Piano, bass, drums rhy. section. .. PRICE $11.95 
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0 VOL. 25-17 ALL-TIME STANDARDS. Lyrics and 
melodies transposed for all instruments. 
Summertime, Speak Low, September Song, Old 
Devil Moon, The Parte Over, My Funny Valen-
tine, My Favorite Things, Love Is Here To Stay, I 
Love You, I Could Write a Book, I Can't Get 
Started, Foolish Heart, Come Rain or Come 
Shine, and A Foggy Day, etc. Rhythm section is 
H. Galper, piano; S. Gilmore, bass; B. Goodwin, 
drums.  (Book & 2 LP's) $12.95 

0 VOLUME 1—"A NEW APPROMH" Bee/Int. level. Chapters on 
melody, modes, Blues scale, Pentatonic scale use, ear training, 
articulation, blues melodies, chromaticism, etc. Required scales 
and chord tones written in each measure. Blues in F and Bb, 
Dorian minor tracks, cadences, cycle of Dom. 7ths, IIN7's, 24-
measure song . . . transposed parts too. This and "GETTIN' IT 
TOGETHER" will get you started on the right track! 
D VOLUME 21 "GETTIN' IT TOGETHER" NEW! For all musicians 
regardless of ability and for jazz players in particular. Use for daily 
warm-ups, scale/chord practice, etc. Don't overlook this disci-
plined comprehensive (but exciting) method of practicing or 
improvising in all major, minor and Dom. 7th keys, as well as slow 
blues in Bb and F. Makes you "get your chops together." 2-LP Set 

$9.95 
0 VOLUME 2 "NOTION' BUT BLUES"—BeglInt. level. 11 different 
Blues in various keys and tempos. This volume is truly fun to play 
with. Rhythm section on LP grooves! Scales and chord tones are 
written. 

D VOLUME 3 "THE 11/V7/1 PROGRESSION"—Int. level. Probably the 
most important musical sequence in modern jazz. A must for all 
jazz players! Supplement includes 11 pages of IIN7 I exercises to 
be applied with LP.8 tracks to improvise with and practice in all 
keys. 

D VOLUME 4 "MOWN' ON"—Int./Adv. level. A challenging collec-
tion of Aebersold & Dan Haerle tunes. Book contains melodies and 
needed scales/chords for all instruments. 

El VOLUME 5 "TIME TO PLAY MUSIC"—Int. level. Similar to Vol. 4 
except the songs arE much easier. Modal Voyage, Killer Pete, 
Grooves, etc. Next logical Vol. after Vol. 3. Lots of variety. 
0 VOLUME 8 "ALL BIRD"—Adv. :eve 10 songs written by Charlie 
Parker. Ron Carter, oass; Keney Barron, piano; Ben Riley on 
drums. Record has excellent Bebop feel! Best way to learn these 
famous tunes. 
D VOLUME 7 "MILES DMOS"—litiAdy. level. Eight classics 
written by Miles Davis. Four. Dig, Solar, Tune Up, & Milestones, 
etc. 
0 VOWME 8 "SONNY ROLLINS"—Int.1Ady. level. Nine classic jazz 
originals written by Sonry Roll ns. Contains 9 of Rolling most 
famous tunes, in their original keys ... 
D VOLUME 9 "WOODY SHAW"—IntAdy. level. Eight jazz originals 
writter by Woody Shaw. Little Rein Fantasy, Blues  for Wood, 
Moontrane, Tomorrow's Destiny, Beyond All Limits, etc. 
El VOLUME 10 "D/WID BAKER"—Int.,Ady. level. Eight beautiful 
originals by David Baker. One of the most prolific composers in jazz 
today. Tunes offer a wide variety of styles and tempos. 
D VOLUME 11 "KRIM HANCOCK"—Begilnt. level. Eight of 
Fterbie's greatest songs. Maiden Voyage, Cantaloupe Island, 
Watermelon Man, Dolphin Dance, Jessica, etc. 
El VOLUME 12 "DUKE ELLINGTON"—Int. level. Nine all time 
favorites. Satin Doll, Perdido, Solitude, Prelude to A Kiss, 
Sophisticated Lady, Mood Indigo, I Let A Song Go Out of My Heart, 
In A Sentimental Mood, "A" Train. 

1211-0 AEBERSOLD DRIVE 
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CI VOLUME 13 "CANNONBALL ADDERLEY"—Eight songs made 
famous by Cannonball: Work Song, Del Sasser, Unit 7, Jeannine, 
This Here, Scotch & Water, Saudade, Sack of Woe. 
D VOWME 14"BENNY GOLSON"—Int./Ady. level. KillerJoe, Along 
Came Betty, Are You Real, Whisper Not, I Remember Clifford, 
Stablemates, Blues March and Ease Away Walk. 

VOLUME 15 "PATIN' DUES"—Int./Ady. level. Nine familiar chord 
progressions every dues-paying jazz great has played ... part and 
parcel of the jazz repertoire. 
D VOLUME 16 "TURNAROUNDS, CYCLES & 11/V7V—int./Adv. 
level. A 2-record set continuation of Vol. 3, but much more in 
depth. Covers all keys, most playing situations and common 
harmonic formulae. Includes Joy Spring.  $12.95 
D VOLUME 17 "HORACE SILWER"—Eight songs. Song for My 
Father, The Preacher, Sister Sadie, Jody Grind, Peace, Nutville, 
Silver's Serenade, Gregory is Here. Rhythm sec. like Vol. 18. 

VOLUME 18 "HORACE SILVER"—Int./Ady. level. Eight songs. 
Strollin', Room 608, Nica's Dream, Mayreh, Ecaroh, Etc. 
R. Carter, K. Barron, Al Foster. 
El VOLUME 19 "MID LIEBMAN"—Int. level. Brite Piece, Lookout 
Farm, Slumber, Oasis and others. Rhythm section: Richard 
Bierach, Frank Tusa, Al Foster. 
D VOLUME 20 "JIMMY RANEY"—Int. Level  $9.95 
Contains special EP recording of Jimmy playing solos Chord 
progression to ten standards. Great bebop study.  

  $8.95 per set (LP & Book) unless indicated. 

HOW TO USE ... each volume includes a qua ity stereo record and a coordinated booklet with parts FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS. The volumes do not necessarily get 
progressively difficult. Popularity termed The Most Widely Used ImprovJsion Method On The Market! Suggested order of study, Vol. 24, 1, 21, 2, 3, 5 . 



NEW ITEMS ARRANGING & COPYING GUITAR BOOKS 

CLIFFORD BROWN SOLOS . . . 16 solos transcribed by Ken 
Slone. Complete discography. First of its kind!  $6.95 

I) PHIL WOODS SAX SOLOS. 11 solos transcribed off recent 
records by Trent Kynaston  $5.95 

D VOCAL IMPROV.-AN INSTRUMENTAL APPROACH by Patty 
Coker & D. Baker. GREAT book for singers. With cassette sing 
along  $20.00 

0 LENNIE NIEHAUS-DEVELOPING JAll CONCEPTS. 45 pieces, 
treble clef. Great sightreading  $6.95 

0 RICH MATTESON'S LATEST ALBUM. Recorded in Sweden ... 
Easy Street  $8.00 

CI REPOSITORY OF SCALES & MELODIC PATTERNS by Yusef Lateef. 
Large spiral bound book, 270 pages with a wealth of 
patterns, licks & ideas  $25.00 

D 67 TUNES FOR IMPROVISATION. Originals by D. Haerle, 
R. Matteson & J. Petersen. Lead lines combo bks. Order by 
instr. D C. Treble, 0 Bb, Eb,LI Bass Clef Ea. bk. $9.95 

0 THE MUSIC OF CARLA BLEY. 26 songs for piano  $7.95 
1:1 HOME RECORDING FOR MUSICIANS by Craig Anderton Here's 

all the information you need to make professional-quality 
recordings at home  $9.95 

D DOMID UEBMAN SOLOS with CASSETTE. Two tenor sax solos 
with transcribed solos and actual music with rhythm section 
on cassette. Excellent learning package. David on one 
channel, rhythm section on other  $5.00 

3 BIRD LIVES by Ross Russell. Story of Charlie Parker $12.00 
EAR TRAINING TAPES FOR THE JAZZ MUSICIAN by David Baker. 
5 books with cassettes. D #1 Intervals, [3 #2 Triads, Three 
Note Sets 4 & 5 Note Sets, D #3 Seventh Chords, Scales, 

#4 Major Melodies, Turnarounds, I-V17 Formulae, D #5 
II-V7 Patterns. Each volume contains book & cassette 
 Each vol. $8.95 

D BEBOP BASS a collection of bass lines and solos. ... $4.95 
0 THE BASS LINE BOOK by Am Evans. Great book for construct-

ing and performing good walking bass lines  $5.95 
HORACE SHYER PIANO BOOK. 41 songs by master jazz pianist. 
Included: Song for My Father. Spiral bound  $9.95 

MISCELLANEOUS 

D DAILY STUDIES for SAXOPHONE by T. Kynaston  $5.95 
I: CARMINE CARUSO musical calisthenics for brass. Clinical 

approach to a brass instrument.  $9.95 
0 CHARLIE PARKER 2 LP ALBUMS. Contains 30 songs, 22 of 

which are in the OMNIBOOK! Savoy 2201.  19.95 
O JIMMY HEATH-31 compositions  $4.95 

ORNETTE COLEMAN 9 compositions  $5.00 
MR. GONE-Weather Report book. C & Bb parts  $6.95 
CHESKY CONTEMPORARY JAZZ/ROCK PATTERNS 
Treble D # 1; D #2  Ea. $4.95 
NU-ART technique exercises D treble clef LI bass clef $3.50 

O CANNONBALL ADDERLEY'S COMPLETE JAZZ FAKE BOOK. 152 
songs made famous by Cannonball. C key  $6.95 

D PATTERNS for IMPROVISATION by Oliver Nelson. Treble clef 
book of 81 different patterns & songs $8.00 

ID ENCYCLOPEDIA of IMPROVISATIONAL RHYTHMS & PATTERNS. 
Treble clef D $15; Bass clef CI $12.50 

0 LOOKOUT FARM-A case study of improvisation for small jazz 
groups. By Dave Liebman & group. Two sound sheets and 
transcribed solos. Excellent book!  $9.95 

O THE BRECKER BROS. 18 tunes in sketch score form-concert 
key. Skunk Funk & Sneak/n' Up, and others  $6.95 

D THE JAZZ ENSEMBLE DIRECTOR'S MANUAL by Rick Lawn. 
Very informative! Book & record  $14.00 

D TAKE THE LEAD by Stan Seckler. A basic manual for Lead 
Altoist in jazz band  $5.00 

D THESAURUS of SCALES & MELODIC PATTERNS by N. Slonimsky. 
243 pages. Treble & bass clef exercises  $27.50 
NEW CONCEPTS IN UNEAR IMPROVISATION by Ray Riker. 
Textbook study of scales/chords. Treble clef  $7.95 

D WORKBOOK for NEW CONCEPTS IN LINEAR IMPROVISATION w/ 
cassette practice tape. Workbook in concert key .. $12.00 

0 AUTOBIOGRAPHY of a YOGI by Paramahansa Yoganada. Paper-
back of life as it really is   $2.50 
SCALES for JAZZ IMPROVISATION by Dan Haerle. 21 scales in 
all twelve keys in treble 8, bais clef  $6.95 

O JAZZ TRUMPET TECHNIQUES by John McNeil. Special book 
designed to help solve certain problem areas of jazz trumpet 
playing. A much needed book  $3.95 
PENTATONIC SCALES for JAZZ IMPROVISATION by Ray Ricker. 
Study of Pentatonic scales in modern jazz with many 
exercises and licks. Portions of solos by Corea, Hancock, 
Farrell, Henderson, Jarrett, and Shorter  $7.95 

D TECHNIQUE DEVELOPMENT in FOURTHS by Ray Ricker. An 
advanced book of the treatment of fourths.  $7.95 

D THE JAZZ CUNICIANS QUARTET "PLAY for YOU" featuring Jamey 
Aebersold, alto and tenor; Dan Haerle, piano; Rufus Reid, 
bass and Charlie Craig, drums. Chord progressions and two 
solos provided  $5.95 

13 COMBO CHARTS by J. Aebersold, David Baker, Horace Silver, 
Dan Haerle & SUPERSAX. Write for catalog. 

O HOW TO CREATE JAZZ CHORD PROGRESSIONS by Chuck 
Marohnic  $5.95 

0 SAX SOUND MIRROR by Ploeger. Makes sound bounce back to 
ears. It really works  $17.00 

D THE JAZZ LANGUAGE by Dan Haerle. Outstanding new theory 
text for individual or group jazz study. For improvisation or 
com position.   $6.95 

0 MUSIC AS THE BRIDGE by Shirley Winston. Based on the 
Edgar Cayce readings $2.95 

0 HANDBOOK for EDUCATION in the NEW AGE by Walene James. 
Guidebook for education based on the wisdom of the Edgar 
Cayce readings. Much needed in this time.  $2.50 

0 CIRCULAR BREATHING for all wind players  $3.95 
D FLEXIBILITY & IMPROV. PATTERNS by Rich Mateson & Jack 

Petersen. j Treble. D Bass  Each $7.00 
ID THE JAZZ ENSEMBLE: GUIDE TO TECHNIQUE R. Henry . $7.95 
12 RAVI SHANKAR: LEARNING INDIAN MUSIC (Book & 3 cassettes) 
 $29.95 

D HOME SILVER COMBO ARRANGEMENT Trot. Ten & Rhy. 
Doodlin', The Preacher, Room 308 & Creepin' In ... 15.00 

Prices subject to change without notice. 

0 COMPOSING for the JAZZ ORCHESTRA by Wm Russo & Reid 
Hyams. Textbook, workbook & cassette of examples $ 16.95 
THE RUSS GARCIA PROFESSIONAL ARWCOMPOSER BOOK 2. 
Long awaited volume with 331/3 EP record   $ 14.95 

D A MUSIC NOTATION PRIMER-MUSIC CALLIGRAPHY by Glen 
Rosecrans. Shows how to copy music  $4.00 

D THE ART OF MUSIC COPYING by Clinton Roemer. The music 
copyist Bible . . . for composer, arranger, student, teacher. 
Large paperback  $14.95 

0 STANDARDIZED CHORD SYMBOL NOTATION by C. Roemer & C. 
Brandt. Uniform system for musicians  $4.95 
THE PROFESSIONAL ARRANGER & COMPOSER by Russ Garcia. 
Standard text for big band writing  $14.95 

DAVID BAKER BOOKS 
D JAZZ PEDAGOGY by DAVID BAKER. A comprehensive method 

of JAll EDUCATION for teacher & student  $19.95 
D D. BAKER'S MODERN JAZZ DUETS, Vol. 1, Cookin', Treble D 

Bass D; Vol. 2, Smokin', Treble Bass El  ea $4.95 
O DO/E BAKER ADVANCED EAR TRAINING BK w. Cassette $12.00 
D J. J. JOHNSON MONOGRAPH by David Baker. In-depth study of 

J. J. 's style. Transcribed solos, too.  $5.95 
D C. PARKER MONOGRAPH by D. Baker. In depth study of " Bird" 

includes 4 transcriptions  $5.95 
D JAZZ IMPROVISATION by David Baker. A practical theory book 

aimed at performance. Comprehensive method of study for 
jazz players. Spiral bound  $16.50 
THE JAll SOLOS by David Baker. Correlated to Vol. 5 & 6 play-
a-long records. Excellent sightreading. Use with LP's. 
D Concert, D Bb, D Eb D Bass  ea. $4.95 

D EAR TRAINING for JAZZ MUSICIANS book with 2 cassettes by 
D. Baker. Designed to aid the jazz player in improving his 
hearing & his recall. A MUST! Spiral bound  $22.00 

0 CONTEMPORARY TECHNIQUES for TROMBONE by D. Baker. An 
excellent method of study for any trombonist  $25.00 

D THE BLUES-HOW 70 PLAY by David Baker. Exhaustive study 
of the blues  D Treble  D Bass  $9.95 

0 THE BEBOP ERA by D. Baker. 3 Treble or D Bass 
D Vol. 1, $6.95; U Vol. 2, $4.95 D Vol. 3, 54.95 

D CONTEMPORARY PATTERNS - 1 Treble D Bass  $9.95 
0 BASICAUY BAKER New album by David Baker on cello w/ 

string ensemble and rhythm section. Exciting record-four 
stars!  $8.95 

JERRY COKER BOOKS 

D IMPROVISING JAZZ by Jerry Coker (paperback). Excellent 
introduction to jazz theory  $3.45 

D THE JAll IDIOM by Jerry Coker (paperback). A must for 
teachers!  $2.95 

D PATTERNS for JAZZ by Jerry Coker et al. Excellent book for 
daily practice. Teaches you to play in all keys and really helps 
develop your ears! Can be used with Vol. 21 
C] Treble clef; 3 Bass Clef  $18.00 

E LISTENING TO JAZZ by Jerry Coker. New paperback .. $3.45 
D A COMPLETE METHOD FOR JAZZ IMPROVISATION by Jerry 

Coker. New book by the master teacher. Play-a-long cassette 
too  $20.00 

BASS BOOKS 
0 RON CARTER BASS LINES oft Vol. 6 record of play-a-long 

series, w/chord symbols. A must for bassists!  $3.95 
D MONK MONTGOMERY ELECTRIC BASS METHOD edited by David 

Baker. Bass line construction  $18.00 
D THE EVOLVING BASSIST by Rufus Reid. An indispensable aid 

to developing a total musical concept for jazz and symphonic 
bass players. Spiral bound  $14.50 

0 EVOLVING UPWARD-Bass Book II by Rufus Reid-Book on 
thumb position for acoustic bass  $7.50 

0 RUFUS REID BASS UNES transcribed off records Vol. 1 and 3 
of play-a-long series. Exactly as recorded with chord sym-
bols. Modal tunes. Blues, Cycle, IIN/I and many other 
progressions.  $4.95 

0 JAZZ RIFFS for BASS by Rick Laird  $3.95 
NO NONSENSE ELECTRIC BASS by Joe Cacibauda. This book is 
a beginning method book.  $5.95 

11 BIG BAND BASS by John Clayton  $11.95 
D THE IMPROVISOR'S BASS METHOD by C. Sher. Endorsed by E. 

Gomez, R. Reid, etc. 217 pg w/44 pg of transcribed lines & 
solos by master bassists  $14.00 

ID HARMONICS FOR ELECTRIC BASS by Adam Novick. In depth 
book on the CHIMES. Harmonics can revolutionize your 
playing  $7.95 

DRUM BOOKS 

D HI-HAT INTEGRATION by Jan Prins. Excellent book for hi-hat 
independence.  $8.95 

O TEXTBOOK of DRUM SET EXERCISES. 25 charts of different 
phases of jazz drumming. Complete notation  $3.95 

D ED THIGPEN-RHYTHM ANALYSIS & BASIC COORDINATION for 
DRUMS. Good primer book  $4.95 

D IT'S TIME FOR THE BIG BAND DRUMMER by Mel Lewis and 
Clem DeRosa  $9.50 

E TED REED BASS DRUM TECHNIQUE  $2.50 
D SYNCOPATION for the MODERN DRUMMER by Ted Reed $4.00 
E DIFFERENT DRUMMERS by B. Mintz w/record  $6.95 
D BASIC BEATS for the working drummer  $3.95 

ED THIGPEN-THE SOUND OF BRUSHES. A Great new book 
with instructional cassette. This may be the next standard 
text for learning to play BRUSHES. A must for every 
drummer!  Book & cassette $12.95 

13 JACK DE JOHNETTE & CHARLIE PERRY-THE ART OF MODERN 
JAZZ DRUMMING. Principles and techniques of drumming 
that are applicable to fusion and rock as well as jazz $6.9.5 
BRUSHFIRE by Willis Kirk. An innovative method for develop-
ing brush technique  $13.50 
BRUSH ARTISTRY by Philly Jo Jones  $4.00 

C. CHRISTIAN-transcribed solos, concert key  $5.95 
DJANGO REINHARDT-16 solos (great book!)  $5.95 

D WES MONTGOMERY GUITAR BOOK by Steve Khan. Improvisa-
tions & interpretations of 17 of Wed solos  $5.95 

D WES MONTGOMERY JAZZ GUITAR SOLOS off record. 22 tran-
scribed solos  $8.95 

D JAZZ IMPROVISING for the ROCK/BLUES GUITARIST by Paul 
Lucas. Melodic jazz soloing book  $5.95 

D BARRY GALBRAITH Vol. 3 "GUITAR COMPING". Transcribed 
guitar comping & bass lines in treble clef. Milt Hinton on 
bass w/Barry. Bk. & LP set  $11.90 
MARRY GALBRAITH GUITAR METHODS. D #1 Logical Finger-
ing. El #2 Daily exercises. El #4 BACH two-part inven-
tions. (bk & LP). Each book $4.95; LP is $6.95 

D JAll GUITAR WORKBOOK. Theory by M. Crum  $4.95 
D GUITAR THEORY & TECHNIQUE by J. Smith  $12.95 

JAZZ GUITARISTS. Interviews from Guitar Player Magazine 
 $5.95 

D SCALES & CHORDS for JAZZ/ROCK GUITAR by Chris Wilson. 
Spiral bound, 172 pages  $20.00 

PIANO BOOKS 

L. THE JAll STYLES OF CHICK COREA 10 songs  &7.95 
ji JAZZ IMPROV. FOR KEYBOARD PLAYERS by Dan Haerle. Creatinjg 

melodies-use of left hand-soloing and much more. 
Basic Concepts $4.95; D Inter. $3.95; 0 Adv. $4.95; EJ 3 
Vol. complete-Spiral bound  $12.00. 
CHICK COREA: 16 tunes including Spain, 500 Miles High, La 
Fiesta and You're Everything  $7.95 

D BILL EVANS # 1, 6 transcribed songs-Interplay, Time Re-
membered, Very Early, etc.  $3.95 

D BILL EVANS #2, 5 transcribed solos and 1 song-Funny Man. 
Orbit, etc.  $3.95 

O BILL EVANS #3, 5 transcribed solos and 15 songs oft 
records-Pen's Scope, Elsa, Peace Piece, etc.  $3.95 

ID BILL EVANS #4, 4 transcribed solos for piano  $5.95 
D HERBIE HANCOCK: Over 45 of his greatest hits such as 

Cantaloupe Island, Maiden Voyage, Toys, etc.   $7.50 
HORACE SILVER: 53 transcribed songs exactly as recorded by 
Horace . .. Sister Sadie, Nice's Dream, etc.  $6.95 

D THE ERROLL GARNER SONGBOOK 21 songs based on recorded 
versions. Just like Erroll plays-two hands  $8.95 

D JAll/ROCK VOICINGS for the CONTEMPORARY KEYBOARD 
PLAYER by Dan Haerle. A must for any keyboard player who 
needs new voicings!  $5.95 

0 A STUDY IN FOURTHS by Walter Bishop, Jr.   $4.50 
D CHORDING TECHNIQUES FOR JAZZ PIANO by J. Whitley $12.00 

TECHNIQUES & THEORY for POP KEYBOARD PLAYERS by Preston 
Keys. Thorough book, Int/Adv.  $7.95 

D INTERPRETING POPULAR MUSIC at the KEYBOARD by Jeri 
Southern. Excellent book, spiral bound  $12.00 

D ART TATUM PIANO SOWS-23 solos by the master.   $5.95 
D THE MUSIC OF GARY BURTON. 22 songs arranged for keyboard 
 $7.95 

D FRANK SUMARES JAZZ PIANO from VOICINGS to IMPROVISA-
TION. Comes with book and cassette. Two separate volumes. 
Frank demonstrates on piano the voicings written in the 
books.  D Book # 1 $8.00 D Book #2 $9.00 

D TRANSCRIBED PIANO VOICINGS by Jamey Aebersold. FIRST 
OF ITS KIND. Comping to the volume 1 record! As played by 
J. Aebersold, 40 minutes of accompaniment with both 
hands, chord symbols and other markings. Can be used by 
ALL MUSICIANS who want to learn about chords and 
voicings on piano.  $4.95 

JAZZ SOLOS/TRANSCRIPTIONS 

D DEXTER GORDON sax solos in Bb key. 22 solos with Bb & 
concert chord symbols. Taken off record  $6.95 

0 C. PARKER 14 solos  $5.95 
D CHARLIE PARKER OMNIBOOK of 60 transcribed solos. 
D Concert clef; D Eb D Bb  ea. $9.95 

0 CHARLIE PARKER SOLOS FOR Bb and C keys. 9 solos transcribed 
off records w/piano accompaniment.  $3.95 

D JOHN COLTRANE SOLOS in Bb key. Blue Train, M. Notice, Lazy 
Bird & 5 others.  $5.95 

D WOODY SHAW SOLOS from latest records. 16 solos for Bb 
instruments.  $6.95 

D TROMBONE JAZZ STYLES & ANALYSIS by David Baker. 157 
solos in Bass Clef off records  $15.00 

D THE ARTISTRY OF JOE HENDERSON. 7 original songs and 
transcribed solos in Bb key  $5.95 
MILES DMS- 11 solos  $5.95 

ID T. MONK-8 tunes & solos (concert key)  $5.95 
D BUD POWELL-6 transcribed solos  $5.95 
20 of WORLDS GREATEST JAZZ SOLOS: Books for 
D SAX TRPT S BONE S GUITAR E PIANO Cl FLUTE. Excellent 

for sight reading. Solos fit instru. range  ea. bk. $7.95 
13 28 MODERN JAZZ TRUMPET SOLOS transcribed by Ken Slone 

and edited by Jamey Aebersold. Solos are in Elb key with 
chord symbols. Bk #1 D; Bk #2 0 ea. $5.95 

E DIZZY GILLESPIE SOWS for Bb and C keys. 14 transcribed 
solos off records by Dizzy with piano accomp.  $4.95 

D LOUIS ARMSTRONG SOLOS in Bb key only. 20 beautiful solos by 
Louie exactly as on records  $3.95 

O SONNY ROLLINS SOLOS. 9 solos off record. .... Each $5.95 
0 BENNY GOODMAN SOLOS. 30 solos off record $5.95 

MILES DAMS SOLOS with Original Recordings! 10 solos by 
Miles with a LP record of Miles playing the solos. Book and 
LP set. Hear 8, see Miles' solos together!  $9.95 

D JAZZ STYLES books by David Baker. 0 MILES DAVIS, 
D JOHN COLTRANE, D SONNY ROLLINS, D C. AD-
DERLEY. Contains solos too!  Each $9.95 

D BEBOP JAZZ SOLOS by David Baker. Correlated with J. 
Aebersold's play-a-long records Vol. 10 8, 13. Great way to 
improve sight-reading and learn the language of jazz. Use 
with or without LP's. 10 Concert, D Bb, D Eb, El Bass 
 Each book $4.95 

LAIL 

TO ORDER Send check or money order. Postage and handling charge 95e for Ito) items. Free postage for 4 items or more. Canada & Foreign add $3.25 for 
one BI(AP set; $ 1.10 each additional set. Foreign book rate add $ 1.50 first 2 bks,30b (4 additional book. NO ceo.... USA FUNDS ONLY. VISA & MASTER 
CHARGE welcome MINIMUM $15 charge. Dealer inquiries welcome. SEND TO: JAMEY AEBERSOLD 1211-D AEBERSOLD DRIVE, NEW ALBANY, IN 4/150 US 



bY LARRY BLAKELY SERfiIe 
Self-Producing Your Own Record 

LARRY BLAKELY, AS AN ON-LOCATION AND 
studio recording engineer for over 20 years, is 
President of CAMEO and a consultant in develop-
ment and marketing. 

ly1 any musicians throughout the 
country are now selling their own 
albums—off the bandstand and 

through the mails, and independent distribu-
tors place them in the stores. It's a definite 
plus for a band to have a record—it looks 
good; it helps them when approaching radio 
stations, publishers, and record companies; 
and it's an excellent aid in getting gigs. 

Today, the availability of low cost, multi-
track recording equipment offers most mu-
sicians the affordability of their own garage, 
basement, living room, and even bedroom 
recording studios. Home recording is ideal as 
it gives musicians time to learn the recording 
process on their own and in private. It is often 
better to learn in this manner as the money 
that would have been spent in a commercial 
recording studio will often pay for your own 
recording equipment (a basic home system 
can be put together for $2,000-$3,000; studio 
time can range from $25-$150 an hour). 
Besides, once you own your own equipment 
and have your own place to record, you can 
do so whenever the inspiration strikes—no 
waiting for studio time to open up. 

It is important that you take some time and 
effort to learn how to use the equipment and 
familiarize yourself with various recording 
procedures. Expect to make some mistakes 
and a few rotten recordings. All in all, this 
will be time well spent—you will become 
closer to the recording process, recognize its 
strengths and weaknesses, and when you do 
go to a commercial studio, you will be on 
familiar turf and have a better chance of 
coming up with good results. 

However, it is well within the range of 
possibility to make exceptional recordings 
with inexpensive, multi-track equipment. 
Once you have made a demo tape, you 
should think about making that important 
first record. (The sale of 500-1,000 albums 
can more than cover the costs of the master-
ing, processing, and pressing the records.) Yet 
many musicians have no idea of the com-
plexity of making a phonograph record— 
they seem to feel that once the tape is made, 
they are 99 percent of the way there. There are 
some things that need to be done prior to 
sending the tape out to have records made: 
• Listen to your tape carefully—often you 
listen to your tape, think it sounds great, and 
quickly send it off to the record manufactur-
ing company, telling them to "make the 
record sound just like the tape." A good disc 
mastering engineer can do just that. Yet when 

you receive the records, you may think they 
sound terrible and then blame the engineer or 
the record manufacturing company. Directly 
compare the sound of the tape and record by 
listening to one, then immediately switching 
to the other (called an A-B comparison); you 
may find that there is no difference at all— 
you just thought that the tape sounded better 
than it actually did. On the other hand, it is 
possible for the engineer to goof, and you 
could be right. If this is the case, the records 
should be redone at the manufacturer's ex-
pense. So be sure you have a good-sounding 
tape before making a record. 
• Edit your tape—if you know how, do it; if 
you don't, seek help: 

1. Make sure that you use a razor blade or 
scissors that are demagnetized to prevent 
adding any low frequency thumps where 
the tape is cut or spliced. 
2. Use a good major brand of splicing tape 
and be sure it is firmly attached to the back 
of the recording tape; if it's not, the splice 
may come loose during fast-forward or 
rewind which may damage the tape. Do 
not use standard clear plastic wrapping 
tape for this purpose. 
3. Md 10 to 15 feet of paper leader tape at 
the front and rear (head and tail) of the 
tape. Most disc mastering engineers prefer 
that you use paper leader tape rather than 
plastic. Place two to five seconds of leader 
tape between each selection. The leader 
tape should be spliced directly to the 
beginning and end of each selection. Make 
sure that you do not cut off any echo or 
room sound at the end of a selection. 

▪ Make sure to record your master tape on a 
half-track stereo tape recorder—most all disc 
mastering is done from half-track tapes. This 
recording format has two tracks (each oc-
cupying nearly one-half of the 1/4-inch tape 
width) which go only in one direction on the 
tape. The quarter-track stereo recording for-
mat can have a pair of stereo tracks recorded 
in both directions (often referred to in error as 
"recording both sides of the tape"). If you 
were to send a tape recorded on a quarter-
track, cassette, or format other than half-
track, it will likely require re-recording on a 
half-track machine. This tape copy would 
then be used for recording the master disc, 
and you would be charged for making the 
copy. Time and expense can be saved if you 
see that a half-track stereo tape is supplied to 
the record manufacturer. 
• Place alignment tones at the beginning of 

the tape—in front of the leader at the head of 
the tape, place a series of tones. See that these 
tones are recorded on the same machine as 
the master tape. Using an audio oscillator, re-
cord each tone at full operating level ("0" on 
the VU meter) for at least 20 seconds in the 
following order, 1 kHz, 10 kHz, and 100 Hz. 
• Check to see that your tape doesn't have 
these problems-1. Bias thumps are very low 
frequency thumps or pops which will cause 
wide groove excursions on the record. They 
will reduce the amount of playing time on the 
disc and may cause tracking problems (cause 
the stylus to jump out of the groove) when the 
record is being played; 2. Excessive sibilance 
is the sss'ing or hissing sounds of vocals 
caused by words with the letter S. If it is bad 
on the tape, it will usually sound louder or 
worse on the record. 
• Seek competent assistance if you need it— 
find a good local studio, recording engineer, 
or record manufacturer who knows the busi-
ness when it comes to mastering and manu-
facturing records. Don't be afraid to ask ques-
tions and see that they understand what you 
want. If you haven't done this before, don't 
try to do it alone, you could be real sorry. 

Start by calling around to where records 
are made; contact local recording studios and 
commercial record manufacturers. The local 
recording studios will usually know one or 
more record manufacturers. In addition they 
usually will be experienced at having records 
made from tapes, know some of the do's and 
don'ts, and have the ability to work with you 
in either recording and/or preparing your 
existing tape for the process of making a 
record. Keep in mind that the studio will 
usually be out to make a profit from this, so 
see that they do not over-sell you. You can 
usually purchase your records for less money 
if you go directly to the record manufacturers. 
However, in many cases they will not be able 
to spend the time with you that a local studio 
can. 

You must make a number of decisions: 45s 
or LPs? Stereo or mono? Inverted master or 
full protection? Album jacket, stock cover 
with overprint, or custom cover? (Black and 
white, one-, two-, three-, or four-color? Back 
liner or not?) Shrink wrap? And, of course, 
what quantity? 

Let's define some of the terms commonly 
used in record manufacturing: 
• Mastering—the process of recording the 
sound of the tape onto a master disc. 
• Master Disc or Master Lacquer—an alumi-
num disc that is coated with lacquer. This is a 
disc of soft material than can easily have a 
groove cut or inscribed on it by the recording 
lathe. 
• Recording Lathe—a disc recorder that 
mainly consists of a large turntable, cutter 
head, a vacuum system to hold the master 
disc tightly against the turntable, electronic 
amplifiers, control systems, and signal 
processing equipment. 
• Processing—once the master disc is cut 
(recorded), a metal negative is made which 
can be used to mold or stamp records; this is 
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called an inverted master. However, this neg-
ative or inverted master can be processed 
again to make a metal positive called a 
mother, which can then be used to make a 
number of metal negatives or stampers. This 
latter process is called full protection and is 
used when pressing large quantities of rec-
ords, as it allows a larger number of records to 
be pressed from a single master disc. The in-
verted master—or one-step processing—is 
less expensive and ideal for making quan-
tities of less than 1,000 records. 
• Album Cover (or Jacket)—the cover that 
holds the record, made up of cardboard 
backing, the front liner, and the back liner. 
The liners are printed on paper and glued to 
the backing in a process called fabrication. 
• Stock Album Covers—usually have a full-
color front liner and a plain paper back liner, 
and are produced in large quantities to keep 
the individual price down. The name of the 
artist or group can be over-printed on the 
album front by a silk-screen process. This 
allows a full-color album jacket at a fraction 
of the cost of a custom cover. 
• Custom Album Cover—means designing 
your own album from scratch. You can get 
whatever you want—you call the shots on the 
art, photos, copy, number of colors used, and 
the type of paper stock. The start-up costs are 
high, and a custom jacket only makes finan-
cial sense when ordering records in the 
thousands. 
• Shrink Wrap—a thin plastic that covers 
and protects the album jacket from scuffs or 
scratches. Prior to the time the shrink wrap is 

CITY JAZZLINES 
ATLANTA: Jazz Forum (404) 758-2422 

BALTIMORE: Left Bank Jazz Society Jazz-
line (301) 945-2266 

BOSTON: Jazzline (617) 262-1300 

CALGARY, CANADA: Jazz Society (403) 
273-3609 
CHICAGO: Jazz Institute of Chicago Hotline 
(312) 666-1881 
CINCINNATI: Jazzline (606) 581-7100 
COLUMBUS, OHIO: Jazzline (614) 965-
9229 
DALLAS: Jazz Society (214) 744-2267 
DETROIT: Jazz Center (313) 962-4124; 
Jazzline (313) 871-5267 
LAS VEGAS: Jazz Society (702) 734-8556 

LOS ANGELES: Hotline (213) 879-5540 
MIAMI: Jazz Hotline (305) 382-3938 
MILWAUKEE: Jazzline (414) 964-3690 

MINNEAPOLIS/ST. PAUL: Music Dateline 
(612) 546-2022; Twin Cities Jazz Societ\ 
(612) 292-3222 
NEW YORK: Jazzline (212) 423-0488 
OTTAWA, CANADA: Jazzline (613) 232-
7755 
PHILADELPHIA: Jazz Society (215) 876-
0761 
PHOENIX: Hotline (602) 255-7100 
SAN FRANCISCO: Jazzline (415) 521-
9336; Bay Area Jazz Society (415) 540-6345 
ex. 172 
TUCSON: Jazz Society Hotline (602) 623-
2463 
WASHINGTON, DC: 'ft•ad Line (202) 532-
8723 

broken, it will seal the record inside the 
jacket, protecting it from dust and dirt parti-
cles. 
• One-, Two-, Three-, and Four-Color—is 
simply the number of colors used in printing 
the liners of an album cover. Black and white 
is the least expensive. add one color (now 
black and white plus one color of your 
choice) and the price goes up; two colors 
with black and white look even better for a 
little more money; three-color is rarely used; 
four-color (full-color) gives it all to you, in-
cluding a high price. Four-color is a complex 
and expensive printing process, but it looks 
great. 

It is important to keep in mind that the 
initial start-up costs of manufacturing a rec-
ord will be somewhat high—consider ex-

penses for mastering, processing, and art-
work for custom albums including the cost of 
printing and color separations. All of these 
are one-time expenses that must be incurred 
before there can be a single finished album. 
All of these costs must be amortized over the 
quantity of records that are manufactured. 
Remember that a major record company will 
make thousands of records at a time, allowing 
these one-time expenses to be amortized over 
a large quantity of records in addition to 
realizing discounts for pressing large quan-
tities of records. This allows albums to be 
made for under $1 each, while those who 
may need only 1,000 records with custom 
jackets could pay up to $3 or $4 for each. (For 
a detailed cost breakdown, see Budgeting For 
Your Album, db, Apr. '81, page 62.) db 

With Community's New RS440 

OUR MUSIC is in the MIDRANGE! 
Sure, highs and lows are important, but the funda-

mentals of most musical instruments and the human voice 
are concentrated in the midrange. So, when we set out to 
design a better loudspeaker system, we started with a better 
midrange - - one that combines the best attributes of a high-
quality, cone-type loudspeaker with the efficiency and 
pattern control of a horn. To this sweet-sounding combina-
tion we added a group of quality and performance-oriented 
features that make our RS440 the right loudspeaker system 
for YOUR music! (And one you can afford!) 

Protective Metal Screens Four-Way, High-Efficiency 
Crossover Network and 
Input Connector Panel 

Coherent-Wavefront, One-

Piece, Balsa- Reinforced, 
Hand-Laminated Fiberglass 
Faceplate 

Piezo-Electric Super 
Tweeters 

Professional-Quality, High-
Frequency Driver and 1-inch 
Throat High- Frequency 
Horn 

6-1/2 inch, High-Power, 
Cone-Type Midrange Driver 
and 4-inch Throat Midrange 
Horn 

15-inch, High-Power Woofer 
and High-Efficiency Expo-
nential Coupler MD44 Enclosure with High-

Power, Ducted Bass Port 

Want to know more? Write or call us at Community, or 
better yet, visit your Community Dealer and check out the 
RS440 for yourself. Call (800) 523-4935 for the name of your 
nearest Community Dealer. 

5701 Grays Avenue E Philadelphia, PA 19143 ( 800) 523-4935 
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!TEMPLE UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGE OF MUSIC 

PRESENTS N 
• Pd 

Jul SYMPOSIUM 
IN PHILADELPHIA 

GROVER WASHINGTON, JR.  
• 
;1 
g MICHAEL PEDICIN, JR. 
• other guest artists, clinicians and arrangers 

June 7, 1982 
-, 
• Open to all musicians: high school age and above 

For a detailed brochure and application, write 

-à Temple University - College of Music C 
• Jazz Symposium. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19122 • 

Application deadline May 20 1982 L 

(215) 787-8307 

•▪  J AZZ • JAZZ • JAZZ • JAZZ • JAZZ • JAZZ • J AZZ • JAZZ • 

NEW KEYBOARD 
APPROACH 

HARMONIC 
FOUNDATION {OP 
JAll e POPULAR MUSIC 
THE AMADIEAN CREED — A unique keyboard 
method for creating chord voicing and harmon-
izing a melody. By JIMMY AMADIE 
The foundation for Jazz Improvisation, composition 
and arranging. A Textbook-Workbook intended for 
Pianists • Composers • Arrangers • All Players. 

Book size 11 011. 168 pages. spiral bound To order 
send 615.95 for each book, plus $2.00 postage for each 
book. Canada and Foreign add S2 50 for one or two 
books: add 30i: for each additional book. No C.O.D., 
U.S.A. Funds Only. 

. Thornton Publications 
407 Levering Mill Road 
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004 U.S.A 

JAZZ GUITAR 

• 

CASSETTE LESSONS 

chod r•flody 

TRANISCRipTiOSIS 

A RR AP4qE Mt PITS 

* FREE Samples DiCy 

4 4" 
SHEET MUSIC 

Chord Melody Productions 
P.O. Box 842 Dept. DB 
Severna Park, MD 21146 

....WERSI 

KEYBOARD 

KITS 
WERSI Organs are demonstrably superior 
in overall performance, to ALL commer-
cially built instruments, regardless of 
price. Best of all, you save 1/2 to 2/3 the 
cost with our easy to build kits. ! Also 
factory assembled). 
And now — after 3 years in research, 
the totally unprecedented "Piano,tar" 
electronic piano land much morel) has 
been unveiled to international raves! 
You have to hear it to believe it! 
Explore the exciting world of WERSI, 

Free information package. 
Call free, 24 hrs.: 1-800-233-3865 
(in PA cpll: 717/299-4327,9-5) 
Aa_k for ' WERSI DATA PAK #M27" 
Please specify Piano or Organ 

bY DR. WILLIAM L. FOWLER 

HOW TO transcribe tunes by ear 

WILLIAM FOWLER, PROFESSOR/COMPOSER/ 
clinician, holds a PhD in Music Composition and is 
down beats' Education Editor. 

plunking out the notes of a melody on the piano might be an accurate way to discover 
their actual pitches, but this method is tedious compared to that of identifying them 
by how they sound within their key. Obviously, the ability to put directly on paper 

what the ear hears or the mind imagines saves both time and effort. The few people, of 
course, who possess absolute pitch automatically know what notes they hear. Others, 
though, can rely on relative pitch, the mental ability to relate notes to their key center and to 
one another. This article demonstrates a way to develop that ability. 
The tonic note of any key sounds final and motionless. Playing the following example 

will pinpoint its sound, since both lines converge as they move toward that key center: 

a Mt) or Yed;c A minor 

Roman numerals designate the relative 
position of scale notes above the tonic. In 
C Major those numerals and their corre-
sponding letter-names would be: 

In C harmonic minor, they would be: 

A à 

 1 
E 22 rr z 121 

C G Ai' C  

oie  

o  

r rir r11 IL I 
In other keys the successive letter-names shift along the musical alphabet according to 

which letter-name is the tonic: 
1a)8r 

Fis cr$ A 1 e  asp  
TI 

Ito  

When the ear identifies sounds as scale degrees in relation to their tonic note, they can be 
written in any key. If Ellington's Clam Blues, for example, is heard as V up to I instead of as 
G up to C, it then can be written as E Jam Blues or as Ab Jam Blues: 

C Aet, 

I4 * te, ? 4.4  fief' • *ow 
II 

Bugle calls begin with V up to I, a Perfect 4th interval. As they continue, they sound I up 
to 111 (a Major 3rd interval) and Ill up to V (a minor 3rd interval), as illustrated by Taps, that 
universally recognized call: 

The aural characteristics of degrees I, III, and V will fix themselves in the memory 
through repeated association of their individual sounds with their individual Roman 
numerals. Constant repetition of Taps, either sung or imagined, will develop recognition of 
them: "Five, five, one. .. . Five, one, three.... Five, one, three, five, one, three, five, one, 
three. . . . One, three, five . . . ," and so on, are the proper lyrics for associating Roman 
numerals to the tune. Degrees I, III, and V together form the tonic triad, that final goal of 
harmonic progressions. Along a melodic line, these notes therefore sound like goals of the 
active scale degrees—H, IV, VI, and VII: 

110,f;41. fiff. 
§Octi oal o.et ivt9iLl 

rzt z 
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Skill in using relative pitch to write on paper what is heard or imagined develops by 
stages, and thus should be practiced step by step. Here are those steps together with some 
well-known tunes useful for practicing each step: 
• 1) Lines which move along I, III, and V, the bugle call notes: 

the first four notes of Oh, Come All Ye Faithful; 
the first five notes of Love Walked In; 
the first six notes of America, The Beautiful; 
the first seven notes of The Star Spangled Banner; 
the first three bars of Sentimental Journey; 
the first four bars of In The Mood; 
the first five bars of Blue Danube Waltz. 

• 2) Lines which contain I, III, or V on accents and active notes preceding those accents: 
the first eight notes of Joy To The World; 
the first eight notes of Deck The Halls; 
the first eight notes of the Happy Days TV theme; 
the first four bars of Hark, The Herald Angels Sing; 
the first four bars of Angels We Have Heard On High; 
the first four bars of Away In A Manger; 
the entire verse of The First Nowell. 

• 3) Lines which sometimes put active notes on accents: 
the first eight bars of It Came Upon A Midnight Clear; 
the first eight bars of Rudolph, The Red-Nosed Reindeer; 
Joy To The World after its first eight bars; 
Silver Bells throughout. 

• 4) Lines which frequently put active notes on accents: 
As Time Goes By; Moon River; Maria. 

None of these practice lines feature chromatically altered scale degrees. One more step in 
developing relative pitch therefore is necessary—determining the sound of each alteration. 
• 5) Chromatically altered notes possess strong tendencies to move in the direction of 

their alteration—raised notes want to move upwards, while lowered notes want to move 
downwards. Within melodies these altered notes most often follow their directional 
tendencies to adjoining unaltered notes. Altered notes and their step-wise resolutions 
thus can be memorized as units. Here is a digest of commonly altered scale degrees and 
their step-wise resolutions, to be played and sung until fixed in the memory: 

C or 

i -1—fP 17 
j i 1,,, • c —4 — 

1-rJ• 40 Ti   --t --1 _ -I 
' $ r iîr 

For practice in writing altered notes and their step-wise resolutions, here is a list of 
standard tunes containing them: Bali Hai, The Boy Next Door, April In Paris, Remember 
Me, Paradise, When My Baby Smiles At Me, Prelude To A Kiss, Alley Cat, April Showers, 
You Are My Lucky Star, Third Man Theme. 
Because this article has dealt only with transcribing pitch, a future article will deal with 

transcribing rhythm. db 

EASTMAN JAZZ  
1982 Summer Programs (credit and non-credit) 

PLAYERS: 
SIX-DAY JAZZ PERFORMANCE 
WORKSHOP June 28-July 3 

big band playing • improvisation • 
small band playing • technique 
(Faculty: Gene Bertoncini, guitar; 
Keith Copeland, drums; Vincent 
DiMartino, trumpet; Bill Dobbins, 
keyboard; Michael Moore, bass; Jim 
Pugh, trombone; Ramort Ricker, 
reeds; Ray Wright, big bend) 

SIX-WEEK WORKSHOP 
June 28-Aug. 6 
improvisation • jazz theory • guitar 
(Faculty: Gene Bertoncini, Bill 
Dobbins, Ray Ricker) 

ARRANGERS/COMPOSERS: 
BASIC ARRANGING (SIX WEEKS) 
June 28-Aug. 6 

JAZZ COMPOSITION/THEORY 
(SIX WEEKS) June 28-Aug. 6 

ADVANCED ARRANGING 
(THREE WEEKS) July 19-Aug. 6 

(Faculty: Manny Albam, Bill 
Dobbins, Ray Wright) 

HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS: 
JAZZ STUDY (SIX WEEKS) 
June 28-Aug. 6 
improvisation • theory • 
arranging 

For more information and applications write: Summer Session, Dept. P, 
Eastman School of Music, 26 Gibbs St., Rochester, N.Y. 14604 

The Eastman School of Music of the University of Rochester provides equal opportunity. 

New Jazz Material From 

LEE EVANS 
Jazz Keyboard Harmony 

—The definitive, comprehensive jazz 
improvisation chord workbook— 

Covering chord symbols, chord sub-
stitution and voice leading. Mastering 
this material assures creative chord im-
provisation, continuity, flow and har-
monic richness in performance. 

Practical— useful to all students, pro-
fessionals, teachers. $18.00 

The Jazz Tetrachord 
Approach to Keyboard 
Jazz Improvisation 

A "can't-miss" method for successful 
improvisation. Workbook format. $4.50 

For Your Jazz Ensemble 

AUNT TISSY 
(stage band) 

An extended-blues original arranged by 
the leading jazz-rock arranger: 

JEFF STURGES 
$20.00 

The RHYTHMS of 
Keyboard Jazz 

Complete, original jazz piano pieces il-
lustrating virtually all types and cate-
gories of jazz rhythms. Graded easy to 
intermediate and advanced. $5.00 

ORDER BLANK 
Mail this order form with check or money order 
(U.S.A. funds only) payable to: 

PIANO PLUS, INC. 
300 W. 55TH ST., NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019 
SEND THE FOLLOWING VOLUMES: 

  Jazz Keyboard Harmony ($18.00) 
Aunt Tissy (stage band) ($20.00) 

  The Jazz Tetrachord Approach to 
Keyboard Jazz Improvisation ($4.50) 

- The Rhythms of Keyboard Jazz ($5.00) 
The Elements of Jazz ($3.50) 

- Further Experiences with 
The Elements of Jazz ($3.50) 
Beginning Jazz Improvisation ($3.00) 

  Learning to Improvise Jazz 
Accompaniments ($3.00) 

  Jazz-Flavored Scale Patterns & 
Exercises ($3.00) 

  Jazz-Flavored Broken Triads ($3.00) 
Jazz- Flavored Broken Dominant 
7th Chords ($3.00) 

  Jazz-Flavored Sequential Patterns 
($3.00) 
_ Rock Styles for Plano ($3.50) 

  Advanced Rock Styles for Plano ($3.50) 
  Jazz Up Your Christmas (S3.50) 

Jack and JIII Jazz ($3.00) 
Travel The Keyboard Jazz Highway 
($3.50) 

Please include $ 95 for postage and handling, plus 
appropriate sales tax for NYS residents. Canada 8, 
Foreign rate add 25% of order. ( No C.O.D.) 

Send order to: 

Name   

Address   

City   

State Zip  
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NEW SOUNDS IN MODERN MUSIC 
DICK GROVE WORKSHOP SERIES 

1:1 Arranging Concepts 4 bk set & cassette $31.95 
Ency of Basic Harmony & Theory, 5 books & 3 

cassettes, complete course $39.95 
D Applied Modal Improvisation, Textbook, Workbook, 

play-a-long, demo cassette $34.95 
D Fundamentals of Modern Harmony-2 volume set of 

spiral-bnd bks $ 15 
D Modern Harmonic Relationships-2 volume set and 

cassette $20 
Guide to Writing & Arranging Songs $9.95 
Lyrics and How to Write Them $9.95 

BERKLEE COLLEGE OF MUSIC 
I3 Modern Method for Keyboard, 4 vols $29.50 

Modern Method for Guitar, 3 vol set $29 
D Modern Method for Saxophone, 3 vol set $28 
0 Improvisation for Saxophone, 2 vol set $18 
El Modern Method for Flute, 3 vol set $28 
CI Bass Methods, 3 volume set for $25 

GORDON DELAMONT SERIES 
Mod Harmonic Tech. Vol 1 $16 n Vol 2 $22 

CI Mod Contrapuntal Tech $6 D Mod Melodic Tech $7 
O Mod 12 Tone Tech $5 D Mod Arranging Tech $16 
D Complete Set of all 6 volumes for $65 

JOHN LA PORTA SERIES 
(Separate Editions for all Instr—please specify) 

El Tonal Organization of Improv. Techniques Complete 
Set of Text & 4 LP records $32 

O Jazz Ear Training Workbook & LP $10 
0 Guide to Improvisation Bk & 2 LPs $9.95 

DAVID BAKER JAZZ SERIES (treble or bass) 
The Bebop Era, 3 volume set for $15 

O Modal & Contemporary Patterns $9.95 
The Blues $9.95 

D Set of all 5 volumes listed above $33 
D Modern Jazz Duets, 2 Vols. $4.95 ea. Both for $9 

IMPORTANT REFERENCE WORKS 
O Lateef — Repository of Scales & Patterns $25 
D Colin—Cplt Encyclopedia of Scales $15 

Colin—Cptt Ency of Chords, 4 bks in 1 $ 12.50 
D Ricigliano—Contemp. Songeriting Text $12.50 
[7 Workbook $8.50 Set of 2 Cplt for $20 
D Ricigliano—Popular & Jazz Harmony $9.95 
O Stuart— Encyclopedia of Basic Musicianship $15 
D Deutsch—Ency of Musical Development $12.50 

Mancini—Sounds & Szores, bk & records $19.95 
n George Russell— Lydian Chromatic Concepts $35 
Send check or money order USA funds only. Visa & Master 
Charge customers send your # & expiration date. USA free 
postage for 4 + items. Add 75g for 1-3 items. Foreign orders 
add $ 1.50 for 1-3 items, $2.50 for 4 + items. Foreign airmail 
add 40% to price of books ordered. Print or type name & 
address. Free complete catalog. Over 2,000 different music 
books stocked, we welcome all inquiries for jazz or method 
books. Tel. No. 212-581-1480. 

CHARLES COLINS NEW SOUNDS IN MODERN MUSIC 
Dept. DB, 315 West 53rd Street— New York, NY 10019 

JAZZ STUDIES 
Bachelor of Music Degree 

leven c en e, • rector o an tu. es. urncu urn: 
Jazz Combos, Jazz History, Jazz Improvisation, Ap-
plied Jazz Studies, Jazz Scoring and Arranging, Jazz 
Theory and Composition, Recording Studio Tech. 
niques, The Business of Music. For more Information, 
contact office of admission, 470 E. Lockwood, St. Louis, 
Missouri 63119. 314-968-6985. 

WEBSTER COLLEGE 

This Publication 
is available in Microform. 
University Microfilms International 
3011 North Zeeb Road, Dept. P.R., Ann Arbor, tii.1810ti 

bY ROY BURNS 

The Practice Pad: Friend Or Foe 

ROY BURNS' BACKGROUND INCLUDES STINTS 
with Benny Goodman, Woody Herman, Lionel 
Hampton, and the NBC Staff Orchestra. He was the 
house drummer for the Monterey Jazz Festival for a 
number of years and has authored over 15 drum 
instruction books. He is perhaps best known for his 
informative and down-to-earth drum clinics. 

Inspiring a young student to practice regularly is not always easy. Inspiring yourself to 
practice is sometimes even more difficult. The problem is boredom. Playing the same 
old stuff over and over can become a real turn-off for even extremely dedicated players 

and students. 
Some drummers come to hate the practice pad. It can become a symbol for monotonous 

and unmusical exercises. One way to take the curse off of warming up on the pad is to play 
along with music:Run on the radio or the record player and have some fun. Play anything 
that feels good and allow your hands to warm up naturally. This approach is more 
beneficial than forcing yourself to play 1,000 paradiddles in succession without stopping. 

Pitfalls: 
• Avoid gimmicks such as metal or over-sized drum sticks. They do more harm than 

good. Warm up with the sticks you normally play with. 
• Don't practice on a pillow unless you intend to perform on one. You can't develop 

touch by practicing on something that does not respond. 
• Squeezing rubber balls to strengthen your hands will not help you learn to play good 

time. You can usually develop enough strength by practicing and playing. 
Another approach to getting the most out of warming up on a pad is to play any exercise 

or pattern without accents. This helps to develop control without forcing. It also gets your 
ear involved as you try to play all of the beats as evenly as possible. 

Practicing with one hand at a time is also a good warmup. Play any pattern, accented or 
not, with the right hand. Then play exactly the same pattern with the left hand. Try to 
achieve the same sound with each hand. Again, this gets your ear involved. You will also 
discover some interesting differences between the right hand and the left hand. 
Another exercise that can be fun as well as challenging is to play exactly the same thing 

with both hands. At first it may sound as if you are attempting to play flams or uneven 
singles. On the drum set play with the right hand on a tom-tom and the left hand on the 
snare drum. 

Practice Exercise: 
One of my favorite exercises is to play   

single strokes at a moderate speed with no   
accents; then play paradiddles at the same  aLAL mc ,.‘s 44 A‘ MLA, 

ALAA LAeL A, AA LA Le speed without accents; then play double ft p, L c a A L ,- An I- , An LC 

strokes. Keep alternating between the three patterns. The example above is marked for 
starting on the right hand; for additional practice try starting on the left hand. The idea is to 
attempt to make all three patterns sound identical. I don't believe it is actually possible, but 
it can be fun to see how close you can come to achieving it. 
To add to the challenge, practice this exercise with a metronome. You will find that it 

becomes even more difficult to play evenly at slower tempos. I have used this one to get the 
attention of students who were "speed freaks." They were amazed to learn that many things 
become more difficult to play accurately when the tempo is slower. 

Last but not least, when you are on the road and stuck in some lousy motel room, your 
practice pad may be your only way of attempting to stay in touch with your instrument. 
Finding a place to practice on the drums can be a problem even if you are not on the road. 
The practice pad will never replace a drum, but it can be a real aid when used properly If 

you have the opportunity to practice on the snare drum or the entire set, by all means do so. 
But if you get the urge to practice late some night, remember your old friend, the practice 
pad. Your neighbors, and indeed other members of your family, will appreciate your 
consideration as well as your dedication. db 

suBSCRIBERSI aPbleoausteyomucrIsuudtrscaripdriwonn.e sure Drornpt and t lreer:zelizt: eute:tez 
CHANGE of ADDRESS 

Please let us know six weeks before you move. Send to 

Subscribers Service/down beat, 222 W Adams St., Chicago, IL 60606 
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McLAUGHLIN continued from page 17 

going back to the same places, and there was a big, big 
satisfaction. That's the guitar—that's my instrument—and I 
love to play with two other guitar players. The guitar has this 
quality of pulling another guitar with it." (There have been 
several tours with Paco De Lucia—featuring either Coryell, 
French guitarist Christian Escoude, or Al Di Meola on the 
third guitar [see Caught, db, Apr. '81] and an LP with De Lucia 
and Di Meola [reviewed db, Nov. '81].) 
Another synthesis with which McLaughlin is planning on 

experimenting is jazz and classical music—something that 
has been attempted dozens of times, but never with much 
lasting success. His current girlfriend is a classical pianist, 
and he has been discussing an appearance with the Los 
Angeles Philharmonic. 

"There is more and more interest by the people involved in 
classical music to participate, in some way, with jazz mu-
sicians. This is a relatively new event, because the classical 
listener is notoriously puritanical, as are some jazz listeners. 
Same thing with flamenco music and Indian music—there 
are purists everywhere. The Los Angeles Philharmonic sug-
gested that Ido Rodrigo's Concierto De Aranjuez [the basis for 
Sketches Of Spain], but I can't do that. I've heard the Spanish 
National Orchestra do it, and it was incredible. I daren't do 
that. What I want to do, and what they agreed upon, is write a 
concerto for guitar and orchestra. I'm afraid, but I'm more 
excited than afraid because I can write my music and I can 
improvise. I need to improvise." 
One thing that is evident from talking with John 

McLaughlin is his obvious contentment with his past work. 
Many musicians tend to be highly critical of their output, but 
McLaughlin seems to be satisfied that he has been captured 
effectively on record. He is not always that pleased with his 
live performances, however. "Sometimes I'm completely 
merciless with myself," he claims, "and some nights I play 
like a shit—I can't do anything, I seem to be fumbling around. 
I'm always very happy that the audience is less critical than I, 
but it hurts when somebody compliments you when you 
know you've played badly. But what can I tell them? 'You jerk, 
you don't even know anything!' But I cannot escape this 
certainty that the audience should never be underestimated. I 
can't fool an audience—I don't think it and I don't feel it and I 
don't believe it. 
"From the point of view of going to concerts myself—if a 

musician is struggling that night and he's fighting and he 
doesn't have his shit together, the fact that he's fighting is, for 
me, something beautiful to behold, because it's a human 
being fighting with his feelings. He wants to get the notes out, 
but he has to formulate them, to go through the notes and go 
through the rhythms—and not repeat himself—and be ele-
gant and accurate and eloquent and profound. That's some-
thing beautiful to see. And sometimes, if after a whole hour 
that doesn't mean anything, there's five minutes or one 
minute before the end of the concert where you're really 
liberated from everything that's gone down before, then it's. 
worth it. That's really what I'm living for, that one moment." 
The word fusion has been much maligned, but John 

McLaughlin is its very essence. He was one of the first and 
most successful at fusing the powerhouse instruments of rock 
8E roll with the musical interplay and improvisation of jazz. 
He has also fused the ancient, classical music of South India 
with jazz, and has helped bring the traditional flamenco 
music of Spain into the jazz realm. Now he is beginning to 
study classical modes. Fusion is the perfect word for all of it. 

"I'm an eternal learner," he says. "I don't think I'll ever stop 
learning; it's a personal idiosyncrasy. I'm looking all the time 
for a way through music—searching, in a sense, for those 
different ways—harmonically, melodically, and rhyth-
mically. For me the big joy of life is to play—that's the big 
joy—just to play music." db 

WHAT'S BEHIND THIS TELEPHONE NUMBER? 
There's a whole world of service behind the Sam Ash telephone 

number. 
Like quick delivery. We know that once you've made up your 

mind on an item, you want it NOW. So we keep $5 million dollars 
worth of merchandise on hand to insure that almost everything is 
in stock. 

Another plus: Sam Ash telephone sales people are all profes-
sional musicians. They know what they're talking about and you can 
trust their advice. Even our packers are specialists in musical gear, 
quality checking every shipment before it goes out. What a pleasure to 
get service like this! Call the Sam Ash Hot Line-and enjoy. 

IN NEW YORK STATE CALL 212-347-7757 
TWX 510-222-1630 SAM ASH HEMP 
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In The World 
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RAIDERS continued from page 13 

The revivalist, however, regards the chunk of the jazz past that 
attracts him as an essentially completed act. And often he is 
drawn to the past of jazz in part because it belongs to the past— 
because the music speaks of values that seem to have been 
needlessly abandoned and that the revivalist wishes to reani-
mate, preserve, and inhabit. Injecting one's own personality into 
the music is at best a side issue, the goal instead being to 
accurately bring to life what is no longer as alive as it once was. 
Now jazz revivalism has an intriguing, quirky history; I would 

not want to be without the music of Lu Watters, Graeme and 
Roger Bell, or Dave Dallwitz. But revivalism works best when it 
deals with styles in which the soloist added color and point 
while the ensemble remained the dominant force; it runs into 
special problems when the style being recreated is one that 
relies on the soloist's ability to express an individual instru-
mental personality. 
Leaving aside the question of whether or not Hamilton and 

Vache are conscious revivalists, their music certainly is based on 
late swing-era styles in which individual instrumental personal-
ity was paramount. We love Ben Webster and Don Byas, Buck 
Clayton and Bobby Hackett, not just because their music was 
beautiful in the abstract sense, but also because it told their 
stories, revealing something essential about the kind of men 
they were. This storytelling aspect of the music was expressed in 
a very precise musical/emotional language—one in which the 
individual artist's tonal and rhythmic inflections (the growls, 
smears, slides, and so forth) were both his trademark and the 
means he used to convey his evolving emotional messages. And 
this storytelling, languagelike aspect of the music has, like all 
languages, some specific rules of diction, grammar, and syntax. 

It is there that I part company with most of today's more-or-less 
revivalistic players, whether their models come from the '30s and 
'40s (as Hamilton's and Vache's do), from the '50s (as do those of 
Lew Tabackin and Richie Cole), or from the quite recent past (as 
is the case with Arthur Blythe and David Murray). To my ears, 
these musicians often speak the language they profess to love in 

ROPE CORE BASS STRINGS 
At better music stores or write for literature to. 

SUPER-SENSITIVE MUSICAL STRING CO. 
6121 Porter Rd. Sarasota, FL 33582 

"50 Years of MJsical Product Excellence" 

a haphazard, inaccurate, even vulgar fashion, making "gram-
matical" and "syntactical" errors in the realm where notes are 
translated into emotion that are as disturbing as if they had 
flubbed the changes or turned the beat around. Place a typical 
Hamilton performance alongside a solo from such a master 
storyteller as Ike Quebec (or compare a Lew Tabackin effort with 
something by Sonny Rollins, or listen to David Murray next to 
Albert Ayler or Roscoe Mitchell), and one hears countless 
musical/emotional gestures that have been mishandled or 
misunderstood, as though the perhaps unwitting emulator had 
donned a green tie with a grey suit or begun a romantic plea by 
shouting, "Spread your legs!" 
So it's not just the emulative aspect of these players that is 

troublesome, since my knowledge (such as it is) of the music that 
inspired them tells me that they aren't even good emulators, let 
alone personal craftsmen. (A question for another day is whether 
one can be a craftsmanlike disciple of Ayler, Dolphy, or Col-
trane—in the same way that one could, and perhaps still can, be 
a craftsmanlike disciple of Hawkins, Young, or Byas.) 
Which brings me to two of McDonough's peripheral points— 

the idea that, as someone on the sunny side of 40, I'm "in the 
same boat" with Hamilton and Vache, and the fact that these 
musicians have been praised, and sometimes hired, by such 
masters as Buddy Tate, Buck Clayton, Roy Eldridge, Benny 
Goodman, and Earl Hines. 

The "in the same boat . . . part of what they are attacking" 
notion I don't understand, since I'm a listener and a writer, not a 
musician. (Maybe I'd be open to the "in the same boat" complaint 
if I tried to write like Panassie or Otis Ferguson.) The second 
point, however, is not so easily dismissed. It's understandable 
that many older players (and those critics who have great 
affection for their music and may not care that much for later 
developments) would be cheered to find younger men paying 
homage to the past, for no one likes to feel lonely and most of us 
like to be flattered. But even if there were no trace of self-
deception in the praise of Hines, Tate, et al., that praise is refuted 
by their own lastingly vital music, which remains the standard 
by which their would-be disciples must be judged. (As for the 
"they hire them" argument, does that mean we should admire 
Hines' execrable vocalist or the cloddish drummer he used for 
several years?) 

If McDonough feels that Hamilton, Vache, and the rest some-
how meet the standards that still are being set by Tate, Hines, 
and their peers—or even if he feels that they will become 
coherent craftsmen within their chosen styles—those are mat-
ters about which we can agree to disagree. And I certainly share 
McDonough's unspoken desire that there be as many personal 
craftsmen at work in jazz today as there were in 1935, 1945, and 
1955—though I believe that the craftsman approach to jazz is, for 
a number of reasons, becoming harder and harder to sustain. 
So if jazz is about to turn itself into a largely revivalistic, 

repertory music—a kind of living museum in which everyone 
from Johnny Dodds to Albert Ayler is fair game—it seems all the 
more important to protest when one hears jazz' glorious past 
being reproduced in ways that are musically and emotionally 
inaccurate. To do otherwise would be to admit that we no longer 
hear the difference. If that is the case, I don't see what right we 
have to love all there is in jazz that truly deserves to be loved. D 

SIG CITY SEAT 

still on tap: Sonny Rollins 
(4/16, 8 p.m.), Illinois Jacquet 
(4/17, at 8), Carmen McRae 
(4/18, 3 p.m.) and Lee Konitz 
(same day at 8); June's week-
end has Max Roach (4th at 8), 
Old And New Dreams (5th at 8), 
solo pianos from Hank Jones, 
John Lewis, and Jaki Byard (6th 
at 3), followed by reedman 
Sam Rivers that night at 8. 

MONTREAL 
After a brief flirtation with reg-
gae, the Rising Sun (Ste. An-
toine at Mountain), has re-
verted to its former jazz and 
blues policy, with bookings in-
cluding Jack DeJohnette, Hank 

continued from page 11 

Jones, Willie Dixon, Gary Bur-
ton, Jim Hall, and Joe Pass... 

OTTAWA, CANADA 
Jazz Ottawa, (613) 232-9387, 
has moved its regular Monday 
night jazz sessions from C.W.'s 
to San Antonio Rose at 207 
Rideau Street . . . 

TORONTO 
Cornetist "Wild" Bill Davison 
celebrated his 76th birthday 
midway through a two-week 
stand at the Chick'n Deli; for 
the occasion, he was pre-
sented with 76 salamis and 
eight litres of Jack Daniels— 
he gave the salami away . . . 
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IF SOME OF YOUR FAVORITE 
READING DOESN'T HAVE WORDS, 

WE'D LIKE TO HEAR YOU. 
Can you read the music on this page? 

If you can, you may be qualified to take ad-
vantage of one of America's unique musical 

opportunities. You may be qualified to 
perform as an Army Band Member. 

Few performing opportunities offer 
as much variety. An Army Band is a concert 
band, a dance band, a parade band, and 
various combos and ensembles. 

Army band members also play for all 

kinds of audiences: military audiences, 
high school audiences, concert audiences, 
sporting-event audiences, you name it. 

The benefits are right in tune, 
too. If you can read music, and you 
qualify, you'll enter the Army at an 
advanced pay grade, attend the 
School of Music and have a chance to 
perform with a first-line professional 
quality instrument. 

Other benefits include a chance 
to travel and to earn up to 30 days 
paid vacation each year. 

Which is a great way to catch 
up on your reading. For more infor-
mation, send in the postcard. 

Or write: Army Opportunities, P.O. Box 300, 
North Hollywood, CA 91603. 

ARMY. 
BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 
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HARMONICA FAMILY 

Hohner CBH Professional 2012 

A newly designed 12-hole, three-
octave chromatic harmonica, the CBH 
Professional 2012, debuted from 
M. HOHNER INC. (Hicksville, NY). The 
2012 introduces the unique concept of 
wind-saving valves and air-tight, high-
impact Delrin construction. The harp 
produces a stronger, richer sound with 
only a fraction of the breath normally 
required. Each hole contains two 
hand-tuned bronze reeds. The CBH is 
also available in a 16-hole, four-octave 
version. 

SOUND EQUIPMENT 

Shure 520D Green Bullet Mic 

More good news for harp players— 
the legendary SHURE (Evanston, IL) 
Green Bullet microphone is back by 
popular demand from harmonica 
players everywhere, because it is 
conveniently shaped to fit the cupped 
palm while providing performance 
ideal for blues arrangements. 
Designated the 520D, the dual 

impedance mic, once popular as a 
base-station paging and dispatching 
unit, is now available in a limited 
edition as a head assembly only. 

Tusc Amplifiers 

Tusc AMPLIFIERS (Central Islip, NY) 
recently introduced the DF and CR 
Series of tube amplifiers with 
memory—the first of its kind. The self-
contained 50- or 100-watt RMS amps 
have overdrive and parametric 
equalization settings with memory 
Now instant recall of these settings 
during a performance and countless 
tonal possibilities are feasible. Other 
features include pre- and post-reverb, 
master volume, pre-amp line out, and 
stereo input for guitar and keyboard, 
with split keyboard capacity. 

Stick Enterprises' Patch Of Shades 

Patch Of Shades (from STICK 
ENTERPRISES INC., Los Angeles) is a 
new kind of effect for electric 
instruments including guitar, bass, 
synthesizer, and keyboards. The 
musician simply presses a toe on the 
pad to gradually shade the normal 
direct sound into the bass end of a 
smooth and noiseless wah, and shifts 
weight to move through all the wah 
frequencies. The pressure pad 
simultaneously operates a volume 

output for shading echo, flange, etc. 
into a second amp or channel; a send/ 
return loop also allows the player to 
use old effects in a new way. 

HOME STEREO 
TechniClean Maintenance System 

AUDIO-TECHNICA U.S. INC.'S (Stow, 
OH) new Deluxe AT6015 TechniClean 
Audiophile Record Maintenance 
System features a combination 
aluminum and graphite-filled plastic 
body that provides a conductive path 
to ground, preventing the static 
buildup that naturally occurs when 
cleaning records. The AT6015's velvet 
cleaning pad has tiny unidirectional 
fibers that gently lift particles from 
the record surface. A cleaning brush 
is included along with a special 
formula cleaning liquid. 

PERCUSSION SHOP 

Aquarian's Super Cymbal Spring 

Jack DeJohnette aided in the design 
and testing (and endorses) the new 
Super Cymbal Spring from AQUARIAN 
ACCESSORIES (Anaheim, CA). Three 
springs—two inside the outer one— 
allow drummers to mount Chinese, 
swish, or pang cymbals upside down 
safely, and with the proper degree of 
firmness and flexibility. The Super 
Cymbal Spring may be mounted on 
virtually any stand, and is also 
recommended for holding heavy ride 
cymbals at extreme angles. 
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• cJIØ 4 Rates: Minimum 20 words per ad. One issue, $1.75 per word; flttJSIC  7 consecutive issues, $1.60 per word; 12 consecutive Ésues, 
$1 45 per word. All ads prepaid, no agency commission. Copy 
and full payment for each issue must arrive by the first day ol 

the 2nd month preceding db cover date. Single prepayment for 7 consecutive issues earns 5% d;scount; single prepayment for 
2 consecutive issues earns 10% discount. 
Word count: count as one word, each symbol, number group and street number name. Count as two words, city/state/zip. 

First words set in bold caps at no extra charge. No illustration or db box number. All copy subject to publisher's approval. 
Advertisers must supply permanent address and telephone with first order. 

For rates and information on Special Classified Display ads and Mus-Ed Directory listings, write to down beaVCIassifind, 222 
West Adams St., Chicago, IL 60606. 

BOOKS 

CADENCE JAZZ MAGAZINE. Sample $1.50. 345 RT. 1, 
Redwood, NY 13679, 315/287-2852. 

E LEGIT PRO FAKE BOOK: New! 1,010 old & new 
best jazz 8 pops! All styles! 480 pages  $24.95 I 

E LEGAL FAKE BOOK: 700 more goodies! $19.95 
• E ULTIMATE FAKE BOOK: 1.200 more  $29.95 
" E FIRST TIME EVER Fake Book: 650 more $22.50 
E 1,012 JAZZ TUNES FAKE BOOK: Best seller! Top • 

I stars! All styles! 550 pages! Use on jobs/For I 
reading/Improvising ideas! Great!   $24.95 

Add 75e Postage To Total Order. Money Back Offer II 

L IMPERIAL, Box 66-DB, N.Y., N.Y. 10022 • ma à 

CLUB DATES GIGS 
Club Date Handbook; How To Play A Show; ea. $7.95 

C.D. Books for (c) Hungarian, Polish, Rumanian, Vien-
nese, Greek, Hora, Russian, Turkish, Arabic, African, 
Polka Book (incl. Irish, Italian, Polish). C.D. Tunes; C.D. 
Routines; German, Mideastern, Bulgars, C.D. Marches, 
C.D. Modulations. ea. $5.95. 

Improvising Riffs Figures Bb or C-75 pgs. $5.95. 

Add 75c for postage 

HAROLD BRANCH PUBLISHING, INC. 
95 Eads St., West Babylon. NY 11704 

MELODY AND HARMONY 
ON THE DRUM SET 

is a revolutionary reconception of the role and purpose of 
the drum set in music. Fully covers Theory, Melody, Bass 
Lines and Harmony. For drummers, arrangers, compos-
ers, all musicians. Fifteen dollars. Free information. 

RALPH LA FEMINA, Ph.D 
370 N. Ocean Ave., Patchogue, NY 11772 

"Ille inside information from on established 
professional about all aspects of touring." 

by Gary Burton 
"In the interest of fellow musicians 
Burton. world-closs vibraphonist and leader 
of his own group has pur his extra time to 
fruitful use ond produced "A Musician's 
Guide To The Rood.. 

Boston Globe 

Please send me copiesof "AMusicions 
Guide To Rood" at $ 7.95eoch. If for any 
reason lam not satisfied with my purchase. I 
understand rhot I may return the book 
within ten days for full credit or refund. 

I endose o check or money order in the 
amount of I, which includes soles 
fox if applicable ( Calif.. Moss.. N.Y.. N.J.. 
Ohio. Tenn.. Vo.). 

Books will be shipped within thirty days of 
receipt of order. 

Make checks payable to: 
Watson-Guptill Publications 
2160 Patterson Street 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45214 

Published by Billboard Magazine 

USIC SPEED READING 
Quickly increase speed and accu-
racy in sight reading NEW & EASY 
method shows students and profes-
sionals how to train the eye in read-
ing music University of Illinois 
statistical analys;s shows MUSIC 
SPEED READING gain of 17.35 
points improvement Adopted Juil-
hard to Oregon State MUSIC 
SPEED READING $9.95. We pay 
shipping FREE CATALOG Order 
yours today. 

WIMBLEDONIMUSIC INC Dept DB-I 
' 1888 Century Park East Century City 
'y v CA 90067 1213) 556-3000 

INSTRUMENTS & ACCESSORIES  

SOPRANO SAXES—$279 
Bb Straight Imperial Special Top players like it' 

Tiny Jazz Trumpet—$189 
Bb 9 inches long, Use Your moulhpiece Big Sound' 

FLUGELHORNS—$219 
Also 18 inch Slide Trumpets 5195 8 Valve Trombones $259 

Free Cases 8 mp All new, Money back guarantee 
IMPERIAL, Box 66-0B, NY. NY 10022 

1982 Pro-Line Guide 
* Before you buy a Guitar, Amplifier, Mixer. 
Speaker or P.A. System, get the F REE 80 page 
CARVIN Color Catalog! 

* Compare Carvin's exceptional values and 
see the latest pro equipment. Buy DIRECT at 
Pro-Net prices — saving you hundreds of 
dollars. 

* Components include JBL, Renkus-Heinz, 
Electro-Voice, Celestion, etc. Also, a com-
plete line of replacement parts for your guitar. 
Find out about Carvin's new Tri-Amped 
Sound Systems. 

Write or Call now! 
CAR VIN, Dept. DB80,1155 Industrial Ave. 
Escondido. CA 92025. PH 714-747-110 

CARVIN FREE CATALOG 
: Enclosed $1 for Rush First Class Mail. 

• Name 

Address 

City 

btate  

NEW SAX MOUTHPIECES 
EXCLUSIVELY BY BAMBER 

Bamber mouthpieces are set apdit from 
all the rest. Featuring unique baffle and 
hamber design and custom facings. 

Available in Jazz and Concert Models for 
Soprano, Alto, Tenor and Baritone. 

Send for Free Brochure 
THE WOODWIND/THE BRASSWIND 

50741 U.S. 31 rt South Bend, IN 46637 
1.800.348-5003 (219)272-8266  

SAX MOUTHPIECES 
Choice of top pros worldwide' Al! custom made Hand built baffles. 
Superior chambers Hard rubber models for Alto. Tenor, Soprano, 
Clarinet. ERNIE NORTHWAY MOUTHPIECES. Personal con-
sultation always available' No risk, money back guarantee Send for 
FREE DETAILS. 

Fiancé ,:beiludyczy, MOUTHPIECES 

Dept D 1946 Edbl 4675 5o Sall Lake Cay, UT 84117 
Phone 801 272 3158 

P.M.I. '82 
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT 
DISCOUNT CATALOG 

America's most complete source of major 
brand instruments and accessories at low 

low prices. Send $3 U.S., $4 foreign (credited on first 
purchase) to: P.M.I., Dept. DB, P.O. Box 827, Union City, 
New Jersey 07087. 

MUSICAL INSTRUCTION 

PLAY MUSIC BETTER through understanding chords as 
used to create "musical ideas." FREE INFORMATION— 
Music Learning Systems Publishing ( 12DB), RD3, Box 142, 
Olean, NY 14760. 

. The Aeoilan Mode .. 
The Polytonal Goa« $2.50 1200%!! 

Send check or money order to 

EDC PUBLISHING DEPT. DB-247 
1611 Kennedy Blvd. North Bergen, N.J. 07047 

Foreign Orders ADD $1.00 PER Book FOR Al, MAIL 

JAZZ PLAYERS—ALL INSTRUMENTS 
EMILE DeCOSMO HAS CREATED THESE BOOKS 

GUARANTEED TO MAKE YOU HEAR 
PROGRESSIONS PLAY BETTER JAZZ LINES 
THROUGH THE POLYTONAL RHYTHM SERIES 
The Cycle of Fifths 13.00 d ate 
The IPW Progression.. 15,00 
The Blues Scale   11.00 
The Lydian Mode   $4.00 
The Tritons Cycle   1400 
The Dorian Mode . 14.00 DRIPS 
The Mizolydian Mode $4.00 
, The Byzantine Scale $4.00 

" The Ionien Mode $4-c° IMPROVE 
. The Diminished Scale $4.00 Your Playing 

SAX HELP 
Through the Master Teacher's eye Facts about 
Playing the Saxophone' Chapters on EMBOUCHURE. 
Intonation, Vibrato, Tonguing. Excellent for self help 
or reference. Direct. To the Point. PRACTICAL' 
Order "Guide to the Sai‹ophotie" by Sax Clinician. 
Ernie Northway. Send 57.50 1.'51.50 shipping) to 

NCI1A PUBLICATIONS, Dept. D 
1946 E 4675 S., Sait Lake City, UT 84117 

Tel 1801) 272 3158 

By JIM PROGRIS 
Brand New from the Professionals' Author 

PIANO 
Ballades For Duke - A Tribute 

(intermediate piano solos) LV006 • $4.95 
Virtuoso Jazz Styling: 

Learn to play like the greats LV005 • $6.95 

INSTRUMENTAL 
Virtuoso Jazz Styling: Teaches idioms used by 
the greats in key coordinated books for en-
semble or solo playing. $ 5.95 each (with sound 
sheet). 
_Bb Book LV001 Book ( treble) LV003 

Eh Book LV002 __C Book ( bass) Lv004 

To order Add $ 1.50 postage. 
Nevada residents add 3,/z% sales tax. 

HANSEN HOUSE 
955 E Sahara Ave.. Las Vegas, NV 89104 
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION 

RECORDS—TAPES? Discounts to 73%; all labels; no pur-
chase obligations; newsletter; discount dividend certificates; 
100% guarantees. Free details. Discount Music Club, 650 
Main St., P.O. Box 2000, Dept. 10-0482, New Rochelle, NY 
10801. 

A Z 
gladdexélai 1.3 rleasei Qaade 

1111 

irIZZ IMPROVISATION 
Instruction on 4 tape cassettes' 

D Learn to Sing Jazz Scat 
D Introduction to Jazz Improvisation 

$29.95 each Order Today' 

P.O. Box 9861 / Seattle, WA 98109 

fWARREN NUNES PRESENTS: 

JAll GUITAR 
WARREN NUNES is regarded as the best there is 
on JAZZ GUITAR in the San Franciscan Bay area 
These books develop jazz guitar performance for 
the professional who is a most capable jazz 
guitarist and musician. A must for every jazz 
musician. 

INCLUDES Sound Recording 

Send check or money order to: 

(Add $ 1.00 postage and handling.) 

HANSEN HOUSE 
955 E. Sahara • Las Vegas, NV • 89104 

RECORDS & TAPES 
FAST RELIABLE JAZZ record service—foreign orders wel-
come—send for FREE LP sales list. Jaybee Jazz, Box 24504, 
Greve Coeur, MO 63141. 

RARE MODERN JAZZ, JAZZ VOCALS, Big Bands, Dixieland 
'pos. Monthly lists, auctions! LPs wanted. First Edition Records, 
Box 1138-D, Whittier, CA 90609. 

FREE JAZZ AUCTION LIST: 10", 12", LP's and 45's. Elmwood 
Record Sales, Box 10232, Elmwood, CT 06110. 

EXCITING PIANO ORIGINALS in modes, polychords, poly-
tonality: POEMS OF GRANADA, REFLECTIONS FOR 
PIANO. Each LP $5.00, both for $8.00, plus $1.50 mailing. 
Adolph Sandole, 1619 Broadway #605, New York, NY 10019. 

I ry us for the tinest in Jazz. Folk. Bluegrass, and much 
more on hundreds of hard to find reci nil labels. We 
offer personal same day wrs , • prices! 

K011e teKE°Rb ro.BOX 147 S 

O, 1b 

vwt ss  

11. ,•,ise send me, 
Sonny Rollins The Alternative Rollins 

2 1p set IRCA 432681 $12 00 
..1marcord Nino Rota with The Carla Bley 

Band & others (Hannibal 9301) $7.(I0 I 
Roscoe Mitchell & The Sound Ensemble I 

Snurdy McGurdy & Her Dancing 
Shoes (Nessa 20) $6 so I 

Red Rodney & Ira Sullivan Night & Day 
(Muse) ,, .   $6.50 

Art Blakey & The Jazz Messengers Album 
of the Year (Timeless 155)  $7.00 

George Adams & Don Pullen Life Line • 
ITimeless 154) $7 00 

The Klezmer Conservatory Orchestra 
Yiddishe Renaissance (Klezione 1)86 50 I 

Kip Hanrahan Coup de Tete writ, Chico 
Freeman. Carla Bley Fred Frith, 
Michael Manlier & others (America,' 
Class, 10071 $b 50 

Cedar Walton & Abby Lincoln 
The Maestro (Muse 5244) $6 50 I 

FREE! Catalog and bimonthly magazine 

Domestic orders postpaid, outside U.S .A 
$3 00 first LP . $ 1.00 each additional L P 111 

Payment Enclosed   

1p Name 

..\.idress   

RARE JAZZ/VOCAL LP auction. Free lists. Leon Leavitt, P.O. 
Box 38395, Los Angeles, CA 90038. LP's bought/traded, Top $ 
paid. 

"BORN AGAIN" Chuck Rainey's new LP. Available only 
through the mail. Send $10.00 check or money order to: Good 
Friends Productions. 1939 Pearl St., Boulder, CO 80302. 

IMPORTED SWEDISH FOLK MUSIC AND JAZZ on disc for 
the discriminating listener. Free catalog. NOR-DISC. 2242 
Lawton Dr., Lemon Grove, CA 92045. 

RECORD AUCTION—Private collection. Jazz and Jazz/Rock. 
Free lists ( IRCs appreciated). Terry Saundry, Box 156, South 
Yarra, 3141, Australia. 

A POWERHOUSE OF JAZZ RECORDS 
—TROMBONE SUMMIT— Features Bill Watrous, Kai 
Winding, Albert Mangelsdorff & Jiggs Whigham. A real 
blockbuster! 
—EASY TO LOVE—Singers Unlimited with Les Hooper. 
—LA ZORRA— Solo trombone of Bill Watrous with the 
New Bill Watrous Quartet (J. Cox, T. Childs, C. Wacker-
man, D. Levine) 
—CHICK COREA— Featuring Lionel Hampton. With Dave 
Holland, Hubert Laws, Woody Shaw & Jack De Johnette. 
—CONCORD JAZZ GUITAR COLLECTION— L. 
Almedia, G. Barnes, K. Burrell, C. Byrd, C. Collins, E. 
Duran, H. Ellis, J. Pass, T. Farlow, F. Green, B. Kessell, R. 
Palmer. 2 LP set $ 17.96. 
—CORONARY TROMBOSSAI—Bill Watrous & his New 
Quartet. 
—MORNING SUN—Alphonse Mouzon's new hit features 
H. Hancock, L. Ritenour, H. Laws, F. Hubbard and more! 
—BEBOP REVISITED VOL. 3— Kai Winding, Tony 
Fruscella, Sam Most & Wayne Marsh. Most cuts previ-
ously unissued. 
—WOODY AND FRIENDS- 1979 Monterey Jazz Fes-
tival. Woody Herman with Stan Getz, Dizzy Gillespie, 
Slide Hampton & Woody Shaw. 
—THE TROMBONE ALBUM—J. J. Johnson, Frank 
Rosolina, Bill Harris, Curtis Fuller. Special-2 LP set only 
$10.98! 
—A SWINGING CASE OF MASSOISM—George Masso 
Sextet. 
All LPs $8.98 except where noted. Add 950 post. Foreign 
add $2.00. US funds only. Send for FREE 64 page 
Vintage/Contemporary Jazz catalog: 

MUSICAL CONCEPTS 
Box 53DB4 Cedarhurst, N.Y. 11516 

LP PRO 7063 FUP PHILUPS 
FUPENSTEIN 

Flip Phillips, tenor sox; Lou Stein, piano; Butch 
Mlles, drums; Mike Moore, boss. 

Satin Takes o Holiday, Witchcraft, Hongmon's 
Noose, Droculo's Dance, Ghoul Of My Dreams, 
Ghost of A Chance, The Clow, Vampire's Dream. 

LP PRO 7057 FRANK WESS 
FLUTE JUICE 

Fronk LUess, flute; Chuck Wayne, guitar; Tommy 

Flanagan, piano; George Mroz. boss; Ben 
Riley, drums. 

Lover Come Bock To Me, Spring Is Here, Riled Up, 
There Is No Greater Love, Nodo Mas, Bottle Royal 

LP PRO 7055 DEREK SMITH TRIO 
PLAYS JEROME KERN 

Derek Smith, piano; linc Millimon, boss; Ronnie 
Bedford, drums. 

01' Mon River, A Fine Romance, The Folks That Live 
On The HIII, I'm Old Fashioned, Long Ago And For 
Away. The Way You Look Tonight, I Won't Dance. 
Dearly Beloved, All The Things You Are, The Song Is 
You. 

Send for complete, latest cotolog 
ond information on joining our 

Jazz Collectors Club. 

PROGRESSIVE RECORDS, INC. 
PO. BOX 500, TIFTON, GR 31794 

912/382-8192 

DAYBREAK EXPRESS RECORDS 
>981 MadIe4 Caicderme 

Our new 116 page catalogue features the largest selection of available Ian 1.Ps 
ever! Orer 400 labels of Jan imports, independent labels, and standard Jul 
utalogues. We oiler fast UPS Service, tira and MasterCard. 

Send $2.00 to Daybreak Express Itecords, Dept. 011 
P.O. Box 250, Van Brunt Station, Brooklyn, NI 11215. 

Foreign customen add $5 lor air mail, deductible on first order. 

Country  
 _J 

H Yes, please nob me the 1%1 Master Catalogue. 
Enclosed is 

llame  

Street   

City  State   

lip 

ANNOUNCENG... 

New releases 
on Uptown 
UP 27.06 J. R. MONTEROSE, 

Duo with 
Tommy Flanagan 
. . . And a Little Pleasure 

UP 27.07 DICKY WELLS, 
Lonesome Road 

Already available: 27.01 Joe Thomas, Raw Meat, 
with Jimmy Rowles; 

27.02 J. R. Monterose, Live in Albany; 
27.03 John W. Bubbles, Back on Broadway. 

UPTOWN RECORDS 
3355 Queen Mary Rd, D-Suite 427 
Montreal, Quebec Canada H3V 1A5 
MAIL ORDER: 276 Pearl Street, Am B 

Kingston, NY 12401 

$10 U.S. postpaid ($ 12 foreign). 

ET CETERA 
CHARLIE PARKER T-SHIRTS? Also Mingus, Miles, Dolphy, 
"Bebop Lives", Ellington, Holiday, Powell, Dexter, Monk, Dizzy. 
New Coltrane, Count Basle, McCoy Tyner. Original designs. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. S-M-L-XL $8.00. Heavy weight shirts. 
BIRD LIVES, P.O. Box 87D, New Lisbon, WI 53950. 

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 

1,11UfICIANt 
GET WITH IT! 
WHY WRIT FOR THE RIGHT GROUP OR RIGHT 

MUSICIANS TO FIND YOU? YOU CAN FIND THEM I 

CRLL US! THE MUSIC INDUSTRY'S 
LARGEST NATIONWIDE REFERRAL 

GET THINGS ROLLING — NOW! 

IC ItileSiOMANIP112;11. 

CRIL TOLL-FREE: (800) 328-8660 
610-825-0848 for Mnnesoto Resodents) 

PMA— A Subsidiary of BOYD RUNT ENTERPRISES"' 

WHERE TO STUDY 
DR. MAURY DEUTSCH: Nine volume arranging education— 
$15.00; private—correspondence lessons. 150 W. 87th St., 
NYC 10024, (212) SC 4-4722. 

DAVID N. BAKER presents classes in jazz improvisation. 
Immediate registration is available for both class and private 
instruction. Strings welcome. For information contact: Colin 
Studios, 315 W. 53rd St., N.Y., NY 10019. 212/581-1480. 

YOUR DRUMMING CAN SOUND BETTER WITHIN 
SIX WEEKS 

through my drum set study course on cassettes. Improve 
your Time. Swing, relaxation, concentration, memory, 
hearing. Better than the local teacher or College of 
Music. Not for beginners. How can you qualify? For a one 
hour lesson cassette, a 20 minute recording with proof of 
success, 24 page discussion, send ten dollars to 

STANLEY SPECTOR SCHOOL OF DRUMMING 
200 West 58th Street, Dept. DB, New York, NY 10019 
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JAZZ CLINICS TACUMA continued from page 21 HA KIM continued from page 29 

MUS-ED DIRECTORY 

JAMEY AEDERSOLD 
Director, Combo/Improvisation Clinics 

ASHLEY ALEXANDER 
Director, Big Jazz Bond Clinics 

SUMMER JAZZ CLINICS 
P O. Box 221, SOUTH BEND IN 46624 

Please send me free brochure With full detail!, 
on 1982 Summer Jozz Clinic s 

Nome  

I Sneer  

• Coy Store Zip  

8.1nstrument Age 

A music education 
should lead 

to a music career. 

The Jazz Degrees 
Performance . Composition/Arranging 

The Jazz Groups 
Jazz Band. Guitar Ensemble, & Combo 
Create in the Recording/Electronic Music Studio 

WISCONSIN 
CONSERVATORY 
OF MUSIC 

Dreamy Flab. Director 
Aareiwirma. Doe 04 
ISM N. Prospect Ave 
alliwatim, WI 53202 

(414) 276-4350 

Member NASM/Admimeone Non-Mmdminaton, 

AT CORNISH 
liii ulty int.ludes: Jane. Knapp, e hair; Gary 
Peacock; Julian Priester; Art Lande; Carter 
Jeffersini; Marius Nordal; Jerry Granelli. 

Cornish Institute 
710 East Roy 
Seattle, WA 98102 
(206) 323-1400 

WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY JAZZ STUDIES 
5451 Cass, Detroit, MI 48202 313/577-1795 
Dennis Tini, Director 4-year degree program 
Nationally acclaimed faculty. Scholarships. 

See display ads in this issue for: 
BERKLEE COLLEGE OF MUSIC 

CORNISH INSTITUTE 

DICK GROVE SCHOOL OF MUSIC 

EASTMAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC 

INTERLOCHEN CENTER FOR THE ARTS 

MUSICIANS INSTITUTE 

SUMMER JAZZ CLINICS 

TEMPLE UNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS 

WEBSTER COLLEGE 

WISCONSIN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC 

rather distinctive technique? 
JT: People like the Temptations and r&b 
bass players. There's a certain laid back 
kind of feel the bass players with those 
groups had, just a very classy style of 
playing—really smooth. I listened to 
certain jazz bassists also. 
CT: Anthony Jackson is one of your 
favorite bassists. What do you like about 
his conception? 
JT: The thing I like most is his con-
sistency in the industry. He's able to 
play with Steely Dan to Chaka Khan to 
Buddy Rich. His bass sound is distinc-
tive. No matter what the producer has in 
store for him, he's able to retain his own 
identity. That's the thing I like about 
myself. I just try to be original in every 
setting whether it's Prime Time or Julius 
Hemphill's band or my own band. Ron 
Carter also has that distinctive sound, 
but I think that he sounds better on 
acoustic than electric bass. I've always 
liked the way he works with his intona-
tion. 
CT: He also has a beautiful way of 
playing with the tempo in the middle of 
his solos. 
JT: Yeah, he's got incredible control of 
his instrument. Stanley Clarke is an-
other one who sounded better on the 
acoustic bass than the electric. When he 
went to the electric, he sounded just like 
Larry Graham. I attribute Clarke's style 
to Larry. 
CT: Do you like Jaco's sound? 
JT: Yeeaahh? I like his sound, but I 
think it's better for him; I wouldn't like 
it for myself. He does what he does well. 
CT: You and Ronald Shannon Jackson 
seemed to work really well together 
right from the start. 
JT: Ronald is a fantastic drummer. Ac-
tually, I just wrote a song for him. 
Rhythmically, I learned some things 
from him, how certain things can be 
intertwined—and it worked on Danc-
ing In Your Head, which was the first 
thing we recorded. It had a feel, it didn't 
sound like jazz or r&b or rock or any-
thing I've ever heard before. One morn-
ing I woke up and played an album I 
recorded with Blood (Tales Of Captain 
Black), and this music sounded so in-
credible. It sounded really strong and 
different. It sounded like I could pick it 
up 10 years from now and it would 
sound just as fresh and new. 
I'm not a musician for other mu-

sicians, even though I play a certain 
music that would be astounding to 
other musicians. I'm a musician for the 
person who doesn't know anything 
about music, who would sit down and 
start laughing or crying or start writing 
or thinking or want to do something 
good. This way I feel better about my-
self. I like to look into the audience and 
see all different kinds of things happen-
ing. db 

in showcasing his talents as an instru-
mentalist and composer. Subsequently 
forming his own trio, Hakim then trav-
eled to Canada where he stayed for 10 
years. During that time he made two 
albums for Radio Canada International. 
The first, London Suite, exhibited a 
sound that was richer and more emotive 
than his earlier work indicated he was 
capable of; a newfound sophistication 
had surfaced. 
Upon returning to the States in 1976, 

he began recording for the Progressive 
and SteepleChase labels. Among the 
Progressive results is a lovely, unaccom-
panied effort called Memories. The 
kitschy name notwithstanding, Memo-
ries offers a number of moody ballads 
that highlight Haldm's feathery yet au-
thoritative touch. His probing solos are 
especially affecting. He further demon-
strated his romantic sensibility jux-
taposed with an inclination towards 
horn-like lines when, in his next album, 
he paid tribute to a friend and influence. 
Four of the eight tunes on A Bit Of Monk 
are Monk compositions, and Hakim 
saves his best for a tender reading of 
Pannonica. His right hand seems to 
locate, rather than play, the gentle mel-
ody, and the shimmering notes he dis-
covers reflect his fondness for Monk 
and his music. 

That record, like all of Hakim's re-
cords on the Progressive label (not 
counting his recent date with Sonny 
Stitt), is available in Japan only. Since 
they comprise many of the discs from 
his catalog as a leader, it is easy to 
understand why he is better known 
overseas than in the U.S. The one album 
most widely distributed here is a CBS 
issue entitled I Remember Bebop in 
which Hakim is one of eight pianists 
who separately recite bop classics of the 
'40s. He plays three of Bird's tunes, and 
the tracks are only marginally repre-
sentative of his capabilities. 
Although he disputes any suggestion 

that fate has been unkind to him, and he 
adamantly rejects the notion that he and 
his work have been overlooked, occa-
sionally his guard drops down and one 
can see a sensitive musician whose 
needs are simple and fundamental. "I 
guess I would like a little more recogni-
tion," he candidly admits, "mostly be-
cause I think that the things I've done 
have contributed to the jazz culture. But 
I've discovered that the trick is to keep 
playing and to keep up, musically, with 
what's going on around me. Listen, I've 
got all my records, and I've got all the 
music I've ever made, and I've got 40 
years behind me playing with the 
greatest musicians in the world. I'm 
proud of it all. But more than that, I have 
music in me that I haven't even got to 
yet. I intend to stay with it, and that's 
what its all about for me." db 
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"The most complete 
music institute that 
any individual 
could attend . . ." le 

— LOUIS BELLSON 

"A true link be-
_ \ tween the profes-

\ sion and the 
student . . . 

PAT WILLIAMS 

This Workshop 
continues where 
other schools 
leave off . ." 

SAMMY NESTICO 

DICK GROVE MUSIC WORKSHOPS is 
a unique school of contemporary music. 
Unique, because of its blend of proven 
classroom materials and teaching tech-
niques which utilize years of collective 
experience, the sum of which is a cur-
riculum that is not only academically 
superior, but "street-wise" as well. DICK 
GROVE MUSIC WORKSHOPS is a pri-
vate, post-secondary educational insti-
tution and a Non-Degree Granting Mem-
ber of The National Association of 
Schools of Music. Federal fir ancial aid 
programs are available. "This school is 
authorized under Federal law to enroll 
non-immigrant alien students." 

• General Musicianship Program 
(GMP) 

• Vocal Instruction Program (VIP) 
• Bass Instruction Program ( BIP) 

• The Guitar Program (TGP) 

• Percussion Program (PERC) 
• Keyboard Instruction Program 

(KIP) 

• Professional Instrumertal Pro-
gram (PIP) 

• Composing and Musicianship Pro-
gram [(COMP) for songwriters] 

• Composing and Arranging Pro-
gram (CAP) 
e Film Composing Program ( FOP) 

ENROLLMENT 
NOW OPEN 

For catalogs and information on 
different programs call or write 

Toll Free (800) 423-2283 
(outside California) 

7-1:IICK GROVE 
I :SCHOOL OF MUSIC 

L2754 VENTURA BOULEVARD 
STUDIO CITY, CALIFORNIA 91604 

(213)985-0905/984-1315 

BGDK RENEWS 
CHICAGO BLUES by Mike Rowe 
(New York: Da Capo Press, 226 
pp., 1981; $6.95). 

Chicago Blues is a softcover reprint of Chi-
cago Breakdown, Mike Rowe's superlative 
1973 overview of the Windy City genre in its 
postwar heyday. Rowe has long been one of 
the principals of Blues Unlimited, a British 
journal that pioneered in the serious docu-
mentation of the blues. That European schol-
ars should precede Americans in the recogni-
tion and appreciation of American art forms 
is, by now, a familiar irony; yet despite 
continuing research on both sides of the 
Atlantic, Rowe's survey remains definitive. 
Rowe traces the development of the Chi-

cago school, from the "citified" guitar/piano 
duets of the pre-war years ta the raw elec-
trified bands that swept the national r&b 
charts in the 1950s. For him, the B.B. King-
oriented styles of the following decade repre-
sent not the further evolution of the blues, but 
its demise. Obviously, the moldy fig sen-
sibility is not confined to the jazz world; 
indeed, country blues historian Sam Chart-
ers dismissed Rowe's beloved Muddy Waters 
in much the same manner. 
Rowe admirably summarizes the period 

before World War II, when a circle of artists 
under the management of Lester Melrose 
virtually monopolized the subsidiary "race" 
labels of the major record companies. The 
"Bluebird beat" of Melrose luminaries like 
Tampa Red, Big Maceo Merriweather, and 
Sonny Boy (James Lee) Williamson reverber-
ates in countless latter-day permutations. 
Unfortunately, the narrative is interrupted by 
an arid digression into migratory statistics, 
demonstrating only the never-disputed fact 
that southern blacks tended to travel more-or-
less directly north from their native states, 
with the largest contingent from the blues-
drenched Mississippi Delta region winding 
up in Chicago. 
The wartime flood of rural immigrants 

included many gifted musicians, and a hand-
ful of independent entrepreneurs soon set up 
shop to record them. Rowe chronicles this 
postwar renaissance with painstaking devo-
tion, from the earliest 78 rpm recordings on 
the short-lived Ora Nelle label to the rise of 
the Chess Records empire and its brightest 
star, Muddy Waters. Of course, any study 
based primarily on vinyl artifacts suffers 

inherent drawbacks for, as Rowe himself 
points out, the bluesmen viewed their discs 
mainly as advertisements for their night club 
shows. On the positive side, company ar-
chives do make for a more accurate chronol-
ogy than the musicians' notoriously unreli-
able memories permit. 
The legendary standard bearers—Muddy, 

Howlin' Wolf, Elmore James, Jimmy Reed, et 
al.—are all presented, and in proper perspec-
tive, as are lesser knowns like Floyd Jones, 
John Brim, Homesick James, and even Morris 
Pejoe. Inevitably, minor errors crop up, espe-
cially in the lising of session personnel, but it 
is in no small part due to Rowe's investiga-
tions that many of the original obscure sides 
have since been reissued with correct rosters, 
mostly on British LPs. 
When, at length, he comes to the younger 

generation of "West Side" bluesmen, Rowe 
begins to falter. The brilliant careers of Otis 
Rush and Magic Sam are arbitrarily truncated 
(Sam's was short enough in any case) on the 
grounds that the albums they later cut were 
directed at a new breed of young white 
listeners; likewise Junior Wells and Buddy 
Guy, whose successful partnership is not 
even acknowledged. Although there is no 
question but that blues sales slumped in the 
'60s, independent singles continued to be 
marketed to the black audience on labels like 
One-der-ful, Palos, Chirrup, and Midas, with 
which Rowe is (or was) evidently unaware. 
Similarly, younger artists like Jimmy 
Dawkins, Luther Allison, and Mighty Joe 
Young are mentioned only in passing; those 
who came to prominence in the '70s— 
Fenton Robinson, Son Seals, Lonnie 
Brooks—are omitted altogether. 
A decade after Rowe mourned its passing, 

the Chicago blues still rings out in dozens of 
clubs throughout the city. Elderly masters 
like Sunnyland Slim share bandstands with 
innovative modernists like Johnny Dollar; the 
sense of unbroken continuity extends even to 
an emerging psychedelic style that will 
doubtless send purists scurrying back to their 
Victrolas. Rowe may be correct in stating that 
the blues boom of the '50s was a unique 
aberration in terms of commercial success— 
by his own admission, the blues had always 
been a minority preference in the black com-
munity—but his eulogies are no less prema-
ture today than when they were written a 
decade ago. — lorry bimbaum 

Junior Wells & Buddy Guy: successful partnership unacknowledged? 
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"THE OVATION CUTAWAY: REACH FOR IT. 

Voted Best Jazz Guitarist" for 
the last five years by the 
readers of Guitar Player Mag-
azine, Al DiMeola continues to 
take his music to new and ex-
citing places. And wherever Al 
goes, he takes Ovation. 

Introducing the new Ovation 
Cutaway Roundbacks. Four 
models take your music to new 
places . .. allowing free ac-
cess to the upper frets for ex-
pressive chords and leads. 
Our unique roundback design 
(deep and shallow bowl), pa-
tented Kaman Bar' neck rein-
forcing system, and built-in 
acoustic electric pickups, help 
make the new Ovation Cuta-
way Roundback guitars worth 
reaching for. 

See Your Authorized Ovation 
Dealer today. 

Hear Al DiMeola 
on his latest 

album, " Electric 
Rendezvous" on 

Columbia records 
and tapes. 

Ovation 
Ovation Instruments, Inc., A Kaman Company 
Blue Hills Avenue Ext., Bloomfield CT 06002 



Enclosed in a bootn you hear the tracks in your cans. 
The band's puffing in the right direction. So far you've been 
laying down the basic tracks, and now it's time for a little 
sweetening. You strengthen the groove and you bring in 
those quick chippy highs off your cymbals and start to 
savor the sound. 

Your Zildjian Quick Beat Hi-Hats with a flat 4-holed bot-
tom cymbal spin out a short 
tight compact sound. Incredi-
bly controlled and still just 
plain incredible. And your 
Zildjian Thin Crash comes on 
with quick bright high-end 
accents that keep it all nice 
and tasty 

Because we put our best 

into a dozen Hi-Hats and 29 different Crashes, you get your 
best out of all of them. No matter how long you've been 
savoring the highs from your cymbals. And that same 
sharp clarity and super strength are handcrafted into all 
120 different Zildjian models and sizes for every kind of 
drummer in every kind of music. 

See for yourself how over 200 of the world's most 
famous performers savor the high from their Zildjiars In our 
new Cymbal Set-Up Book, the most comprehensive refer-
ence guide for drummers ever published. For your copy, 

and handling. 
see your Zildjian dealer or send us $4 to cover postage 

Amen; ZUdjian Company, Cymbal Makers Since 1623, Longwater Drive, Norwell, MA 02061 USA 

The only serious choice. 




